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JURISDICTION OF THIS COURT 
This Court has jurisdiction to review the proceedings below 
pursuant to Section 78-2-2 (3) ( j) . 
ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
1. Did the lower court err in concluding as a matter of law 
that Home Insurance Co. did not insure Holiday Rent-A-Car and 
therefore was not liable for the claim of plaintiff Patricia 
Christiansen? 
2. In the alternative, if there was no insurance in effect 
thereby making Airport Shuttle Parking liable directly to Holiday 
Rent-A-Car and plaintiff, did the lower court err in its measure 
of damages award to Holiday Rent-A-Car and plaintiff? 
Because this matter was brought before the District Court on 
cross motions for summary judgment based on contract 
interpretation this Court is free to reappraise the trial court's 
legal conclusion without any deference to the lower court's 
decision. Atlas Corp. v. Clovis National Bank, 737 P.2d 225 
(Utah 1987); Barber v. Farmers Ins. Exchange, 751 P.2d 248 (Utah 
App. 19 8 8); Zions First National Bank v. National American Title 
Ins. Co., 748 P.2d 651, 653 (Utah 1988). 
NATURE OF THE CASE 
This is an action which was commenced by Plaintiff to 
recover damages for injuries she sustained in a fall. Plaintiff 
originally sued Holiday Rent-A-Car (Holiday) which was negligent 
in creating a hazardous condition at her work place. Holiday in 
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turn filed a third party complaint against Plaintiff's employer 
Airport Shuttle Parking (Airport) seeking either indemnification 
for any payment made to Plaintiff or damages for failure to 
obtain liability insurance as agreed. 
A second lawsuit was commenced by Plaintiff and Holiday 
Rent-A-Car against the Home Insurance Company (Home) and Airport 
Shuttle. This action was basically a bad faith claim alleging 
fraud, misrepresentation, breach of fiduciary duties and several 
other legal theories. The two lawsuits were consolidated and all 
matters came before the Honorable Scott Daniels on cross motions 
for summary judgment. Judge Daniels essentially held that there 
was no insurance obligation between Home and Holiday and/or 
Plaintiff and that Airport was only liable for damages to Holiday 
for the amount that Holiday had actually expended in settling the 
personal injury claim with Plaintiff. 
STATEMENT OF OPERATIVE FACTS 
As opposed to the procedural history of this case, the 
underlying facts are relatively simple. Moreover, there is 
little dispute as to what occurred and wrhat disputes do exist are 
not material to this appeal. 
Unfortunately, the record in this case is less than perfect. 
It consists of pleading files from two separate lawsuits together 
with hearing transcripts and depositions from both lawsuits. To 
confuse this matter even more some of the transcripts are 
portions of larger transcripts which have also been filed thereby 
creating duplicate documents. To facilitate references, 
therefore, Plaintiff will utilize the following system of 
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abbreviations: R = Record in Case No. C31-4453; R2 = Record in 
Case No, CS6-7670; transcripts will be identified by date of the 
hearing and partial transcripts of the same hearing will be 
completely discarded; depositions will be identified by party and 
date given regardless of the lawsuit in which the deposition was 
taken. 
In May of 1979 Harold Hinckley and Rex Howell began a 
business known as Airport Shuttle Parking. (Tr. of trial Oct. 
5, 1982 numbered as part of R. p. 536). The property was 
located at 2085 West North Temple in Salt Lake City. The company 
leased the property from the Brasher family and was required to 
lease all of the buildings contained on the property even though 
the company only needed the use of one small building. (Id. p. 
535.) 
In the fall of 1979 Mr. Hinckley and Mr. Howell met with 
David Lingard, John Lingard and Craig Lingard who at that time 
owned a company named Holiday Rent-A-Car. The purpose of the 
meeting was to discuss a sharing arrangement whereas Holiday 
could sublease the building in which Airport was located. (Id. 
p. 538). It was agreed at the meeting that both companies could 
benefit from a sharing arrangement. Airport basically parked 
cars for travelers flying out of the International Airport. 
Holiday rented cars to persons arriving at the Salt Lake 
International Airport. Both companies needed a service counter, 
a car wash, and a maintenance facility for their vehicles and 
thus a single building containing these requirements was deemed 
to be an ideal arrangement. 
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Mr. Rex Howell testified that he and his partner worked 
exclusively with Gene Denning who was an agent-broker with Fred 
A. Moreton Co. of Salt Lake City which was the registered Utah 
agency for Home Insurance Co. (Id. at 584). John Lingard 
testified that Harold Hinckley represented to the Lingards that 
he would obtain insurance that would cover their business and 
that therefore they would not need to retain their existing 
insurance policy. (October 5, 1982 hearing, R2 513-20). Airport 
cancelled its existing liability policy once it moved into the 
jointly shared building. 
Gene Denning testified that he was an agent-broker for Fred 
A. Moreton Co. and that he was working with Airport in order to 
obtain the necessary insurance required by the Brasher family 
master lease which required each sub-tenant to have full 
liability insurance coverage. (October 5, 1982 hearing, R. 
377-78). Mr. Denning testified that he informed Mr. Hinckley and 
Mr. Howell that this full insurance coverage could be obtained 
for Holiday Rent-A-Car under the existing Home liability 
insurance policy if the lease agreement reflected an agreement 
that Airport's insurance would be shared with Holiday. (R. 
381-83). It was not necessary for Airport to fill out any 
separate forms in order to obtain coverage. (Id. at 390). 
Likewise, it was not necessary for Holiday to submit a 
certificate of insurance to the Brasher family as was required 
for the other tenants in adjoining buildings since the lease 
agreement protected Holiday with liability coverage. (Deposition 
of Gene Denning, Ex. 1, p. 8; R. 383). 
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Accordingly, a lease agreement was prepared by Mr. Hinckley. 
This lease provided that both companies would share the 
facilities in one of the buildings located on the premises. It 
also provided that "lessee (Holiday) agrees to pay fifty percent 
(50%) of all utility bills, maintenance, property taxes and 
insurance (liability and fire) that pertains specifically to that 
one building." (R, p. 547). Mr. Hinckley testified that the 
lease was written this way since it was expected that Holiday 
would equally share the building and that this was a fair 
breakdown of costs. He testified that Holiday would have to pay 
one-half of the insurance costs "if they wanted us to cover them 
on our policy." (Id. at 549). He expected his premium to go up 
because of the existence of the two businesses. (Id. at 550). 
Holiday moved into the facility and shared it with Airport. 
Airport sometimes used Holiday's vans whenever theirs broke down 
and Holiday did maintenance work on the equipment of Airport. 
Both companies utilized the car washing facilities. (Id. at 
553-56). 
On February 29, 1980 the accident giving rise to this 
litigation occurred. Plaintiff was a shuttle bus driver for 
Airport. She had returned from a shuttle bus run, passed the 
counter shared by the employees of both companies, and stepped 
through a door leading into the car and service area to get a 
drink of water. 
The car wash drain was plugged requiring Holiday employees 
to remove a manhole cover to clean the drain. The manhole was a 
foot from the door leading from the counter area. The manhole 
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cover was painted the same color as the floor. No warnings were 
placed in the area nor did anyone tell Plaintiff of the work 
going on. As a result, when the plaintiff went through the door 
she stepped directly into the open manhole with her right leg. 
The manhole opening had a sharp metal rim. Plaintiff fell 
half the length of her body. Her left leg had not gone into the 
hole so her left buttocks hit the floor and simultaneously her 
back smashed against the metal rim. The fall caused a 
combination sideways wrenching of her body and injury to her 
back. She received permanent nerve damage. 
COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS 
What might have been a simple personal injury case has 
become a maze of legal procedural entanglements. The litigation 
in this case commenced in June of 1981 and has been before five 
district judges as well as this Court. Whereas in many cases the 
procedural history of the litigation is not particularly relevant 
to the decision of this Court, unfortunately this case is not one 
of them. It is basically essential to understand this procedural 
chronology in order to comprehend the legal issues which will be 
argued. Plaintiff will, however, attempt to shorten the 
procedural history whenever possible. 
On June 3, 1981 a complaint was filed in the Third District 
Corut by Patricia Christiansen against Holiday. (R. 1-3). On 
September 23, 1981 Holiday's lawyer sent a letter to Airport 
tendering defense of the claim to it based upon the lease 
agreement. (Deposition of Robert Andrea, August 25, 1987, Ex. 
43). Airport forwarded the claim to Home which agreed to defend 
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Airport but not Holiday. 
On February 23, 1982 a third-party complaint was filed by 
Holiday against Airport and its owners Hinckley and Howell. 
Holiday asserted that Airport was liable to indemnify it for any 
judgment it incurred, that if Airport had failed to obtain 
liability insurance as required by the contract that it was 
liable to the extent of any damages inflicted against Holiday. 
(R. 108-11). 
On May 7, 1982 an Answer to the third-party complaint was 
filed by Airport. Aside from the normal defenses claimed in any 
answer, Airport's third defense stated: 
Any agreement between the third-party plaintiff 
and third-party defendant pursuant to which 
insurance would be procurred required third-party 
plaintiff to pay premiums for said insurance. 
Third-party plaintiff failed to pay any such premium 
and therefore is not entitled to any insurance 
coverage. (R. 118-19). 
The answer was filed by Mr. Robert L. Stevens who was hired 
by Home Insurance Co., Airport's insurer, to represent Airport in 
the third-party action. 
On September 29, 1982 Mr. Stevens made a motion before the 
Honorable Bryant H. Croft to either continue the scheduled 
litigation of Plaintiff's claim or to bifurcate the third-party 
complaint from the plaintiff's complaint. This motion was based 
upon the fact that he could not defend Airport against Holiday 
and in the same trial defend Holiday against Plaintiff. 
In requesting a bifurcation of the issues Mr. Stevens 
explained his position and request as follows: 
I don't know if I am supposed to be defending 
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the whole primary case here, as well as my own case. 
If I do, and if I am in that position, I am in an 
extremely difficult position so far as my point of 
view because of on the one hand I will have to step 
forward and pick up the defense of the original 
complaint and therefore step into the shoes of 
Holiday Rent-A-Car and support their witnesses and 
try to develop contradictory testimony from them. 
On the other hand, I will be shifting gears and 
representing Airport Shuttle adversely to Holiday 
Rent-A-Car. If I understand what they are trying to 
do, it is trying to put me in basically an 
impossible position to go forward with trial. 
After I filed this motion, I got a call from 
Mr. Lambert (Holiday's attorney) indicating to me in 
his opinion the way to go forward on this was to 
sever the issues of the trial, to let the trial go 
forward as to the third party complaint. So that we 
can determine whether, in fact, my clients Airport 
Shuttle, have any responsibility to indemnify his 
client, Holiday Rent-A-Car. Determine that narrow 
issue and then if it turns out that my clients do 
have that responsibility at a later date, then we 
could proceed with the basic complaint. I could 
step in and defend the Holiday Rent-A-Car people and 
Mr. King, of course, could represent his client and 
pursue his case, and we get a clear kind of 
situation. I wouldn't be hopping back and forth. 
(Hearing September 29, 1982, pp. 4-5). (Emphasis 
added). 
An Order of Bifurcation was entered by Judge Croft on 
September 30, 1982. (R. 164). At this same time a settlement 
between Plaintiff and Holiday had been tentatively reached in 
which Holiday and its principals would pay $15,000 to 
Christiansen for her injuries and would assign their claims 
against Airport and Home Insurance Co. to Christiansen. In 
return Christiansen agreed not to execute any judgment against 
Holiday or its principals beyond $15,000. The agreement called 
for submission of the issue of damages to a court so that an 
evidentiary hearing to the exact amount of general and special 
damages could be determined. This settlement agreement together 
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with an assignment of interest from Holiday to Plaintiff was also 
entered in the record. (R. 178-80; 190-93). 
On October 1, 1982 a hearing was held before the Honorable 
Philip R. Fishier. All of the parties were present including Mr. 
Stevens representing Airport. Plaintiff submitted her own 
affidavit as well as the affidavit of Dr. Robert Baer as to the 
issue of damages. (R. 181-189). Mr. Stevens objected to the 
hearing. The Court entered a dollar amount based upon the 
submitted evidence as requested by the plaintiff in the sum of 
$246,033.88. 
On October 5 and 6, 1982, a trial was held before the 
Honorable David B. Dee between Holiday represented by attorney 
Dale Lambert and Airport represented by attorney Robert Stevens. 
The purpose of the trial was simply to determine whether there 
existed an agreement between Airport and Holiday for Airport to 
protect Holiday from premise liability. The principals of 
Airport, Mr. Hinckley and Mr. Howell, both basically denied that 
they intended on making such an arrangement although they 
acknowledged that they initially discussed it with Holiday. 
Airport relied upon the fact that Holiday had paid no money to 
them for any share of the insurance premium during the period of 
time prior to Plaintiff's accident. 
Prior to the testimony of Mr. Denning, the insurance agent 
for Moreton & Co., Mr. Stevens made a motion in limine to limit 
the questioning of Mr. Denning. During the discussion with Judge 
Dee Mr. Stevens made the following statement: 
It is our information that Mr. Denning will 
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testify that he had discussions with the people at 
Airport Shuttle, that he told the people at Airport 
Shuttle that their insurance policy, that at that 
time they had and continued to have today would 
cover them for any liability they might have if they 
were to indemnify any of their tenants by writing on 
some sort of indemnification or hold harmless 
agreement on the lease. 
Our position is that that kind of testimony 
puts before the jury an absolute clarity the fact 
that Mr. Hinckley and Mr. Howell do have insurance 
that will or may cover them if they lose this 
lawsuit. Our position is that kind of testimony is 
bound to be prejudicial and to allow it would be 
error. (Tr. October 5, 1982 hearing, pp. 371-72). 
(Emphasis added). 
In response to Mr. Stevens' claims Mr. Lambert, representing 
Holiday, made the following statement: 
[M]y client believes that the agreement that 
was reached was that they would—that Airport 
Shuttle, Harold Hinckley and Rex Howell, would make 
arrangements to make sure that they were protected 
or covered....that they would be protected, Holiday 
would be protected, under Airport Shuttle's 
liability insurance policy. That is the 
understanding of their agreement, and that was 
always the position under which they operated. 
Mr. Hinckley and Mr. Howell evidently now deny that 
was — that they had that intention. However, I think 
in direct contradiction of that position is the fact 
that they called Mr. Denning, their insurance agent, 
explained to him their position, that they had this 
client coming in that they were going to share a 
building with. It didn't make any sense to have 
separate liability insurance coverage and expressed 
the desire or their intention that the party in fact 
be covered under that policy. I think that is 
the — that is the primary issue in this lawsuit is 
that intention as expressed to Mr. Denning. Id. at 
372-73. (Emphasis added). 
Judge Dee ultimately ruled that Mr. Denning could be asked as 
his conversations and advice but not the ultimate question as 
whether or not he had written coverage for Holiday under the 
Airport Shuttle policy. (Id. at 376). 
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After listening to the various witnesses including Mr, 
Denning who directly contradicted the testimony of the Airport 
partners, the jury reached the following special verdict: 
We, the jury, find from a preponderance of the 
evidence in this case the following answer to the 
question propounded to us: 
1. Did Airport Shuttle contract or agree to 
provide liability insurance protecting Holiday 
Rent-A-Car by promising to arrange to have Holiday 
covered under Airport Shuttle's liability policy? 
Answer: Yes X No . (R. 248) . 
In accordance with this special verdict Judge Dee entered a 
judgment which read: 
Based on the jury's findings set forth above 
and the stipulation of counsel to the third party 
case, the Court finds that the third party 
defendant, Airport Shuttle Parking, had a contract 
which obligated it to have the third party 
plaintiff, Holiday Rent-A-Car, covered under Airport 
Shuttle Parking's business owner's insurance policy 
with the Home Insurance Company, which was in effect 
on February 29, 1980. (R. 295) 
On March 31, 1983 Airport made a motion for summary judgment 
to Judge Scott Daniels claimaing that it did not procure the 
insurance as required and stating that the amount of damages it 
was liable for was not the amount of the judgment obtained by 
Plaintiff but was rather the $15,000 which was actually paid by 
Holiday to the plaintiff pursuant to the settlement agreement. 
(R. 299-315). 
Plaintiff filed her own motion for summary judgment arguing 
that the verdict entered by the jury conclusively showed an 
obligation existed for Airport to provide coverage to Holiday and 
that under the Home Insurance Policy such coverage existed. 
Plaintiff sought a judgment in the amount previously entered by 
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Judge Fishier. (R. 339-440), 
Judge Daniels entered a Memorandum Decision in which he 
stated in part, "Since Airport seems willing to conceded that it 
did breach its agreement to insure Holiday, the question remains 
as to the extent of liability for this breach," Judge Daniels 
then concluded that since Airport was not an insurance carrier 
there was, therefore, no duty to defend as is required under good 
faith provisions of insurance policies- In distinguishing a case 
of insurance from the case of a contractual agreement the Court 
stated: 
The situation now at bar is different. Airport 
did not insure Holiday; it agreed to provide 
insurance. It had no contractual obligation to 
defend Holiday. The huge judgment against Holiday 
did not flow from Airport's failure to insure 
Holiday. The only damages that flowed from the 
breach were the $15,000 payment made by Holiday and 
its attorneys' fees and costs. Plaintiff could 
receive from Holiday's assignment no more than 
Holiday had to assign; a loss of $18,500. (R. 
483) . 
(A copy of this decision is contained in the Appendix to this 
Brief). 
The Memorandum Decision of the Court was somewhat modified 
by subsequent motions and the final judgment read, "If defendant 
Airport Shuttle Parking breached its obligation to provide 
insurance, it is liable to the extent of $15,000." The Court thus 
made no finding as to whether insurance actually existed since 
Home Insurance was not a party to the lawsuit but accepted the 
concession of Airport that it did not obtain it. (R. 500-01). 
The decision of Judge Daniels granting Summary Judgment to 
Airport was appealed to this Court. While this appeal was 
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pending Plaintiff and Holiday Rent-A-Car filed a separate 
complaint in Civil No. C86-7670 against Home Insurance, and 
Hinckley-Howell dba Airport Shuttle Parking. In this case the 
plaintiff asserted fraud, misrepresentation, insurer bad faith, 
infliction of emotional distress, breach of contract and breach 
of fiduciary duties against the defendants. 
Also, while Judge Daniels'decision was being appealed, two 
other events occurred. First, a check for $15,000 was sent to 
Plaintiff's attorney written by Home Insurance Co. for 
settlement of Many and all claims." (R. 727). Second, a 
Guaranty and Indemnification Agreement was executed by Home 
Insurance for $491,000 in order to allow Rex Howell, one of 
Airport's partners, to sell real estate that was encumbered by 
the litigation. (R. 729-732) . 
On May 29, 1987 this Court entered its opinion as to the 
appeal by Plaintiff. This Court reversed Judge Daniels finding 
that Airport had breached its obligation to obtain insurance. 
This Court stated: 
Whether Holiday was covered by Airport's 
insurance issued by Home was a genuine issue of 
material fact that precluded summary judgment. Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure 56(c). Airport's limited 
concession of liability does not cure this problem; 
it was not a concession that Christiansen accepted. 
At oral argument on the motions, Christiansen 
maintained that Holiday was covered by the Home 
policy. Absent a resolution of that issue, the 
Court could not determine whether Airport was liable 
at all. For this reason, summary judgment on the 
issue of damages was improper. Therefore, we 
reverse the trial court's grant of Airport's Motion 
for Summary Judgment. (R. 649). 
The Court took no position as to what the correct measure of 
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damages should be in this case "because the issue of damages 
should never have been addressed by the trial court in the 
context of this motion for summary judgment." (Slip Opinion, pp. 
4-5; R. 648-49). 
Meanwhile, in the bad faith action before Judge J. Dennis 
Frederick the Court ruled that Harold Hinckley and Rex Howell 
were not proper parties in that lawsuit since they were named in 
the main complaint before Judge Daniels. Accordingly, an order 
dismissing them from the action was entered by Judge Frederick. 
(R2, 139-40). 
On September 1, 1988 a Stipulation and Order for Joinder was 
signed by Judge Frederick which consolidated the No. 7570 case 
with the No. 4453 case of Judge Daniels. (R2, 462-63). 
On February 10, 1989 Plaintiff moved once again for summary 
judgment against defendants Airport and Home Insurance claiming 
that as a matter of law there was insurance existing between Home 
Insurance Company and Airport Shuttle requiring the defense of 
Plaintiff's claim. (R. 661-696). 
On March 2, 1989 Airport also moved for summary judgment 
claiming that if Holiday was insured by Home Insurance then 
Airport did not breach its contract with Holiday and the claims 
against Airport should be dismissed. Alternatively, if Holiday 
was not insured by Home Insurance then Holiday's damage claim 
against Airport was $15,000 and not the amount of the stipulated 
judgment. (R. 808). On March 2, 1989 Home also filed a motion 
for summary judgment requesting Plaintiff's complaint be 
dismissed against it on the grounds that the defendant Home 
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Insurance Co. Mis not the insurer of Plaintiff and therefore no 
cause of action could be asserted against it." (R2, 543-44). 
On April 13, 1989 Judge Daniels issued a Memorandum Decision 
in which he identified the central question as "Whether Airport 
did or did not breach its agreement to extend liability insurance 
coverage to Holiday." The Court in finding that a breach occurred 
stated the following: 
Airport's liability policy with Home is before 
the Court. Holiday is clearly not a named insured. 
Furthermore, Holiday is not an additional insured 
under Paragraph III of the Insuring Agreement. 
There is nothing in the affidavits which would 
create an estoppel or implied coverage outside of 
the policy. It is therefore clear that Holiday is 
not covered and Airport breached its contract to 
extend coverage to Holiday. (R. 1031). 
The Court did, however, find that Home owed an obligation to 
Airport based upon a contractual liability. The Court stated: 
The issue is a little more complicated than 
this, however. This is because Home does insure 
Airport for its contractual liability to Holiday. 
The policy does not require that liability arise out 
of tort; it only requires that it arise out of 
bodily injury due to an occurrence. There is an 
exclusion for bodily injury to insured's employee, 
but this exclusion does not apply if liability is 
assumed under an "insured contract" such as a 
lease. 
The distinction is subtle, but important: Home 
does not insure Holiday for Christiansen's claim 
against Holiday, but it does insure Airport for 
Holiday's claim against Airport. The reason the 
distinction is important is that Home, not insuring 
Holiday, does not owe Holiday a duty to defend, 
duties of good faith, or other duties that an 
insurer owes to its insureds. (R. 1031-32). 
The Court then concluded that since Airport breached its 
obligation to provide insurance to Holiday that the correct 
measure of damage should be the $15,000 out-of-pocket expense 
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that Holiday incurred not the judgment of $246,000 which was 
entered into between the parties and approved by Judge Fishier, 
(R. 1032). A copy of this Memorandum Decision is contained in 
the Appendix to this Brief. 
Extensive post decision memos were filed by both parties. 
The Court affirmed the previous decision and noted the 
following: 
It may be true that when the claim was 
originally denied, it was on another basis. It may 
also be true that Home Insurance Co. has extended 
coverage to others in similar cases. I donft 
believe either of these facts, however, creates 
coverage where there is none under the policy. 
Although there is some question about the state 
of the law in a situation such as this, it does 
appear from the cases cited that the amount due a 
non-insured under contractual liability is the 
amount of actual loss, rather than the amount of an 
unenforceable judgment. (R. 1102). 
(A copy of this Memorandum Decision is also contained in the 
Appendix to this Brief). 
The judgment dismissing Home Insurance Company as a party 
and entering judgment for $15,000 against Airport was executed on 
December 14, 1989 by Judge Daniels. (R. 1107). A copy of this 
Order is contained in the Appendix to this Brief. 
It is from this order that the present appeal is taken by 
the plaintiff. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
1. The language of the Home Insurance policy covering 
Airport clearly includes coverage to tenants such as Holiday 
provided that there is a "insured contract" existing between the 
insured landlord and the tenant. While Holiday is not 
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technically a "named insured" it is a beneficiary of the policy 
and is entitled to both defense and payment of claims. 
2. If this Court finds the policy to be ambiguous as to its 
meaning then the conduct of Home should be examined. This 
conduct through the actions of its attorneys, documents contained 
in its files, previous payment of similar claims, tender of 
funds, and the favorable interpretation of the policy by the 
agents of Home to Plaintiff all support the position of 
Plaintiffs that coverage was afforded to Holiday. 
3. If insurance coverage is found between Home and Holiday 
then this case should be remanded for the purpose of determining 
if bad faith damages may be awarded to Holiday or to Christiansen 
as a third party beneficiary. Modern case law recognizes bad 
faith claims where insurance companies litigate unnecessarily for 
the sole purpose of deterring valid claims. Also, modern law 
recognizes the standing of an injured party to bring a bad faith 
action against an insured in this context. 
4. Even if it is assumed arguendo that there is no 
insurance coverage between Home and Holiday then the lower court 
nevertheless awarded the wrong measure of damages. The court 
refused to award to Holiday (or Christiansen as Holiday's 
assignee) the full amount of the judgment but instead only 
awarded the amount Holiday paid directly to the plaintiff. This 
was an erroneous decision since a person who fails to obtain 
insurance is liable to the full value of the insurance that 
should have been obtained. Also, Utah recognizes that stipulated 
judgments can be binding upon insurers if they refuse to defend 
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an insured. Thus, an individual who fails to obtain insurance is 
also bound by this same standard. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
AS A MATTER OF LAW THE HOME INSURANCE 
COMPANY POLICY PROVIDED COVERAGE TO HOLIDAY 
RENT-A-CAR AND THEREFORE HOME IS OBLIGATED 
TO HOLIDAY FOR PLAINTIFF'S CLAIM. 
A. The Policy is Unambiguous and as Written 
Provides Coverage for Holiday as to 
Plaintiff's Claim of Bodily Injury. 
This litigation has been going on for approximately ten 
years. A review of the voluminous files in this case including 
the literally hundreds of pages of legal memoranda would 
initially indicate that this is a very complicated matter with 
complex legal issues. Plaintiff would submit, however, that much 
of what has occurred during the last ten years has been ancillary 
to the real focus of the question which determines the outcome of 
this litigation. It is submitted that the parties in their zeal 
to protect and assert their own interests have been unable to see 
the forest for the trees. 
The most logical way of examining the true issue before this 
Court is to ask a series of questions and then provide 
Plaintiff's answers. It is believed that this method will 
simplify the analysis required by this Court in focusing upon the 
real issue now existing in this appeal. 
The first question to be asked is whether Airport and 
Holiday entered into an agreement for Airport to provide 
liability protection for the Holiday operation. Holiday 
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maintained that it did and that it relied upon the 
representations of Airport in cancelling its own liability 
insurance which would have covered the claims of Plaintiff. 
Airport claims that it didn't and that even if an agreement had 
been reached Holiday did not pay its fair share of the cost. 
The answer to this question is simple since it was tried 
before Judge Dee and a jury concluded that there was in fact an 
agreement to provide insurance and that Holiday by utilizing 
various trade-offs had compensated Airport for any insurance 
expense. 
It is clear that the finding of the jury in the No. 4453 
case binds all parties to that litigation as the law of the case. 
In addition, under the doctrine of collateral estoppel or issue 
preclusion the parties to the No. 7570 case are also bound by 
that finding. Penrod v. Nu Creation Cream, Inc., 669 P.2d 873, 
875 (Utah 1983); Noble v. Noble, 761 P.2d 1369 (Utah 1989). 
Thus, the statement can be made that there was a binding 
agreement which existed between Airport and Holiday requiring 
liability protection for Holiday. 
The next logical question is to ask did Airport breach this 
agreement to provide insurance. If it did not breach the 
agreement then insurance coverage is automaticaly provided for 
Holiday to cover the claim of the plaintiff. If it did breach 
the agreement then it is liable in damages to Holiday for its 
failure to obtain insurance. 
In the first Motion for Summary Judgment Airport asserted 
without any factual foundation that it had breached the agreement 
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and argued that its damages should be limited to the $15,000 
out-of-pocket paid by Holiday. Judge Daniels accepted this 
admission and concluded that the correct measure of damage in 
fact was the $15,000 award. This Court reversed on the basis 
that this admission was not accepted by Christiansen and that a 
material issue of fact existed as to whether or not insurance 
coverage was in fact provided. 
It is interesting to note that even though Airport claimed 
it breached its obligation to provide insurance the principals of 
Airport when questioned during depositions had no factual basis 
for making the claim. For example, during Mr. Howell's 
deposition the following dialogue occurred: 
Q. BY MR. KING: In the office today, Mr. Morgan 
represents Home Insurance, Mr. Stevens represents 
you and Jim Hawkes and I of course represent Pat 
and Holiday. Do you understand who is carrying 
which shield? 
A. Okay. 
Q. My question to you was has anybody connected with 
Home Insurance advised you that Airport breached 
the obligation found in Judge Dee's Court to have 
the insurance extend to Holiday so as to cover 
Pat's claim? 
A. Not that I am aware of. (Howell Depo. p. 26). 
(Emphasis added). 
In another portion of the deposition Mr. Howell responded to 
this question: 
Q. BY MR. KING: You are not aware of anything that you 
or Mr. Hinckley did to breach whatever the agreement 
was based on the lease and the insurance, are you? 
You didn't do anything after that to change anything, 
did you? 
A. No. (Howell Depo. p. 30). 
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Likewise, Mr, Hinckley in his deposition made the following 
statements: 
Q. Nowr you are aware the jury before Judge Dee found 
Airport had the obligation to extend the Home 
Insurance to cover Holiday, aren't you? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, has Home ever advised you that you breached that 
obligation in any way? 
A. No. 
Q. Are you aware in any way in which you did breach that 
obligation? 
* * * 
A. If there is an obligation there, I don't think I 
breached it. 
Q. The jury found there was an obligation there to 
breach. You are not aware you breached it, is that 
right? 
A. That's right. (Hinckley Depo., p. 23). (Emphasis 
added). 
In addition, Robert Andrea, Home's claim superintendent, 
testified he did not know what Airport did to breach the 
insurance obligation (Andrea Depo., p. 39). Gene Denning, the 
agent who wrote the policy, was also unaware of any breach by 
Airport. (Denning Depo., p. 20). 
Thus, neither the principals of Airport, the writing agent, 
nor Home's superintendent were aware of any affirmative conduct 
which would have caused the breach of the agreement. If 
insurance took effect at the time the agreement was made it is 
clear that it was still in effect at the time the accident 
occurred. This therefore leads to the heart of this appeal, 
i.e., "Was Holiday covered at the time of the accident by the 
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Home Insurance policy issued to Airport?" 
Judge Daniels in his Memorandum Opinion devoted only one 
paragraph to this fundamental question. He concluded that 
because Holiday was not a named insured or an additional insured 
and because there was no evidence of estoppel or implied contract 
that Airport did not have the benefit of insurance coverage under 
the Home policy. This conclusion is simply wrong- Judge Daniels 
failed to examine the terms of the insurance policy which 
specifically include coverage for Holiday as to any claim for 
bodily injury asserted against it. 
A copy of the insurance policy in effect at the time of the 
accident is contained in the Appendix to this Brief. Plaintiff's 
counsel has numbered the pages to this policy for reference. On 
page 9 of the policy Coverage E provides liability upon which 
this litigation must rise or fall. Coverage E states: 
Liability. This company will pay on behalf of 
the insured all sums which the insured shall become 
legally obligated to pay as damages because of 
bodily injury or property damage to which this 
insurance applies, due to an occurrence, and this 
company shall have the right and duty to defend any 
suit against the insured seeking damages on account 
of such bodily injury or property damager even if 
any of the allegations of the suit are groundless, 
false or fraudulent.... 
On page 10 in the Exclusion section subdivision e it is 
stated: 
This policy does not apply under Coverage E, to 
liability assumed by the insured under any contract 
or agreement except an insured contract. 
Thus, the converse would be that the policy covers liability 
assumed by the insured under any insured contract. 
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What is an "insured contract"? The original definition 
contained in the policy on Page 9 VI stated the following: 
"Insured contract" means any written (a) lease 
of premises, (b) easement agreement except in 
connection with construction or demolition 
operations on or adjacent to a railroad, (c) 
undertaking to indemnify a municipality required by 
municipal ordinance, except in connection with work 
for the municipality; (d) sidetrack agreement or (e) 
elevator maintenance agreement. 
An "extended liability endorsement" is attached to the 
policy on page 28, Roman numeral II specifically concerns 
contractual liability coverage. It states that, "The definition 
of 'insured contract' is deleted and the following is substituted 
therefor. 'Insured contract' means any contract or agreement 
relating to the conduct of the named insured's operations." 
An additional exclusion to the insured contract provision is 
also added however. It states: 
The following additional exclusions apply to 
liability assumed by the insured under any insured 
contract: 
(1) To bodily injury or property damage for 
which the insured has assumed liability under any 
contract or agreement if such bodily injury or 
property damage occurred prior to the execution of 
the contract or agreement; 
(2) If the indemnitee of the insured is an 
architect, engineer or suveyor, to bodily injury or 
property damage arising out of the rendering of or 
failure to render professional services by such 
indemnitee, his agents or employees, including 
(a) The preparation or approval of maps, 
plans, opinions, reports, surveys, designs or 
specifications and 
(b) Supervisory inspection or engineering 
services. 
When all of this language is put together the following 
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statement occurs: "Home Insurance will defend or pay on behalf of 
the insured all sums which the insured shall become legally 
obligated to pay as damages because of bodily injury or property 
damage arising out of any contract or agreement relating to the 
conduct of the named insured's operation except for those 
contracts entered into after the injury or except as to 
architects, engineers and surveyors for failure to render 
professional services." 
In the context of this case it means that at the moment the 
lease agreement was executed between Holiday and Airport that 
liability protection immediately attached to Holiday. In other 
words, Home was obligated to defend Holiday in any action brought 
against it pursuant to the lease agreement- While it is correct 
that Holiday was not a "named" or "additional insured" it was a 
party to which the limits of the policy attached and for which 
Home could either pay any claim made against Holiday or could 
defend Holiday to keep such obligation from being incurred. 
In the context of Airport's conduct it did not breach the 
agreement. By entering into the written leasee agreement to 
provide insurance, Airport executed an '"insured contract" which 
automatically gave coverage to Holiday at that moment in time.. 
There was no particular form or other paperwork required. 
Holiday's tender of its defense to Home and Airport should have 
been accepted. 
Utah law is well settled as to the interpretation of 
insurance policies. This Court has stated that an insurance 
policy is merely a contract between the insured and the insurer 
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and that the language is construed pursuant to the same rules as 
are applied to other ordinary contracts, that is, what did the 
parties intend by the language used. Moreover, ambiguities will 
be construed against the insurer since the policy was drawn by it 
and words are to be given their usual and ordinary accepted 
meaning. Bergera v. Ideal National Life Ins. Co., 524 P.2d 599 
(Utah 1974). This Court has also stated, "An insured is entitled 
to the broadest protection he could have reasonably have 
understood to be provided by the policy." Fuller v. Director of 
Finance, 694 P.2d 1045, 1047 (Utah 1985). Moreover, 
interpretation of insurance contracts reguires liberal 
construction in favor of the insured. Metropolitan Property and 
Liability Ins. Co. v. Finlayson, 751 P.2d 254 (Utah App. 
1988). Finally, inclusionary clauses are to be liberally 
construed to provide coverage for those who can be embraced 
within their terms. Hawaiian Insurance and Guaranty Co. v. 
Federated American Insurance Co., 534 P.2d 48 (Wash. 1975). 
Thus, applying these principles to the language in this 
complicated policy drawn by Home Insurance Company reveals that 
Home Insurance is responsible to protect Holiday in accordance 
with the terms of the lease agreement entered into between 
Airport and Holiday. This is not a matter of an implied contract 
or a matter of contract by estoppel but is a direct obligation on 
the part of Home in accordance with its own policy terms. 
Holiday should not have had to incur any expenses in defending 
the claim against Plaintiff or in having to settle the claim in 
order to protect its solvency. Once it was determined that a 
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valid agreement existed between Airport and Holiday then both 
Airport and Home were obligated to protect and defend Holiday 
from any claims of bodily injury. Instead, Airport claimed that 
it never procurred insurance and Home seconded the effort. 
The lower court, therefore, erred as a matter of law in 
finding no coverage from the unambiguous language contained in 
the policy written by Home Insurance Co. 
B. Even if it is Assumed Arguendo That 
the Above Language Contains an Ambiguity 
Then the Conduct of Home and Airport 
Clearly Establishes Coverage of Holiday. 
In May of 1987 shortly after the second lawsuit was 
commenced Home filed a motion for summary judgment contending 
among other things that there was no insurance coverage extending 
to Holiday. The memorandum of Home stated the following: 
There is no evidence to support a finding that 
Home intended to insure Holiday, or that Holiday or 
anyone in its behalf requested such coverage from 
Home. 
Even at present, Airport maintains that it 
never obtained nor attempted to obtain insurance 
coverage on behalf of Holiday nor any of the other 
plaintiffs. Indeed, there is no evidence to support 
the proposition that Holiday was insured under the 
Home policy. All evidence and the prior judgment 
establish a failure to insure Holiday for this loss. 
There are no provisions in the Home insurance policy 
extending coverage to plaintiff. The intent of the 
parties to the insurance contract is clear and 
absent policy language extending coverage to 
Plaintiffs [Christiansen and Holiday] are not 
insured under the Home policy as a matter of law. 
(RII, 136). (Emphasis added). 
Under this position it is clear that Home would have no 
responsibility to cover any claim made by Plaintiff against 
Holiday or by Holiday against Airport. The language of the 
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policy, according to Home, precludes any type of coverage or 
protection to Airport and the plaintiff as well as Holiday are 
basically left out in the cold with no insurance protection. 
Subsequently, in February of 1989 Home changed its position 
from no coverage of Holiday to what it now called "claim" 
coverage. In other words, whereas before it had consistently 
stated that it had no liability whatsoever for any claim of the 
plaintiff or any claim of Holiday it now asserted for the first 
time that there may be liability because of contractual claim 
coverage. In Home's memorandum in opposition to Plaintiff's 
motion for summary judgment the following is stated: 
(c) While Coverage for the Claim in 
Question May Exist, There is No Insured-Insurer 
Relationship Between Airport and Home. 
It has been painfully clear throughout this 
case that Plaintiff has confused "claim coverage" 
for coverage of Holiday Rent-A-Car as an insured. 
It is true that the policy issued by Home to 
its named insured, Airport Shuttle Parking, provides 
for contractual liability coverage. It is also true 
that Plaintiff asserts that the lease in question 
would constitute a "insured contract" within the 
contractual liability coverage between Home and 
Airport. Plaintiffs' mistake lies in thinking that 
this coverage makes Holiday Home's insured. All 
this coverage does, if applicable, is afford 
coverage to Airport for the claim of Holiday. 
It by no means makes Holiday an insured of Home 
Insurance Company. This distinction has eluded 
Plaintiffs' counsel throughout this litigation. To 
state it another way; an insurer such as Home 
insures persons or entities, not claims. Claims are 
what third parties (entities or persons extraneous 
to the contract of insurance) assert against the 
named insured. (RII, 482-83). 
This new position assumed by Home and adopted by the lower 
court basically states that now Home may be liable to pay damages 
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to Holiday not because it is an insured but because it is making 
a contractual claim against its insured Airport. Theoretically, 
under this admission Plaintiff as an assignee of Holiday would be 
able to receive up to the full amount of the policy limits even 
though Holiday is not an "insured" under the policy. Under this 
same theory, Home would have no right to actively defend Holiday 
but would be merely obligated to pay, up to its policy limits, 
whatever amount was assessed against Airport. 
Essentially, therefore, Home in its last pleadings is 
contending there is no insurance coverage for Plaintiff's claim 
but acknowledging it will pay it anyway. Home's position, it is 
submitted, has evolved from a complete denial to a complete 
admission of liability based upon Plaintiff's discovery of the 
conduct which has occurred throughout this litigation by Home and 
its agents. Essentially, the conduct of Home has always been 
consistent with insurance coverage regardless of what it is 
termed and this conduct as pointed out to the lower court has 
forced Home to come up with its "claim" coverage explanation in 
order to justify its conduct. 
It is fundamental that in construing an ambiguous contract a 
court can look at the practical construction placed upon it by 
the acts and conduct of the contracting party. Aetna Casualty 
and Surety Co. v. Haas, 422 S.W.2d 316 (Mo. 1968). The 
"construction placed on a policy by a party as shown by his 
conduct and statements is the best evidence of the meaning 
thereof." Brady v. Highway Commissioner of Penn Township, 322 
N.E.2d 236 (111. App. 1975). Another court has stated, "If the 
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language to a contract is indefinite or ambiguous, and hence of 
doubtful construction, the practical interpretation of the 
parties themselves is entitled to great, if not controlling, 
influence." Detroit Greyhound Employees Federal Credit Union v. 
Aetna Life Insurance Co., 167 N.W.2d 274 (Mich. 1969). 
Based upon these principles, therefore, if this Court 
determines that the language in the insurance contract is 
ambiguous then such ambiguity can be clarified by examining the 
conduct of Home Insurance Co, and its agents throughout these 
proceedings. It is submitted by Plaintiff that the conduct of 
Home and its agents conclusively supports the position of 
Plaintiff in the interpretation of the insurance policy and is 
contradictory to the position argued by Home in the lower court. 
The following acts or events conclusively establish coverage 
for Plaintiff's accident and resolves any ambiguity which may 
exist in the policy language. 
1. Statements Made by Attorneys. 
As noted in the Statement of Proceedings during the 
September 29, 1982 Motion to Bifurcate Hearing Mr. Stevens, who 
represented Airport but who was being paid by Home, told the 
Court that if an agreement was found to exist between Airport and 
Holiday that he could then "step into the shoes of Holiday" and 
defend it against the claim of Plaintiff. (Tr. Sept. 29 
Hearing before Judge Croft, p. 5). In another portion of the 
transcript Mr. Stevens said, "If my side does not prevail, then 
at least I am in a position where it would be possible to settle 
the case or we can go ahead and try it and I can step in and 
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defend Holiday Rent-A-Car as they ought to be defended." Id. at 
9. 
If Holiday could never be an insured under the policy of 
Home there would be no duty for Mr. Stevens to defend it against 
Plaintiff's claim. Plaintiff submits that Mr. Stevens made these 
statements because he was aware, as was Home Insurance, that if a 
binding agreement was found to exist between Airport and Holiday 
that Home would be obligated to pay a claim asserted against 
Holiday and therefore would have the right to defend any such 
claim in a separate legal action. On the other hand, if the 
interpretation of the "claim" theory as urged by Home at the end 
of the litigation is assumed to be correct then Home would have 
no ability to "step into the shoes" of Holiday but instead would 
have to merely pay whatever claim Holiday asserted against 
Airport based upon the contract indemnification theory asserted 
by Home and agreed upon by the lower court. 
The statement of Mr. Stevens during the motion in limine 
hearing is also telling. He stated that liability insurance 
existed that would protect Airport from any claim of Plaintiff. 
Clearly, Mr. Stevens' efforts are entirely consistent with 
insurance coverage and inconsistent with the "claim" theory 
advanced by Home. 
2. Documents Contained in Home's Insurance Files. 
On August 25, 1987 the deposition of Robert Andrea was 
taken. Mr. Andrea is claim superintendent for Home Insurance 
Company. At the time of his deposition a number of documents 
were submitted to Plaintiff's counsel. Numerous other documents 
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were not submitted on the basis of claimed attorney-client 
privilege. 
One such document (deposition Ex, 40) is a report filed by 
the litigation committee of Home Insurance. It is dated March 
11, 1982 and contains a summary of what allegedly occurred to 
Plaintiff as well as a recommendation as to what course of action 
to take- As part of the committee decision the committee 
decision reads as follows: 
Defendant (Holiday) didn't pay 50% of expenses 
per lease agreement. Therefore we should not be 
required to defend them. Plaintiff is our employee 
and can't sue us. We should be able to get out of 
the suit on a motion. (Emphasis added). 
On September 23, 1981 John Chipman, attorney for Holiday 
Rent-A-Car, tendered the defense of the case to Airport and its 
insurer Home Insurance Co. (Depo. Ex. 43 to Andrea deposition). 
During the deposition of Mr. Andrea his file documentation notes 
were examined. One particulary revealing note is dated October 
6, 1981 and concerns the tender of defense made by Mr. Chipman. 
It states: 
Received claim and contacted attorney John 
Chipman. His first comment was after he found out 
that we insured Airport Shuttle was "boy do I have a 
problem." He is a member of the firm that does all 
of our work. 
He is sending over a copy of the suit and their 
answer. 
Assuming he (Holiday) is an insured under our 
policy because of the language in the lease, there 
really is no conflict and the lawfirm could 
represent us as it would be all one policy. Also, a 
combined defense would be better than a split one 
with Holiday on one side and Airport on the other. 
(Depo. Ex. 44). 
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Both of these documents are completely inconsistent with 
Home's claim that Holiday could never be an insured which 
required defense or payment. Likewise, they are also 
inconsistent with Home's later assertion that it is merely 
obligated to pay a contractual claim asserted against Airport 
under the terms of the policy but that it itself has no insurance 
extending to Holiday. An insurance company never defends a 
"claimant"—to the contrary—it defends against a claimant. 
The information contained in the internal memos of Home 
Insurance are very persuasive as to the intent of the policy. 
For example, in Meier v. New Jersey Life Ins. Co., 480 A.2d 919 
(N.J. Super. 1984) a lawsuit was brought by the beneficiaries 
of a life insurance policy covering Frank Meier. Prior to his 
death Mr. Meier informed the company that he wished to terminate 
the policy. The company responded that before it could be 
terminated it would have to be surrendered. Mr. Meier and his 
wife were unable to find the original policy in order to send it 
in to the company. Shortly thereafter Mr. Meier died. The 
company maintained in litigation that the policy had been 
terminated prior to his death and therefore no coverage applied. 
The court in examining an internal memorandum of the insurance 
company made the following observation: 
An internal memorandum from N.J.L.'s manager of 
policy service to its chairman of the board, dated 
May 6, 1981, recites that the policy has sufficient 
value in it to possess an APL and that the 
policyholder requested surrender but "the insured 
died before surrender was effective." There are two 
constructions possible, the construction given 
clauses of a life policy by the company itself must 
be considered as very persuasive. Citing Carlson v. 
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Scandia Life Ins. Co., 174 N.W. 896, 397 (Wis. 
1919). Ld^ at 923, fn. 6. 
The Court held that this admission of the insurer together 
with other evidence showed that the policy had not been 
surrendered prior to his death and therefore the company was 
liable to the beneficiaries. 
Here, the internal memo of Home Insurance Co. is clearly an 
admission against the interpretation that it urges in litigation. 
These memos conclusively show that Home based its initial defense 
upon the alleged failure of Holiday to pay its share of the 
premium and not upon the fact that it could not ever be an 
insured under the policy. The fact that the committee memo 
speaks of "defending" Holiday and the fact that Mr. Andrea's 
notes recommend that attorney Chipman represent both Holiday and 
Airport shows that the policy clearly allows a tenant such as 
Holiday to be an insured under the policy giving it the right of 
both defense and payment. 
3. Payment of Similar Claims by Home and Adjustment 
of Insurance Premium. 
In the deposition of Mr. Andrea the following dialogue 
occurred: 
Q. Have you dealt with other cases or claims where tenants 
with co-mingled space have sought coverage for liability 
claims against them? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Has the claim been paid by Home as the insurer of the 
named insured? 
A. In some of those claims, yes. (Andrea Depo. p. 65). 
* * * 
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Q. Now, on some of the insured contract cases where 
you have paid claims against the tenant, some of those 
the tenant was not named as an insured on the policy; 
isn't that true? 
A, Yes. Id. at 70. (Emphasis added). 
Q. Then when you have a tenant who is covered under 
an insured contract, how does the company pick 
up these changes in risk, changes in rating, changes 
in premium? 
A. I assume that they are picked up either by an 
accident when they are disclosed or an audit, or 
by disclosures through the agent and/or insured 
if they are not committing a fraud securing 
the insurance contract. (Id. at 69). 
These statements of Mr. Andrea show that in the past Home 
has paid claims to tenants of named insured just as in the 
instant case and that increased premiums are charged for insured 
tenants under insured contracts. Furthermore, these statements 
show that it was not necessary for the tenants to be specifically 
listed as an insured . This conduct again conclusively 
establishes the meaning of the policy. 
In Aetna Casualty & Surety Co. v. Haas, 422 S.W.2d 316 
(Mo. 1968) the insured was a fumigating company which caused 
damage to a house it was fumigating. The company denied coverage 
based upon an exclusion contained in it. 
The lower court found against the insurance company on 
several factors including the fact that the company had 
previously paid a similar claim in the past even though the same 
exclusionary language existed in the policy. The Missouri 
Supreme Court stated: 
Of further strong significance, and as urged by 
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Respondents, is the fact that appellant placed a 
practical construction of coverage under the policy 
by paying a like property damage loss under the 
prior identical policy. That construction was 
against its interest, and will be given great weight 
in ascertaining the intention of the parties to the 
contract. Id. at 320. 
If, as urged by Home in the lower court, the policy never 
allows a tenant to become an insured requiring defense and 
payment then it is certainly inconsistent that Home would have 
paid any claims for such tenants in the past or charges a higher 
premium for coverage. Again, the conduct of Home is not 
consistent with its verbal assertions in litigation. 
4. Tender of Funds. 
The tender of the $15,000 check also shows coverage. If 
Home had no obligation to Holiday then it was Airport which 
should have tendered the check—not Home. Home should only 
reimburse Airport for any funds expended. Home's attempts to 
obtain a release of liability as to itself shows that Home 
believed it covered Holiday directly. 
5. Interpretation of the Policy by the Agents of Home. 
Mr. Denning, the agent of Fred A. Moreton Company who 
wrote the insurance policy to Airport, gave three forms of 
testimony in this litigation. First, he testified at the trial 
before Judge Dee but his testimony was limited only to his advice 
and the intent of the parties and not his opinion as to whether 
insurance attached. Second, he gave a verbal statement to Mr. 
Lambert, Airport's attorney on the telephone which was 
transcribed and made an exhibit to his deposition which he 
affirmed as true and correct. (Denning Depo. p. 4). Third, he 
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gave his deposition on December 2, 1986. 
Throughout all of this testimony Mr. Denning was consistent 
in asserting that the partners of Airport had to have insurance 
coverage on all tenants pursuant to the Brasher family lease, 
that they wished to provide liability protection for Holiday, 
that he advised them that this could occur if a properly executed 
lease agreement was made, and that no requirement for additional 
forms or paperwork was needed. A few examples of this testimony 
will suffice. 
Q. MR. LAMBERT: Tell me what you understood from 
Airport Shuttle about the different kind of 
arrangement that was to be provided for with 
respect to liability insurance and Holiday 
Rent-A-Car? 
* * * 
A. With respect to the premises liability, as best 
I can remember, it would have been a suggestion to 
hold harmless Holiday Rent-A-Car in their lease 
agreement for liability insurance because of the 
common use of the same space. With that hold 
harmless for the premises, that would allow the 
contractual coverage within the liability contract 
in effect for Airport Shuttle to then extend to 
the Holiday Rent-A-Car for that particular area, 
for the inside of the premises. (Denning Depo., 
Ex. 1, p. 4). 
* * * 
Q. So would it be fair to say that whether you understood 
the specific language was hold harmless or something 
else that they approached you with the idea that they 
wanted to have, by they I mean Airport Shuttle, wanted 
to have their insurance policy cover and protect the 
Rent-A-Car business. 
A. They wanted it to reflect the uniqueness of the 
premises and that both of them using parts of the same 
building at the same time. 
Q. Okay, was there a desire then that both parties in 
terms of the premise liability only, there was a 
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desire to have them protected under the same policy? 
A. Yes. There was that desire. 
Q. Okay. And as I understand it, your advice was that if 
they had a contract in the lease, or some sort of 
contract or agreement with Holiday Rent-A-Car so 
providing, in other words, providing that they would 
be protected under the policy or that they would be 
held harmless or something like that, that that would 
bring Holiday Rent-A-Car, for purposes of premise 
liability, within the insurance coverage already 
provided Airport Shuttle Parking under the contractual 
liability coverage? 
A. Yes, absolutely. (Denning Depo., Ex. 1, p. 5). 
(Emphasis added). 
Mr. Denning then explained his interpretation of the language 
contained in the contract which, by the way, is identical to the 
argument made by Plaintiff in the opening section of this Brief. 
Q, I have a copy of --, it was actually the policy 
I have a copy of was in effect from October of 
1980 until a year later, and it says under 
Extended Business Liability Endorsement 2 Contractual 
Liability Coverage A "the definition of incidental 
contract is extended to include any contract or 
agreement relating to the conduct of the named 
insured's business." And then there is some other 
language but is that the incidental contract coverage 
you have reference to. 
A. It is even more basic than that. The basic general 
liability policy which is contained in that policy 
you have, the basic one has an exclusion as I 
remember as the first exclusion, and that exclusion 
excludes liability assumed under written contracts. 
Then it has a big exception and it says except, and 
one of the exceptions is lease of premises agreements. 
So, under the basic policy, even without the 
contractual extension, since you had an exclusion 
with an exception they do not exclude liability 
assumed under lease of premises agreement. So, under 
your basic, you have coverage for it. 
Then, with that contractual liability extension 
you pull in additional contracts to lease of 
premises and a few others that are mentioned in 
that exclusion. So you have it under your basic 
contract if it is a lease of premise. If it is not 
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a lease of premise agreement, in other words, if that 
agreement was determined not to be a lease of premises 
agreement, you would still have coverage for it under 
the extension, (Denning Depo., Ex. 1, p. 6). 
(Emphasis added}. 
* * * 
In another portion of his telephone conversation he explains why 
separate insurance certificates were not necessary for Holiday to 
be covered. 
Q. So is it fair to say that Airport Shuttle's intent 
as they reported it to you was to have Holiday 
Rent-A-Car covered under their policy? 
A. To have them become an interest [insured]. 
Q. Under Aiport Shuttle's premises liability policy. 
A* Right. 
Q. And that was, that is what Airport Shuttle intended 
and wanted to do. 
A, Yes. 
Q. Okay, now and under those circumstances, would you 
have recommended, I guess there would have been no 
reason for you to recommend to Harold or Rex that 
they obtain a certificate of insurance concerning 
premise liability coverage for Holiday Rent-A-Car. 
A. No. We did not expect one from Holiday Rent-A-Car. 
Q. And, from your recollection. 
A. We did from the other tenants. 
Q. So you made the suggestion that they obtain one from 
the other tenants but you did not make that suggestion 
with respect to Holiday Rent-A-Car. 
A. No, because we were anticipating that they assumed the 
liability. 
Q. Okay, what your understanding was that they, that it 
was Airport Shuttle's intention that Holiday 
Rent-A-Car be protected under Airport Shuttle's 
insurance. 
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A. Yes, through an assumption of liability. (Denning 
Depo., Ex. 1, pp. 7-8). (Emphasis added). 
The deposition testimony of Mr. Denning was similar and 
consistent. At one point he acknowledged that he talked to Mr. 
Stevens and informed him that in Denning's opinion the 
Christiansen claim was covered by the policy. 
Q. You had in fact, then, told Mr. Stevens the day 
before that the policy of Home Insurance, liability 
policy, was in force covering Mrs. Christiansen's 
claim, didn't you? 
A. I think I told him that I did not have my files 
but to the best of my recollection that was the 
case. (Denning Depo., p. 7). (Emphasis added). 
During the deposition, Home's counsel attempted to question 
the authority of Mr. Denning as an insurance agent to tell 
Airport his interpretation as to whether Holiday would be 
covered. The following dialogue occurred: 
Q. Well, do you consider within your expertise or 
your realm of authority to advise clients as to 
the legal effect of particular insurance policies, 
and specifically as to whether or not additional 
parties may be an insured under a given insurance 
policy? Do you consider that type of advice within 
your scope of authority or expertise? 
A. I—from the standpoint and scope of authority as to 
whether someone appears as a named insured on a 
policy, we should certainly be giving our opinion 
and to give them our best judgment as to what the 
language of the policies are and what should be put 
in those policies. If that's within your scope of 
legal interpretation of insurance policies, then 
I'd say yes. 
Q. What about where an entity does not appear as a 
named insured on a policy? Would you consider that 
situation within your realm of expertise and scope 
of what you properly do as an insurance broker or 
agent? 
A. I think—I think advising them as to whether or not 
the policy would apply to those other people or under 
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based upon the contract—based upon the provisions in 
the policy, it would be—it would be within the scope 
of the insurance agent. 
Q. You don't think that's getting into the area of legaL 
advice as to advising the client what the legal effect 
is of certain policy provisions? 
A. We are talking, I think, a couple of different areas. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And maybe two sides of the fence. What I am trying 
to respond and say is that if it is to guide them as 
to the provisions in the insurance policy, that, I 
think, is the proper role of the agent. And that may 
apply with respect to people who are named and who are 
unnamed. To guide them into legal interpretations and 
so forth, that is not the role of the insurance agent 
nor one I want to take. 
Q. Is that, the latter that you just mentioned, is that, 
in your recollection, a role that you took with regard 
to Mr. Howell or Hinckley? 
A. I think the record stands for itself fairly straight-
forwardly, and that is I indicated to them the type of 
things—actions they would need to take if in fact 
they wanted the policies to apply. (Denning Depo., 
pp. 42-44). (Emphasis added). 
Mr. Andrea, Home's claim superintendent, also acknowledged 
that under "che language of the policy Home could be directly 
liable for a claim of a tenant. After reading the applicable 
definition of an insured contract including the endorsement which 
substituted the definition (Andrea Depo., pp. 72-73) the 
following questions and answers were given: 
Q. MR. KING: What's the function of it? Does that 
mean that if the named insured makes a contract 
with somebody else, that will be an insuring 
contract? 
A. That's what that— 
Q. In that event, the company would be responsible 
for the payment of claims against that tenant; 
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is that right? 
MR, MORGAN: That calls for a legal conclusion. 
MR. KING: Provided that the terms of the policy 
are complied with, the company would have an 
extension of its coverage to claims against 
that tenant; is that right? 
MR. MORGAN: Well, that calls for a legal conclusion. 
MR. KING: Go ahead and answer the question. 
MR. MORGAN: No. I am instructing him not to 
answer the question, it calls for a legal 
conclusion. 
MR. KING: Well, Mr. Morgan, if somebody is in 
court and they have a contract and they haven't 
paid, they can be asked "do you believe you had 
to pay this money?" You don't object on the basis 
that it's a legal conclusion. I am simply asking 
for a company which administers its policies, 
writes its own policy, I simply want your 
interpretation how this language works. I want 
the help of the company, how does the language work? 
What does it do? 
MR. MORGAN: That's a legal conclusion. 
MR. KING: Fine. I want your opinion. What 
does it do? 
It would be based upon facts of a particular accident 
or loss that would have to be looked at in conjunction 
with these coverages and may or may not require a 
legal opinion to come to that determination. 
Right. 
After the fact and of the coverage. 
And the language you just read, if the rest of the 
policy is combined with it would make the Home 
liable for a claim against the tenant. 
MR. MORGAN: In his opinion? 
MR. KING: Yes. 
Potentially, depending on facts. 
Yes. It would have to be a legitimate third party 
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claim and so forth, but with that, there would be 
coverage on the part of Home for the tenant. 
A. Potentially, yes. (Andrea Depo., pp. 74-76, Emphasis 
added), 
The interpretation of an insurance policy by the agents oE a 
company must be given great weight in deciding what the policy 
means. Aetna Casualty & Surety Co. v. Haas, 422 S.W.2d 316, 319 
(Mo. 1968). 
The Alaska Supreme Court held that if a policy is ambiguous 
then the reasonable expectations of the policy holder should be 
given effect with reference to what the policy holder was told by 
the insurer's agent. The Court stated: 
A lay person's expectations of insurance 
coverage are of course formed by many factors 
besides the language of the policies themselves. 
Typically, a salesman explains the technical 
terminology to the prospective purchaser of 
insurance.... It cannot realistically be said that 
the expectation of a purchaser of insurance are not 
generated in part by such representations. 
Moreover, it has frequently been held that an 
insurer is under a duty not to misrepresent the 
existence of coverage, either deliberately or 
negligently. For this reason and in order to give 
effect to our rule of interpretation that a policy 
holder's reasonable expectations of coverage are to 
control, all representations of the insurer to the 
prospective purchaser must be taken into account. 
An insurer will in fact be bound by its 
representations to the extent that they form within 
the policy itself, the expectations of a reasonable 
policy holder. Id. at 242. 
In summary, if there is any ambiguity in the language of the 
policy it of course should be construed against the insurer. The 
above-mentioned events and conduct shows that Home Insurance Co. 
throughout this litigation accepted the fact that if there was a 
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valid agreement between Airport and Holiday that it is obligated 
to defend Holiday against Christiansen's claims and to pay any 
claims that were owing. While it is true that Holiday would 
never be considered a "named insured'1 the coverage would extend 
to Holiday in the same manner as if it were a named insured. 
Thus, this conduct is completely inconsistent with the 
position taken by Home in the beginning of its litigation that no 
coverage could be applied to Holiday at all under the terms of 
the policy. It is also inconsistent with the second approach 
taken by Home that it had "claim11 coverage and not "insured'1 
coverage since it is obvious that if Home were only required to 
pay the claim that Holiday asserted against Airport it would not 
be in a position to "step into the shoes" of Holiday and defend 
it against the Christiansen claim. Instead, it would have to 
simply pay the claim much as a guarantor does on a promissory 
note. Moreover, the statements of Mr. Denning and Mr. Andrea 
indicate that a tenant such as Holiday would be entitled to full 
insurance protection including defense of claims. It makes no 
sense for a tenant to be left to its own resources in defending a 
claim and for the lessor's insurance company to merely pay 
whatever amount for which the tenant is liable. Neither tenant 
nor insurance company would ever accept such an arrangement. 
For these reasons, therefore, either as a matter of law 
Holiday was entitled to insurance protection of Home at the 
moment a valid contractual agreement existed between Airport and 
Holiday or, in the alternative, if there is an ambiguity in the 
language of the policy it has clearly been established by the 
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conduct of Home that such coverage exists in spite of the fact 
that Holiday is not named as an insured* The judgment of the 
lower court was in error and should be reversed as to Home's 
liability for Holiday and Plaintiff. 
POINT II 
IF INSURANCE COVERAGE IS FOUND BETWEEN 
HOME AND HOLIDAY THEN THIS MATTER SHOULD 
BE REMANDED FOR A DETERMINATION OF BAD 
FAITH DAMAGES. 
Actions for insurer bad faith are now well defined in Utah. 
Beck v. Farmers Ins. Exchange, 701 P.2d 795, 800 (Utah 1985); 
Callioux v. Progressive Ins. Co., 745 P.2d 838 (Utah App. 
1987). This court in Beck held that an insurance company at the 
very least must (1) diligently investigate the facts of every 
claim to determine its validity; (2) fairly evaluate a claim; and 
(3) act promptly and reasonably in rejecting or settling a 
claim. Plaintiff contends that Home Insurance Co. failed in all 
of these obligations. 
In addition, when an insured declines to defend, it is 
limited to the defenses it has stated and may not later raise new 
and additional defenses years later. Jones v. Alabama Farm 
Bureau Mutual Casualty Co., 507 S.2d 396 (Ala. 1986); 
Commercial Union Ins. Co. v. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co., 393 
N.W.2d 161 (Mich. 1986). Again, Plaintiff believes that Home 
Insurance has changed its position in this case at least three 
times in order to avoid coverage. The Arizona Supreme Court has 
recently recognized a claim of a ''malicious defense" by an 
insurance company and has affirmed a $1 million punitive damage 
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award based upon such defense. Bradshaw v. State Farm Mutual 
Automobile Ins. Co., 758 P.2d 1313 (Ariz. 1988). Here, 
Plaintiff believes it can also show that a malicious defense has 
been presented by Home Insurance Co. 
While there is no doubt that Holiday can assert a bad faith 
claim action against Home if insurance coverage is found there 
still remains the issue as to whether Christiansen can assert a 
claim in her own right. There is no Utah law on this subject 
specifically relating to third-party bad faith claims against 
insurance companies. Plaintiff would submit that recent cases in 
other jurisdictions should be adopted by this Court to allow an 
injured third party to assert a bad faith claim in cases where an 
insurance company's conduct cannot be tolerated. For example, in 
Mello v. General Ins. Co. of America, 525 A.2d 1304 (R.I. 1987) 
the Supreme Court of Rhode Island approved an assignment of a bad 
faith claim by the insured to the injured third party. The 
Court's reasoning was based upon strong public policy which 
favors a reasonable right of third parties to assert bad faith 
against the insurer when justified by the facts of the case in 
order to arrive at a desirable standard of requiring insurers to 
act in good faith in the settling of third party claims. 
Likewise, in Liu v. Inter-Insurance Exchange, 205 Cal. 
App. 3d 968 (Cal. App. 1988) the California Court of Appeals 
affirmed the assignment of a bad faith action to an injured third 
party. 
It is respectfully requested that if this matter is remanded 
for further consideration of the bad faith claim that this Court 
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adopt a rule similar to the previously cited cases allowing an 
injured third party to bring a bad faith action against an 
insurer in cases involving egregious misconduct;. 
In addition, if Respondents have filed defenses in bad faith 
for the purpose of delay, Plaintiffs are entitled to attorney 
fees pursuant to Rule 11, U.R.C.P. from the point in time Airport 
first asserted it had breached the lease agreement to the time of 
concluding of this litigation. 
POINT III 
ASSUMING ARGUENDO THAT THERE IS NO 
INSURANCE COVERAGE PROVIDED TO HOLIDAY, 
THE LOWER COURT NEVERTHELESS ERRED IN 
DETERMINING THE AMOUNT OF DAMAGES 
AIRPORT MUST PAY. 
Judge Daniels in his Memorandum Decision first held that 
there was no insurance obligation between Home and Holiday. 
Next, he held that even though Home insured Airport for the claim 
by Holiday this coverage did not create a duty of good faith 
between Home and Holiday giving rise to a separate cause of 
action. Patricia Christiansen and Holiday both disagree with 
these findings as has been outlined extensively in the preceding 
sections. For purposes of this appeal, however, even if it is 
assumed arguendo that Judge Daniels was correct as to these 
conclusions he was still in error as to his third finding of 
damages. Judge Daniels stated in his Memorandum Decision: 
And so the issue remains: what amount of money 
does Home owe Holiday (and in turn to Christiansen)? 
Is it the $15,000 which Holiday is out-of-pocket? 
Or is it the $246,033.88 which is the amount of 
judgment against Holiday? 
It appears from the cases cited that a 
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conditional judgment may be enforceable against an 
insurer, but not against other indemnitees. Keep in 
mind that the party who owes the money is Airport. 
Rights and duties are not changed by the fact that 
Airport may recover from Home or that Holiday 
assigned its rights to Christiansen. Holiday is 
only out-of-pocket $15,000. There is an 
unenforceable judgment against it, but that is not a 
legal obligation, being unenforceable. Airport is 
not an insurer and the weight of authority supports 
the proposition that it only owes Holiday its actual 
loss. See, Bentley v. Fayas, 50 N.W.2d 404 (Wis. 
1951); Klonis v. Armstrong, 436 S.2d 213 (Fla. 
1983); Freeman v. Schmidt Real Estate, 755 F.2d 135 
(8th Cir. 1983) . (R. 1032) . 
Before examining the error in Judge Daniels' decision it is 
interesting to note the anomaly which has been created by the 
position taken by Home Insurance Company and adopted by Judge 
Daniels. During oral argument the following dialogue occurred 
between Judge Daniels and Mr. Morgan, attorney for Home Insurance 
Company: 
MR. MORGAN: [W]e acknowledge that Airport Shuttle 
Parking is our insured. There may even be coverage. 
The question hasn't yet arisen as to whether there 
is coverage to the full extent of the judgment, of 
the stipulated judgment, under the contractual 
liability coverage. There may be coverage for that 
claim. That's not an insurer-insured relationship. 
And we have submitted it on that basis. 
JUDGE DANIELS: Well if there is coverage for this 
claim then what difference does it make? 
MR. MORGAN: Well it makes this difference, Your Honor 
because there is no basis to find a relationship of 
insured and insurer between Holiday and Home. And 
since all the allegations, all of the theories that 
Plaintiffs have against the Home Insurance Company 
are premised upon that relationship, they cannot sue 
as a third party claimant the wrongdoers' liability 
insurer and allege bad faith, which they have done. 
We are in a relationship to Mr. King's clients of 
the insurer of a third-party wrongdoer so, 
therefore, we have no duty, we have no obligation to 
Mr. King's clients to deal with them in any way. We 
are strictly an insurer or a party against whom they 
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have made a claim. 
JUDGE DANIELS: Were they also owners of Holiday's 
claim? 
MR, MORGAN: They have, by assignment, Holiday's 
claims. But if Holiday is not our insured that 
doesn't grant them anything else. 
JUDGE DANIELS: Right. I see. But so it's 
possible—you think it's possible that you may have 
coverage under this particular claim and if you do 
you may owe her $235,000? 
MR. MORGAN: If it's the judgment of this Court, or 
whatever, that the obligation of our insured is for 
$246,000 then we may have an obligation under the 
insured contract provision to pay that claim. (Tr. 
of Hearing March 28, 1989, pp. 33-34). 
If there be any doubt as to who receives the benefit of the 
substantial reduction in damages, examine an internal memo dared 
7-31-85 from Adam Kenney of Home's claim department to Bob 
Andrea, Home's claim superintendent, where it is stated 
concerning the first summary judgment decision: 
We were successful in our Summary 
Judgment Motion on the above-captioned file, holding 
damages to $15,000. 
The plaintiff appealed our successful 
Summary Judgment decision. (Andrea Depo., Ex. 3) 
(Emphasis added). 
Thus, the irony of the position adopted by Home and 
accepted by the lower court is that Home is providing complete 
insurance coverage to Airport for the claim of Holiday through 
its "claim" theory while at the same time reducing the amount of 
judgment from $245,000 to $15,000 based upon the theory that 
Airport, as a non-insurance entity, only owes the actual loss 
sustained by Holiday for its failure to obtain the Home insurance 
coverage — the very coverage which will pay the $15,000 claim.. 
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Thus, while theoretically Home can equate Airport with cases in 
which individuals have failed to obtain insurance and must pay 
for the loss out of their own pocket in reality Airport will 
incur no loss itself regardless of the amount of judgment 
awarded. 
Ignoring the irony of this situation, however, still shows 
that the lower court erred in its basic analysis even assuming 
that Holiday is a non-insurance entity. This error was caused 
because the lower court failed to recognize two principles in 
Utah: (1) a party who fails to procure insurance is liable as an 
insurer up to the same policy limit that should have been 
obtained; (2) that party is liable to a judgment of consent even 
when the tortfeasor has not been forced to pay the full amount 
of the consent judgment. These contentions will now be 
examined. 
A. In Utah, a Party Failing to Obtain 
Insurance Breaches a Contract and is 
Liable to the Same Extent of Damages as 
Would be an Insurer. 
In the fairly recent case of Pickhover v. Smith 
Management Corp., 102 Utah Adv. Rep. 30 (Utah App. 1989) , 
cert, filed 111 Utah Adv. Rep. 79, the Utah Court of Appeals 
dealt with a case in which YESCO Sign Co. failed to obtain 
insurance for another company which subsequently had a claim 
brought against it for wrongful death. The court made the 
following finding: 
If a party contractually agrees to purchase 
insurance for another, the agreement is to be 
construed under general contract principles and, if 
the insurance is not obtained, the party is liable 
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for breach of contact. Id. at 33. 
The Court specifically rejected the notion that an agreement to 
provide insurance is a matter of indemnity. The Court cited a 
number of cases from other jurisdictions in which the indemnity 
concept has been rejected. Id. at 32. 
Finally, the Court concluded by stating: 
In an action for breach of a contract to 
provide insurance, the measure of general damages, 
at least in cases like the instant one, is the 
amount the policy would have paid had it been 
obtained. Id. at 33. 
The measure of damages as stated by the Court of Appeals is 
a well-established rule under American law. See, 43 Am. Jur.2d, 
Insurance, §174, p. 231; 44 C.J.S., Insurance, §225, p. 940 and 
cases cited therein. Likewise, the distinction between contract 
and indemnity is also well established. See, Roblee v. Corning 
Community College, 521 N.Y. Supp. 861 (A.D. Dept. 1987); 
Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. v. Price Co., 694 P. 2d 7 82 (Ala,. 
1985) . 
Except as to claims of bad faith, a personal entity which 
fails to procure insurance takes the same position as an insurer. 
As noted by the Colorado Court of Appeals: 
The purpose of such insurance is to shift the 
risk of loss away from the parties to the contract 
and to place it on an insurer. In general, the 
party who agrees to procure the insurance and fails 
to do so assumes the position of the insurer and, 
thus, the risk of loss. 16 A.J. Appleman, 
Insurance Law and Praactice, §8840 (1981). Richmond 
v. Grabowski, 781 P.2d 192, 194 (Colo. App. 1989). 
Applying these principles to the instant case makes it clear 
that Airport stands in the position of an insurer up to the limit 
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of the Home policy which should have been obtained by it under 
the lease agreement. Since that policy had limits of $500,000 it 
is apparent that the consent judgment of $246,000 would have been 
within the realm of policy coverage and therefore Airport should 
be liable for that entire amount. Judge Daniels reduced this 
amount substantially since Holiday and the plaintiff had agreed 
not to execute on any of this amount except for $15,000. Thus, 
it was the executory settlement not the underlying theory of 
liability which caused this reduction. 
B. Airport, Standing in the Shoes of an 
Insurer, Was Bound by the Consent Judgment 
For the Full Amount of $246,033. 
Before a party who is responsible for another can be held 
liable for that person's liability there must be a showing of 
notice to defend. This principle has been stated as follows: "It 
is a well-settled principle that where a person is responsible 
over to another, either by operation of law or express contract, 
and he is duly notified of the pendency of the suit against the 
person to whom he is liable over, and full opportunity is 
afforded him to defend the action, the judgment, if obtained 
without fraud or collusion, will be conclusive against him, 
whether he appeared or not. 27 Am. Jur. Indemnity, §35, p. 
478; 42 C.J.S., Indemnity, §32, p. 13; 50 C.J.S., Judgments, 
§811, p. 360; Coblentz v. American Surety Co. of New York, 416 
F.2d 1059 (5th Cir. 1969); Metcalf v. Hartford Accident and 
Indemnity Co., 126 N.W.2d 471 (Neb. 1964). 
In the instant case there is no question but that Airport 
had the opportunity to defend Holiday had it so chosen. Airport 
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through its attorney, Mr. Stevens, flatly rejected any claim for 
defense and Airport contested its liability before the trial with 
Judge Dee. He conducted extensive discovery of Plaintiff's 
injuries prior to any settlement being reached including an 
independent medical examination. In addition, Mr. Stevens was 
present at the time the judgment was entered by Judge Fishier 
based upon the affidavits of the parties. Airport, therefore, 
took the calculated risk that it would not be found to be liable 
to Holiday for insurance coverage and basically left Holiday on 
its own to cope with the claim of the plaintiff. 
Thus, it cannot be questioned but that Airport as a matter 
or contract law is liable for the full amount of the policy and 
had ample opportunity to prevent a judgment from being entered 
against Holiday. The sole basis for Judge Daniels reduction of 
some $230,000 is the distinction between "out-of-pocket expenses" 
and an "unenforceable judgment". Judge Daniels believed that 
since Holiday was not itself expending the $230,000 to Plaintiff 
that therefore the only damage suffered by Holiday was the 
$15,000 actually paid. Judge Daniels then passed this 
substantial reduction on to Airport. 
The error in Judge Daniels' decision was failing to observe 
the policy in Utah concerning covenants not to execute. If an 
insurance company, for example, is liable to an insured party for 
the full amount of a judgment against its insured even though it 
is only partially executed then this same principle must also 
apply to an individual entity such as Airport. 
One of the cases relied upon by the Court, Freeman v. 
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Schmidt Real Estate and Ins. Co., 755 F.2d 135 (8th Cir. 1985) 
outlined the different approaches taken by various states as to 
unexecuted judgments. The Court observed that a number of states 
require insurance companies to pay the full amount of the 
unexecuted judgment based upon the theory that a covenant not to 
sue is not a release of liability but is only a contractual 
agreement thereby still creating the liability that the insurer 
must satisfy. See, example Globe Indemnity Co. v. Blomfield, 
562 P.2d 1372 (Ariz. App. 1977). 
The Freeman court noted that other courts such as Texas 
have taken the position that an insurer is in no position to 
complain about the actions taken by its insured when the insured 
is basically left to fend for itself and to protect its own 
assets at its own expense when it has been abandoned by its 
insurance carrier. See, First National Indemnity Co. v. 
McArdle, 511 S.W.2d 354 (Tex. Civ. App. 1974); Metcalf v. 
Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co., 126 N.W.2d 471 (Neb. 1964); 
American Family Mutual Ins. Co. v. Kivela, 408 N.E.2d 805 (Ind. 
App. 1980); J. Appleman, Insurance Law Practice, §4514, p. 143. 
The Freeman Federal Circuit Court noted that payment of 
unexecuted judgments are only prohibited in those states which 
hold that such a covenant not to execute creates no legal 
obligation for an insurance company to cover. Thusr since an 
insurance company is only "legally obligated to pay" actual 
damages those cases deny recovery unless the insured actually 
suffered a loss. See, Stubblefield v. St. Paul Fire & Marine 
Ins. Co., 517 P.2d 262 (Or. 1973); Bendall v. White, 511 F. 
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Supp. 793, 795 (D. Ala. 1981). The Court in Freeman 
concluded that Iowa would follow this latter course and would not 
require an insurance company to pay an insured for an amount 
covered by a covenant not to execute and therefore denied 
plaintiff's claim against an insurance agent who failed to 
procure insurance. This is a minority position. 
This Court in Ammerman v. Farmers, Inc. Exchange, 450 P.2d 
460 (Utah 1969) follows the majority rule and held that in Utah 
insurers are liable for unexecuted judgments. In Ammerman a 
collection of a verdict in excess of the policy limits was 
pursued against the insurer by the attorneys for the claimant 
based upon a stipulated ageement between the claimant and the 
insured. The agreement provided that as long as the insured 
cooperated the claimant would not proceed against the insured's 
own pocket for any of the excess judgment. 
The insurance company defended on the basis that it did not 
have to pay since the insured did not have to pay the excess 
amount. Rejecting that argument this Court stated: 
Farmers contends however that even though the 
agreement is not considered an accord and 
satisfaction, Ammerman's claim is nevertheless 
barred because he has suffered no damage—he has not 
paid the excess judgment or any part thereof. 
We are cognizant of the several cases which 
hold there must be a payment by the insured before 
he can maintain against his insurer for the excess 
judgment. However, we are of the opinion that the 
cases to the contrary (and perhaps the majority) are 
the better reasoned. Id. at 461. 
This Court held that prepayment by the insured to the 
judgment creditor was not a prerequisite for a cause of action to 
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arise against the insurer. This Court quoted with approval a 
Pennsylvania case which stated: 
Three very sound reasons justify the adoption 
of this "non-payment" view: (1) such view prevents 
an insurer from benefitting from the impecuniousness 
of an insured who has a meritorious claim but cannot 
first pay the judgment imposed upon him; (2) such 
view negates the possibility that the insurer would 
be "less responsive to its trust duties where the 
insured is able to pay the excess judgment." Were 
payment the rule, an insurer with an insolvent 
insured could unreasonably refuse to settle, or, at 
worst, it would only be liable for the amount 
specified by the policy. To permit this would be to 
impair the usefulness of insurance for the poor 
man. (3) Such view recognizes that the fact of 
entry of the judgment itself against the insured 
constitutes a real damage to him because of 
potential harm to his credit rating. Id. at 
462. 
Thus, in Utah it is not necessary for an insured to have 
actually paid the amount of an unexecuted judgment in order to 
hold the insurance company liable to the claimant. Plaintiff 
carefully applied the Ammerman case in drafting the settlement 
agreement. Clearly, if Home Insurance had wrongfully refused to 
honor its policy it would be required to pay the entire $245,000 
judgment and could not rely upon the "out-of-pocket" argument 
advanced by Airport. Since Airport stands in the same position 
as an insurer in failing to obtain the insurance coverage and 
since Airport had ample opportunity to defend Holiday and to 
contest the stipulated judgment it is equitable that Airport be 
adjudged to owe the entire amount of the judgment whether it be 
executed or non-executed. This legal principle is supplemented 
in the present case since Home Insurance Company will be actually 
paying the judgment although doing so in the name of Airport. 
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Thusf it was error for Judge Daniels to assume that Airport 
is only liable for the out-of-pocket expenses of Holiday and not 
for the entire amount of the stipulated judgment based upon 
evidence presented by the plaintiff. Even if this Court finds no 
insurance coverage directly between Home and Holiday, it must 
adjust the judgment against Airport to reflect the entire amount 
of Plaintiff's damages* 
CONCLUSION 
For the preceding reasons this Court should reverse the 
judgment of the lower court and find, as a matter of law, 
insurance coverage between Home and Holiday. In addition, the 
case should be remanded for a determination of bad faith damages 
and attorney fees. 
In the alternative, if no coverage is found then the amount 
of the Holiday-Airport judgment must be incrfeased to include the 
entire settlement amount. 
Respectfully submitted this 17th day of December, 1990. 
Samuel/ Kin^' 
k 
Craig S(J Cook 
Attorneys for Appellants 
CERTIFICATE OF HAND DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that I personally delivered four copies of 
the foregoing Brief of Appellants to Robert L. Stevens, 50 South 
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Main Street, Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 and S. Baird Morgan, 6th 
Floor, Boston Building, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 this 17th day 
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HOLIDAY RENT-A-CAR, dba 
FLEXI-LEASE, INC., and 
DEVON K. HAMMER, 
Defendants. 
HOLIDAY RENT-A-CAR, dba 
FLEXI-LEASE, INC., 
Third Party Plaintiff, 
vs 
HAROLD T. HINCKLEY, and REX 
HOWELL, dba AIRPORT SHUTTLE 
PARKING, 
Third Party Defendants. 
DON MAW and BEVERLY MAW, 
Intervening Plaintiffs, 
vs 
DAVID LINGARD, JOHN LINGARD, 
and CRAIG LINGARD, 
Additional Third Party 
Defendants. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
CIVIL NO. C-81-4453 
I understand the facts of this case to be as follows: 
Airport was the landlord and co-occupant of business premises 
with Holiday Rent-A-Car. Plaintiff, an employee of Airport was 
CHRISTENSEN VS. HOLIDAY 
RENT-A-CAR, ET AL PAGE TWO MEMORANDUM DECISION 
injured on premises leased by Holiday from Airport. Holiday 
had no insurance of its own, but claimed that Airport had 
agreed to extend its own coverage to Holiday. Airport1s 
insurer (Home Insurance Company) has taken the position that 
Holiday is not covered under its policy with Airport. No action 
has ever been filed which would determine whether or not 
Holiday is covered under the Home policy. 
Holiday tendered its defense to Airport, but Airport 
and Home refused to accept the defense. Consequently Holiday 
entered into a settlement with the plaintiff, whereby Holiday 
agreed to pay plaintiff $15,000.00 and to assign plaintiff any 
of its rights against Airport or Home. The settlement 
contemplated that plaintiff would secure a judgment against 
Holiday. Plaintiff agreed not to execute on this judgment or 
to attempt to seek additional sums from Holiday. 
The day following the settlement agreement plaintiff secured 
a stipulated judgment against Holiday in the amount of $246,033.08. 
Later the question of Airport's alleged agreement to 
obtain insurance was tried to a jury. The jury found that Airport 
had contracted to provide insurance to Holiday. The parties 
agreed that attorney's fees and costs incurred by Holiday 
amounted to $3,500.00, which I understand has been paid. 
The question now is: what additional sum is Airport 
obligated to pay plaintiff? Plaintiff takes the position that 
CHRISTENSEN VS. HOLIDAY 
RENT-A-CAR, ET AL PAGE THREE MEMORANDUM DECISION 
Airport and its insurer owe $246,033.08. Airport takes the 
position that it owes only $15,000.00. Upon oral argument, 
plaintiff's counsel stated that he was not attempting to 
recover against Airport for breach of its agreement to 
insure Holiday. Rather, he claimed that Home did cover 
Holiday. 
The anamoly in this argument is that if (as plaintiff 
claims) Home does cover Holiday, then Airport has fulfilled 
its obligation and owes Holiday (and consequently, plaintiff) 
nothing at all. Plaintiff may have a good cause of action 
against Home, and may be entitled to recover her full 
judgment against Home; but Home is not a party to this lawsuit. 
Since Airport seems willing to concede that it did breach 
its agreement to insure Holiday, the question remains as to 
the extent of liability for this breach. 
There are quite a number of cases from other jurisdictions 
that hold insurance companies liable for excess judgments when 
they refuse to defend and are later found to have coverage. I 
believe these cases are correct. An insurance company has a 
duty under its contract to pay any judgment and to defend any 
suit against its insured to which coverage applies. If the 
company chooses not to defend (even due to a good faith belief 
in non-coverage) it is obligated to the full extent of a 
judgment against its insured. Its liability is not limited to 
CHRISTENSEN VS. HOLIDAY 
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policy limits, because the excess judgment is presumed to be 
caused by the breach of the contractual duty to defend. And 
this is true even if the insured cooperated with the nlaintiff 
in allowing the large judgment. When an insurance company 
abandons its insured, the insured has a right to do what he has 
to do to protect himself. When an insurer refuses to defend, 
it does so at its own risk. 
The situation now at bar is different. Airport did not 
insure Holiday; it agreed to provide insurance. It had no 
contractual obligation to defend Holiday. The huge judgment 
against Holiday did not flow from Airport's failure to insure 
Holiday. The only damages that flowed from that breach were 
the $15,000.00 payment made by Holiday and its attorney fees 
and costs. Plaintiff could receive from Holiday's assignment 
no more than Holiday had to assign: a loss of $18,500.00. 
I hold, therefore, that plaintiff is entitled to no more 
than $18,500.00 from Airport ($3,500.00 of which has already 
been paid). Of course plaintiff is not obligated to accept 
this amount if she plans to pursue Home, and her counsel 
concludes that accepting the $15,000.00 would prejudice her 
case against Home. 
I request that Mr. Stevens prepare an appropriate Order, 
and submit it to other counsel for approval as to form. 
Dated this Q°s- day of September, 1983. 
SCOTT DANIELS 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
I i..,\J * . W » - i ~ 
APR 1 3 1989 
U;«7Y. 
By GSyr* 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
PATRICIA CHRISTIANSEN, : 
Plaintiff, : 
vs. ! 
HOLIDAY RENT-A-CAR, dba : 
FLEXI-LEASE, INC., and 
DEVON K. HAMMER, ! 
Defendants. 
HOLIDAY RENT-A-CAR, dba 
FLEXI-LEASE, INC., 
Third Party Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
HAROLD T. HINCKLEY and REX 
HOWELL, dba AIRPORT SHUTTLE 
PARKING, 
Third Party Defendants. 
PATRICIA CHRISTIANSEN, et al., 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
HINCKLEY AND HOWELL, dba THE 
HOME INSURANCE COMPANY, et al., : 
Defendants. : 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
: CIVIL NO. C-81-4453 
: CIVIL NO. C-86-7570 
(Consolidated case) 
This case is before the Court after remand from the Supreme 
Court. 
CHRISTIANSEN V. HOLIDAY 
RENT-A-CAR PAGE TWO MEMORANDUM DECISION 
The primary question to be determined is whether Airport did 
or did not breach its agreement to extend liability insurance 
coverage to Holiday. 
Airport's liability policy with Home is before the Court. 
Holiday is clearly not a named insured. Furthermore, Holiday is 
not an additional insured under paragraph III of the Insuring 
Agreements. There is nothing in the affidavits which would 
create an estoppel or implied coverage outside of the policy. It 
is therefore clear that Holiday is not covered and Airport 
breached its contract to extend coverage to Holiday. 
The issue is a little more complicated than this, however. 
This is because Home does insure Airport for its contractual 
liability to Holiday. The policy does not require that liability 
arise out of tort; it only requires that it arise out of bodily 
injury due to an occurrence. There is an exclusion for bodily 
injury to an insured's employee, but this exclusion does not 
apply if liability is assumed under an "insured contract" such as 
a lease. 
The distinction is subtle, but important: Home does not 
insure Holiday for Christiansen's claim against Holiday, but it 
does insure Airport for Holiday's claim against Airport. 
The reason the distinction is important is that Home, not 
insuring Holiday, does not owe Holiday a duty to defend, duties 
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of good faith, or other duties that an insurer owes to its 
insured. 
And so the issue remains: what amount of money does Home 
owe Holiday (and in turn to Christiansen)? Is it the $15,000.00 
which Holiday is out-of-pocket? Or is it the $246,033.88 which 
is the amount of Judgment against Holiday? 
It appears for the cases cited that a conditional judgment 
may be enforceable against an insurer, but not against other 
indemnitees. Keep in mind that the party who owes the money is 
Airport. Rights and duties are not changed by the fact that 
Airport may recover from Home or that Holiday assigned its rights 
to Christiansen. Holiday is only out-of-pocket $15,000.00. 
There is an unenforceable judgment against it, but that is not a 
legal obligation, being unenforceable. Airport is not an insurer 
and the weight of authority supports the proposition that it only 
owes Holiday its actual loss. See, Bently v. Favas, 50 N.W.2d 
404 (Wis. 1951); Klonis v. Armstrong, 436 So.2d 213 (Fla. 1983); 
Freeman v. Schmidt Real Estate, 755 F.2d 135 (8th Cir. 1983). 
Plaintiff's Motions are denied. Airport's Alternative 
Motion for Summary Judgment is granted, and plaintiff is awarded 
$15,000.00, plus costs. There is apparently no Motion on a 
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crossclaim against Home. Mr. Stevens is directed to prepare an 
appropriate Order. 
Dated this \3 day of April, 1989. 
^ Ldhh&ouJ^ 1 
SCOTT DANIELS 
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
CHRISTIANSEN V. HOLIDAY 
RENT-A-CAR PAGE FIVE MEMORANDUM DECISION 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing Memorandum Decision, postage prepaid, to the 
following, this /S- day of April, 1989: 
Samuel King 
James E. Hawkes 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
2120 South 1300 East, Suite 301 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 
Robert L. Stevens 
Attorney for Hinckley and Howell, 
dba Airport Shuttle Parking 
50 S. Main Street, 7th Floor 
P.O. Box 2465 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110 
S. Baird Morgan 
Attorney for Defendant Home 
Insurance Company 
Sixth Floor, Boston Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
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FLEXI-LEASE, INC., and 
DEVON K. HAMMER, 
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vs. 
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HINCKLEY AND HOWELL, dba 
THE HOME INSURANCE COMPANY, 
et al., 
CIVIL NO. C-86-7570 
Defendants. 
CHRISTIANSEN V. 
HOLIDAY RENT-A-CAR PAGE TWO MEMORANDUM DECISION 
Defendants' Motion to Strike is denied. Although there is 
some considerable question as to whether plaintiff's Motion is 
procedurally appropriate because of the thoroughly convoluted 
nature of this lawsuit, I have read the plaintiff's Memorandum 
in a sincere effort to consider this matter as thoroughly as 
possible. 
After reading the plaintiff's Memorandum, I am of the view 
that she is essentially raising the same arguments which have 
been considered previously. I am of the same view that I was 
when I wrote the Memorandum Decision holding that the liability 
policy did not extend coverage to Holiday. 
It may be true that when the claim was originally denied, 
it was on another basis. It may also be true that Home 
Insurance Company has extended coverage to others in similar 
cases. I don't believe either of these facts, however, create 
coverage where there is none under the policy. 
Although there is some question about the state of the law 
in a situation such as this, it does appear from the cases 
cited that the amount due a non-insured under contractual 
liability is the amount of actual loss, rather than the amount 
of an unenforceable judgment. 
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Consequently, the plaintiff's Motion is denied. My 
original Memorandum Decision may or may not have been correct, 
but nothing in the plaintiff's new Memorandum persuades me that 
I should change my mind on the issue. 
Mr. Stevens is directed to prepare an appropriate Judgment. 
Dated this JL/ day of November, 1989. 
n ) ex x IAA , 
SCOTT DANIELS 
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
DEC 1 h 1389 
ROBERT L. STEVENS [A3105] 
RICHARDS, BRANDT, MILLER & NELSON 
Attorney for Airport Shuttle 
Key Bank Tower, Seventh Floor 
50 South Main Street 
P.O. Box 2465 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110 
Telephone: (801) 531-1777 
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I Civil No. C81-4453 
i Judge Scott Daniels 
I C86-7570 
This matter is before the Court on cross motions for 
summary judgment. Plaintiff Patricia Christiansen seeks 
summary judgment in the amount of $246,033.88 against both 
Airport Shuttle Parking (a dba of Harold T. Hinckley and Rex 
Howell) and The Home Insurance Company. The Home Insurance 
Company seeks a dismissal of all claims against it herein. 
Airport Shuttle Parking (Airport) has filed alternative motions 
for summary judgment seeking either a dismissal of all claims 
against it or in the alternative the entry of judgment in the 
amount of $15,000.00 against it. 
These motions were fully briefed and argued to the 
Court on March 28, 1989. Following that hearing, the Court 
issued its Memorandum Decision on April 13, 1989 denying all of 
plaintiff's motions, granting Home's motion, and granting 
Airport's alternative motion by determining that judgment 
should be entered in favor of plaintiff and against Airport in 
the amount of $15,000.00. 
Thereafter, plaintiff filed a motion to set aside or 
modify the Court's Memorandum Decision. In response, defendant 
Airport filed a motion to strike plaintiff's new motion. The 
matters were briefed to the Court. The Court, having received 
extensive memoranda and heard prior oral argument, did not hold 
new oral arguments. 
The Court, having carefully reviewed the complete 
file in these consolidated cases and all of the memoranda and 
authorities filed by the attorneys, issued its memorandum 
decision regarding all motions on November 27, 1989 and now 
enters its Order as follows: 
2 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT: 
1. Plaintiff's Complaint against The Home 
Insurance Company in the Consolidated Case Civil No. C-86-7570 
is dismissed with prejudice as no cause of action. 
2. Patricia Christiansen as assignee of 
Flex-Lease, Inc. dba Holiday Rent-A-Car is awarded judgment 
against Harold T. Hinckley and Rex Howell dba Airport 
Shuttle Parking in Consolidated Case Civil No. C81-4453 in the 
amount of $15,000.00. 
3. Plaintiff1s Motions for Summary Judgment, 
Motion to Set Aside and/or Modify Court's Memorandum Decision, 
and all other pending motions are denied. 
4. Defendant Airport Shuttle Parking's Motion 
to Strike Plaintiff's Motion to Set Aside and/or Modify Court's 
Memorandum Decision is denied. 
5. Each of the parties shall bear their own 
costs. 
DATED this ^H day of , 1989. 
BY THE COURT: 
The Honorable Scott Daniels 
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App'd for File 
RENEWAL Of NO. 
liisureB s NameanB ED. Address ^ ^ 
AEP0KT SHLTEL2 EAEKD3G, A 
PASEEESSHI? *(As rer end. £L) 
3312 Eooaycut Bead 
Salt Lake Cit7, Utah 841(36 
Inception  (Mo7 Day fr.) Expiration (Mo. Cay iZ) Years 
PREMIUM* 
Gross Premium - - . -
(includes 1st. Yr. Auto. Prem.' if applicable) 
less credit, if any, for existing insur. 
Net Premium . . . . 
Premium Payable at inception • 
Premium Payable at 1st. anniv. -
Premium Payable at 2nd anniv. • 
•Subject to adjustment as provided herein. 
1620. 
DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION Of PROPERTY AND OPERATIONS COVERED 
(Loc. No., Bldg. No.—Show location, construction, type of roof, occupancy and type of operations). 
See Declarations (Ccntimed) Page 2a (K26226) 
Ccd* ^ P » 3 P & 
The insurance afforded is only with respect to each coverage for which a Limit of Liability or an Amount cf Insurance is shown hsrsin or in 
Declarations made a part hereof, subject to ail the terms of this policy (pages 1 through 14 and additional pigcs 2nd erdorsefnents 
indicated) having reference thereto. 
Section Limits or Amounts and Coinsurance Coverages 
$ csa 1125226 
% 3ea H26225 
J Nil 
each 30 days 
aggregate 
A. Building(s) 
B(l). Business Personal Property 
Peak Season Amendment (page 2b) Applies 
Reporting Provisions (page 2c-l) Apply 
B(2). Improvements and Betterments 
a Yes 3 No 
D Yes 3 No 
.% 
C. Business Earnings 
D. Scheduled Property 









j F. Medical Expense g f l p g g g . J J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
*Ihe f i r s t anniversary date i s 10-1-80 and annually thereafter. 
Mortgagee Clause: Subject to the provisions of the mortgagee clause attached hereto, loss, if any, under the building coverage under 
Section I shall be payable to the Insured and: 
Countersignature 
Date .Agency a t . Salt Lska City, Ufeak- .Agent 
Additional Lines Index Checked j " " ] Yes; H ] No 
1 Inspection 
Ordered 
1 Attached | 
| Approved By 
Fire Casualty Inland Marine 
STOCK COMPANY 
ISSUED 8Y 
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Provisions Applicable to Sections I , I I & I I I 
Continuous Policy Endorsecmt 
I^-Preciuni Endorsement 
H2622S Ceclaraticns - Page 2a 
H26232 Special Coverage Endorseirjent 
H26S43 Declarations - Page 2ad 
II24312 Declarations (Continued) Section I - Garage 
Keepers' Legal Xiahi l i ty Coverage 




Extended Business Liability 
Exclusion of Products and Completed Operations 
EFFECTIVE DAfE OF THIS PACE 
10-19-79 
Wheraver a poiicy provision refers to the Declarations, such reference shall also apply to 
AGENT 
Poge 3 
PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO SECTION I 
PHYSICAL DAMAGE TO PROPERTY AND LOSS OF BUSINESS EARNINGS 
PROPERTY COVERED 
This policy covers under; 
Coverage- A Bwildmgjs), a s described m the Declaration*, a n d . if tha 
property of * • Insured, bui lding machinery a n d equ ipment fixtures ond 
outdoor equ ip * * * " * , o i l per ta in ing to the maintenance, service or occu-
pancy o f the premises and wh i le o f the locotion(s) described in the 
Declarat ion* or temporari ly elsewhere. This Coverage excludes property 
specifically covered xtndet a n y other Coverage or endorsement made o 
port of th i * pol icy. 
Coverage frO): Business Personal Property of the Insured, as described 
in the Decorat ions, used in the conduct of the business, ond at the 
option of the Insured, personol property of others while in the care, 
custody or control o f the Insured for business purposes ond for which 
the Insured is l iable , oi l w h i l e o t the locohon(s) described in the Dec-
larat ions. & wi th in 1 0 0 feet thereof i f in tha open, on land, or in or on 
land verJcf«*. This Coverage excludes property specifically covered under 
ony other Coverage or endorsement made a part of this policy. 
This Coverage includes va luable papeft ond business records consisting 
of: 
(a) books of account, manuscripts, abstracts, drawings, card index sys-
tems, but only for the cost of blank books and other blank material , 
ond the cost of transcribing; 
Vb\ M m , t a p e , disc, d r u m , cell a n d other maqnetic recording or storaqe 
medio for electronic da ta processing, and other records, but only for 
the cost of unexposed film or blank tape, wire or other recording 
medio; 
except as provided under Extensions of Coverage. 
Coverage B^V—Improvements ond BettermenH, consisting of fixtures, 
a l terat ion*, installations or addit ions comprising o port of the described 
buildmg(s) not owned by the Insured ond made, or acquired, ot the 
expense of the Insured (exclusive of rent paid by the Insured) and which 
ore not Ie9° l ly sub|ect to removal by the insured, to the extent of the 
Insured's use interest in such Improvements and Betterments. This Cov-
erage exc lvdw property specifically covered under ony other Coverage 
or endorsement mode o p a r t of this policy. 
This Company's l iabil ity under this Coverage for loss to tha property 
damoged or destroyed shall be os follows: 
1 . If reposed or replaced at the expense of the Insured within a rea* 
sonoble time after such loss, the actual cosh value of the damaged 
or destroyed property; 
This policy covers loss by the perils insured against for 
additional amounts of insurance as follows: 
(a) N e w Property: For not exceeding in the aggregate. S I 0 0 . 0 0 0 at ony 
one location on: 
(1) property, os covered under Coverages A, B(1) ond B(2| for 
which coverage is provided within the "Alterations, Repairs ond 
N e w Construction" clause in this policy; 
|2) Property, os covered under Coverages A, B(1) ond B|2) a t any 
new location acquired by the Insured during the term ot this 
pol'cy. 
provided that coverage under this Extension shall cease 6 0 days 
from fhe date construction or installation is begun or 6 0 days from 
the dote such property is acquired by the Insured or on the dote 
* values ore reported to this Company or on the termination dote of 
this policy, whichever first occurs Additional premium shall be due 
ond payable from the date construction or installation is begun or 
from the dote such property is acquired. 
The automatic coverage provided under {2| above sholl not apply 
to such Coverages for which on Amount of Insurance is shown under 
Item |2) of Page 2c, w h e n mode o part of this policy. 
2 . | f not repaired or reploced w i thm a reasonable time after such loss, 
that proportion of the original cost a t the tuna of installation of the 
damaged or destroyed property which tha unexpired term of the 
lease or rental ogresment ot the t ime of loss bears to the period! s) 
from tha dote{s| such damaged or destroyed property w a s installed 
ro the expiration date of the lease or rental agreement; 
3 . (f repatred or replaced a t the expense of others for the usa- of the 
Insured, there shall be no l iabil ity hereunder. 
Co V «ro9»* A , B(1) ond B(2J do not include; 
(a) trees, shrubs, plants and lawns outside of butldtngs (except as pro-
vided undsr Extensions of Coverage); 
(b | any of the fol lowing unless speoficolly described in the Declara-
tions! 
(1) outdoor neon or electric signs and a l l other outdoor signs if not 
attached to the 8uilding(s). (except stock being held for sale or 
delivery after sole); 
(2) outdoor swimming pools, fences, w a f t s , roadways or other 
paved surfaces, curbs, piers, bulkheads, wharves or docks: 
beach or diving platforms or oppurrenonces; retaintng wa l ls not 
constituting a part of building: 
(3) brick, stone or concrete foundations, piers or other supports 
which ore below the under surface of the lowest basement 
Tioor, or, where fhere is no basement , which ore b e l o w m e 
surface of the ground, cost of excavations; grading or fi l l ing; 
underground flues, pipes, wir ing and drams; 
(4) snowmobiles, trailers, semi-trailers or any self-propelled vehi-
cles or machines (other than automobiles),, if licensed for use on 
public roods, or if not so licensed if operated principally a w a y 
from the premises of the Insured; wofercroft (including motors, 
equipment and accessories) whi le afloat; ortimoU ond p*ts; 
|c) oircraff; automobiles; 
(d) property of registered guests in rooms; 
(e) money ond securities, 
(f) personal property m which parties other thon the Insured also hove 
on insurable interest when the Insured's interest m such property is 
covered by insurance under any other policy; 
(g) property sold by the Insured under conditional sale, trust agreement , 
installment payment or other deferred payment p l a n , after delivery 
to customer 
(b| Off Premises: On perianal property as described in Coverages 
B(l ) and B(2) for not exceeding S I 0 , 0 0 0 in the aggregate at loca-
*\o*vs> cvo* <v««\%d, U a v b d . ^ ^ v ^ v i <M wgvaUwty s^ved b^ \fc»% tavarai. 
Property in the care, custody or control of salesmen ts not covered 
under this Extension. 
The automatic coverage provided hereunder sholl not app ly to Cov-
erage B( l ) if Page 2c is mode o part of this policy and a n Amount 
of Insurance is shown for Item (3) therein. 
(CJ Business Personol Property in Transit: For nor exceeding S T , 0 0 0 on 
ony one vemcle on property covered under Coverage B( 1) whi le m 
transit, including direct loss caused by collision, derai lment , over-
turn of a transporting conveyance. Hood (meaning the rising oi 
navigable water* ) , eart^qua^e, landslide, stranding or sinking of 
vessels, collapse of bridges, culverts, docks or wharves. Property in 
the care, custody or control of salesmen ond property shipped by 
mail from the time it posses into the custody of the Post Office 
Deportment is not covered under this Extension. 
(d) Voluoble Popers ond Bwiines* Kecords: For not exceeding $ 1 , 0 0 0 
for extra expenses necessarily incurred by the Insured m the repro-
duction of valuable popers ond business records consisting of: books 
of account, manuscripts, abstracts, drawings, cord index systems, 
film. tope. disc, drum, cell and otner magnetic recording or storage 
medio for electronic data processing, ond other records, a l l the 
EXTENSIONS OP COVERAGE 
[Applicable to Coverages A . B(1) and 8(2)1 
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property of the Insured ond white a t the locarion(s) described in the 
Declarations. In no event shall the recovery under Coveroge B( l ) 
o n d this Extension combined exceed the octuol loss sustained. 
(e| Business Continuation Expense: For not exceeding $ 1 , 0 0 0 for the 
extra expenses necessarily incurred by the Insured to continue nor-
m a l operations which a re interrupted as a result of damage to or 
destruction o f property covered under Coverages A* 8(1} a n d B(2) 
or to a bui lding containing such property, o t a location described 
i n the Declarations. This Extension appl ies only during the t ime it 
w o u l d require w i th the exercise o f duo dil igence a n d dispatch to 
repotr. rebui ld or replace the d a m a g e d or destroyed property. 
(f) Personal Effects: For not exceeding in the aggregate , $ 1 , 0 0 0 on 
personal effects of the Insured or others wh i le in or on the premises 
described in the Declarations. This Extension appl ies only ot the 
option of the Insured a n d does not apply to property which is cov-
ered by other insurance. 
(g) Personal Property of Others: For not exceeding $ 5 , 0 0 0 on personal 
property of others, as covered under Coverage B{1), for which the 
Insured is l iable , wh i le in the care, custody or control of the Insured 
for business purposes and only wh i le such property is ot the loco* 
tion(s) described in the Declarations, This Extension applies only at 
the option of the Insured a n d does not app ly to property which is 
covered by other insurance. 
This policy also covers for an additional amount of in-
surance as follows; 
Elevator Collision: For not exceeding 2 5 % of the combined omount(s| 
for Coverages A , B f l ) and B|2) or $ 2 5 , 0 0 0 , whichever is less, at any 
one location, for each direct loss to elevators, ond to any other property 
owned, occupied, used by or rented to the Insured, including, ot the 
option of the Insured, property in the care, custody or control of the 
Insured for business purposes and for which the Insured is l iable, caused 
by occidental collision of any port of an elevator or of onyrhing carried 
thereon, w i th another part of such elevator or wi th another obfect. 
The term " e l e v a t o r " means elevators, escalators or any other hoisting 
or lowering device used to connect floors or landings, whether or not in 
service, ond a l l appliances thereof including any car. platform] shaft, 
hoistway, power equipment ond machinery, or any hydraulic or mechan-
ical hoist used for raising or lowering automobiles or for damping 
material from trucks; 
This Extension does not opply to: 
(a) injury or destruction due directly to the breaking, burning out or 
This policy covers under: 
Coverage C—Business Earnings: The Actual Loss of Business Earnings 
sustained by the Insured directly resulting from necessary interruption 
of operations caused by damage to or destruction of real or personal 
property on the described premises, by the perils insured agoinst, during 
the term of this policy, but for not exceeding thj* reduction in Business 
Earnings less charges ond expenses which do net necessarily continue 
during the interruption of operations, for only such length of t ime, 
hereinafter referred to as period of indemnity, as wou ld be required 
wi th the exercise of due diligence and dispatch to rebui ld, repair or 
replace such port of the property herein described as hos been damaged 
or destroyed, commencing, unless otherwise specified in the Extensions 
of Coveroge. w i th the dote of such damage or destruction ond not limited 
by the date of expirat ion of this policy. Due consideration shall be given 
to the continuation of normal charges and expenses, including payroll 
expense, to the extent necessary to resume operations of the Insured 
wi th the some qual i ty of service which existed immediately preceding 
rhe loss. 
n determining Business Earnings due consideration shall be given to the 
experience of the business before the dote of damage or destruction 
md the probable experience thereafter hod no loss occurred. 
•sumption of Operat ions: It Is a condition of this insurance that if the 
isured could reduce the loss resulting from the interruption of opera* 
3f)S, 
) by complete or part ia l resumption of operation of the property 
herein described, whether damaged or not, or 
1
 by making use of other property a t the location(s) described herein 
disrupting of any electrical mochine which is not located wi th in 
the elevator cor; 
|b) injury to or destruction of a n y electrical machine arising out of the 
breaking, burning out or disruption thereof; 
(c) injury or destruction w i th respect to which coveroge i s afforded 
under Section I I . 
"Exclusions" 2 * ond 5 . d o not a p p l y to this Extension. 
This policy also covers against loss by fir*, lightning, 
explosion, riot, civil commotion or aircraft for an addi-
tional amount of insurance as follows: 
Tries, Shrubs, ?\antt ond t o w n s : For not exceeding In the aggregate , 
$ 2 , 0 0 0 on trees, shrubs, plants a n d fawns not grown for commercial 
purposes and whi le outside o f buildings o t the loeation(s) described In 
the Declarations. However, this Company shall not be l iable for more 
than $ 2 5 0 on any one tree, shrub or plant , including expenses incurred 
in removing debn's thereof. In no event shall the coveroge under this 
Extension apply to any other perils which m a y be included in this policy 
or endorsements attached hereto. 
77ns policy, without increasing the amount of insurance 
applying to the property damaged or destroyed, also 
covers: 
(a) Consequential Loss, meaning loss to business or other personal prop-
erty covered hereunder, whi le contained in a building or structure ot 
a locotion described in the Declarations, due to change of tempera-
ture or humidity as a result of physical damoge by the perWs insured 
ogomst to building(s), structure(s) or equipment at the some location. 
In no event shall coverage under this Extension opply to any loss 
specified!/ excluded under any endorsement made o par t of this 
policy. 
(b| Debris Removol, meoning expenses incurred in the removal of al l 
debris of the property covered hereunder occasioned by loss thereto 
caused by o peril insured against; provided however, as respects any 
Coverage subject to the Reporting Provisions, this Company shall not 
be liable for more than the amount i t wou ld be l iable for, exclusive 
of debris removal expenses, i f oi l the property covered ot the loco* 
tion where the loss occurred were destroyed. 
(c| Contingent Interest, meaning the contingent Interest of the Insured 
in shipments sold by the Insured on "Free on Board" or " f re igh t 
A l lowed" terms, providing any loss recoverable under this policy is 
not collectible from the purchaser, or ony other insurance that wou ld 
have attached if this policy h a d not been issued. 
(c) by ma«mg use of stock ( raw, in process or finished) a t the locofion(s} 
described herein or elsewhere, 
such reduction shall be taken into occounr in arriving a t the amount of 
loss hereunder. 
Definitions: For the purposes of this insuronce. the fol lowing terms 
wherever used in this policy shall meant 
(1) "Business Earnings": the sum of: 
(o| total net profit, (b) payroll expenses, |c| taxes, (d) interest, 
ie) rents, ond (f) al l other operating expenses earned by the business. 
(2) "Row Stock": material in the state in which the Insured receives it 
for conversion by the Insured into finished stock. 
(3) "Stock in Process": row stock which has undergone any og»ng, 
seasoning, mechanical or other process of manufacture or the loco-
r.on(s) herein described but which hos not become finished stock. 
(4) "Finished Stock": stock manufactured by the Insured which in the 
ordinary course of the Insured's business is reedy for packing, ship, 
ment or sa!e. 
|5) " N o r m a l " ; the condition that would h o v e existed hod no loss 
occurred. 
This Compony thai! not be l ioble f a n 
(a) more than the amount stated as appl icable to "each 3 0 days" for 
loss in o n / 30 consecutive calendar days; 
(b) any loss resulfina from Hnmn«» tr» ~- ' 
LOSS OF BUSINESS EARNINGS 
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(c) any increaso of loss which m a y be occasioned by: 
J)) enforcement of any local or state ordinance or low regulating 
construction, repair or demolition of buildings or structures; 
[2) t h * suspension, lapse or cancellation of ony lease, license, con-
tract or order unless such suspension, lapse or cancellation 
t%*uU*> dvt%city (torn tK% tvecAisary \t \ temiatiat\ o i Qoexat\o«v\ <*f 
the premises a n d then this Company shall be l iable for only 
such loss os affects the Business Samingt of the premises dur-
ing , a n d l imited to, the period of indemnity covered under this 
policy; 
P ) interference or the described premises b y strikers or other per-
sons w i t h rebui ld ing , repair ing or replacing the property or wi th 
tho resumption or continuation of operations* 
(d) loss resulting from dornoge to or destruction of medio for. or prQ 
gromming records pertaining to, electronic dato processing c 
electronically controlled equipment, including data thereon, beyoi* 
whichever of the following lengths of t ime is the greater, whic 
shall be considered the period of indemnity* 
{\\ 10, Qoxvvecufcv* Cilwdar da^*v °* 
(2) the length of time that would be required to rebuild, repair ° 
replace such other property herein described as has be* ' 
damaged or destroyed; 
unless otherwise provided in the Declarations; 
(e| ony other consequential or remote loss. 
EXTENSIONS OF COVERAGE 
(Applicable to Coverage Q 
This policy, without increasing the amount of insurance under Coverage C, a/so covers: 
( o l - N J " " Locations: For not exceeding $ 1 0 , 0 0 0 for "each 3 0 days" 
subject to a n aggrega te amount of $ 2 0 , 0 0 0 at ony one location, 
to** resulting from necessary interruption of operations caused by 
d a m a g e to or destruction of real or personal property a t any new 
location which is ocquired by the Insured, after the inception date 
of this policy, by the perils insured against. 
|r# the event d a m a g e to or destruction of such property as is covered 
u/tder this Extension delays commencement of business operations, 
the period of indemnity shall commence from the date business 
operations w o u l d have begun hod no damage or destruction occurred. 
This Extension of Coverage shall not apply to toss resulting fjom 
damage to or destruction of real or personal property at a new 
location when such d a m a g e or destruction occurs 60 or more days 
after the acquisition of such location or after the inception of more 
specific insurance, whichever first occurs. When such location is to 
be covered under this coverage beyond such period of 60 days. 
premium therefor shal l be payable from the date of such acquisition. 
(b| protection During Operat ional Recovery: For such addit ional length 
of time os w o u l d be required wi th the exercise of due diligence and 
dispatch to restore the Insured's Business Earnings to the condition 
that would have existed hod no loss occurred, but in no t^ent for 
more than 3 0 consecutive days, commencing from either the date 
the period of indemnity terminates or the date on which repair, re-
placement or rebuilding of such port of the property herein described 
os has been damaged or destroyed is actually completed, whiche^w 
occurs later. 
(c) Alterations and Repairs; loss resulting from necessary interrup-
tion of operations caused by damage to or destruction of a l re ' a < 
tions, repairs, additions or new buildings os provided within fh* 
"Alterat ions, Repairs and N e w Construction" clause in this policy, 
and including damage to or destruction of machinery or equipm*"* 
incident to such construction or occupancy whi le a t the described 
locotion(s) or within 100 feet thereof, by the perils insured again** , 
including any delay in rhe commencement of operations occasioned 
by damage to or destruction of such property provided that *ne 
period of indemnity shall commence from the date operatic?05 
would have begun hod no damage or destruction occurred. 
(d) Interruption by Civil Authority: Loss resulting from necessary I n * 
terrupfion of operations during the period of t ime, not exceeding V"° 
consecutive weeks, when, as a direct reiult of d a m a g e to or d e $ * 
truction of property adjacent to a location covered hereunder by the 
perils insured against, occess to such location is specifically pro-
hibited by order of civil authority. 
(e| Expenses to Reduce Loss: Such expenses os are necessarily in-
curred for the purpose of reducing loss under this policy (exc*P r 
expense incurred to extinguish a fire|, but m no event shall * n « 
aggregate of such expenses exceed the amount by which the 1 ° " 
otherwise payable under this policy is thereby reduced. 
SCHEDULED PROPERTY 
Tfiis policy covers unden 
Coverage D—Scheduled Property, as described in the Declarations or in the Schedule's} or Endorsement;s] mode a part thereof, bu? only with f * -
specf to r n « perils insured ogoinst which ore designated in such Declarations, Schedule(s| or Endorsements). 
PERILS INSURED AGAINST 
This policy, unless otherwise provided, insures against direct loss to the property covered caused by the follow-
ing perils as defined and limited herein: 
1 . tfre and Lightning. 
2 . Windstorm and Ho i i , excluding loss: 
(a\ caused directly or indirectly by frost or cold weother or ice 
(other thon ha i l ) , snow or sleet, ai l whether driven by w ind or 
not; 
(bl to the interior of the building(s) or the property covered therein 
caused by ra in , snow, sand or dust, ail whether driven by wind 
or not, unless the building(s) covered or containing the property 
covered shall first sustain an actual damage to roof or wal ls by 
the direct action of w ind or hoil and then this Company shall 
be l iable for loss to the interior of the building(s) or the property 
covered therein as m a y be caused by rain, snow, sand or dust, 
entering the building(x) through openings in the roof or wails 
made by direct action of w i n d or hai l ; 
[c\ by wate r from sprinkler equipment or other piping, unless such 
equipment or piping be damaged 0% a direct result of w ind or 
hoii, 
(J) to outdoor radio and television antennas and oerials including 
their lead- in w i r ing , masts and towers, unless liability therefor 
is specifically assumed by endorsement hereon. 
3 . Explosion, including direct toss resulting from the explosion of ac-
cumulated goses or unconsumed fuel within the firebox (or combu*-
tion chamber) of ony fired vessel or within the Rues or passo9«* 
which conduct the gases of combustion therefrom. 
This Company shall nor be liable for loss by explosion of steam 
boilers, steam pipes, steam turbines or steam engines, if owned DY« 
leased by or operated under the control of the Insured. 
The following are not explosions within the intent or meaning of 
these provisions: 
. (a} shock waves caused by aJrcraff, generally known as '*sonic 
boom"; 
|b | electric arcing; 
(c) rupture or bursting of rotating or moving ports of machin-Hf 
caused by centrifugal force or mechanical breakdown; 
(d) water hammer; 
(e) rupture or bursting of water pipes; 
(f) rupture or bursting due to expansion or swelling of the contents 
of ony building or itructure, caused by or resulting from w o f « f ; 
|g) rupture, bursting or operation of pressure relief devices. 
H 2o??9F 
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4 . Riot a n d Civil Commotion, including direct loss by acts of striking 
employees of the owner or tenant(s) of the described building(s) 
wh i le occupied by said striking employees and direct loss from 
p i l lage and looting occurring during and a t the immediate place 
of a rior or civil commotion. 
5 . Vehicles and Aircraft, meaning only direct loss resulting from actual 
physical contact of a land vehicle or aircraft (including self-propelled 
missiles a n d spacecraft), wi th property covered hereunder or w i th 
the bui ld ing containing the property covered, a n d direct loss by 
objects foi l ing from oircroft, bu t excluding loss: 
(a) b y a n y vehkto owned or operated by the Insured or by ony 
tenant of the premises; 
(b) by ony vehicle to outdoor walks, roadways, or other paved 
surfaces, curbs or fences, whether such items ore specifically 
described in the Declarations or not. 
6 . Smoke, meaning thereby only iudden a n d occidental discharge of 
smoke from other than industriol operations or agricultural smudg-
ing. 
7 . Removal, meoning loss by removal of the property covered here-
under from premises endangered by the perils insured against , in-
cluding coverage for ten days at each proper place to which such 
property sha l l necessarily be removed for preservation from the 
perils insured against. 
EXCLUSIONS 
This Company shall not be liable for loss: 
1 . occasioned by enforcement of any ordinance or l a w regulating or 
restricting the construction, repair, installation or demolition of 
bui ldmg(s) , strucrure(s) or other property unless such liabil ity Is 
specifically assumed by endorsement hereon; 
2 . caused by , resulting f rom, contributed to or aggravated by any of 
the fo l lowing! 
(a) earth movement, including but not l imited to earthquake, land-
slide, mudftow. earth sinking, earth rising or shifting; 
lb) Hood, surface water , waves , t idal water or t idal w a v e , overflow 
of streams or other bodies of water or spray from ony of the 
foregoing, oil whether driven by wind or not; 
(c) wa te r which bocks up through sewers or drains; 
(d) woter below the surface of the ground including that which 
exerts pressure on or flows, seeps or leaks through sidewalks, 
dr iveways, foundations, wal ls , basement or other floors, or 
through doors, windows or any other openings in such sidewalks, 
dr iveways , foundations, wal ls or floors; 
unless loss by ftre or explosion ensues, and this Company shall then 
be l iable only for such ensuing loss; but this exclusion shall not 
apply ta property in due course of transit; 
3 . by nuclear reaction or nucleor radiat ion or radioactive contamina-
t ion, a l l whether controlled or uncontrolled, or due to any act or 
condition incident to ony of the foregoing, whether such loss be 
direct or indirect, proximate or remote, or be in whole or in part 
caused by , contributed to, or aggravated by ony of the perils insured 
against by this policy; and nuclear reaction or nucleor radiation or 
radioactive contamination, al l whether controlled or uncontrolled, is 
not "exp los ion" or "smoke" . This Exclusion 3. applies to al l perils 
insured ogoinst by this policy except the perils of fire and l ightning. 
which are otherwise provided for by the nuclear douse elsewhere 
in this policy; 
4 . by ony peri l , other than fire or lightning which ore otherwise pro* 
^tided for on page 2 of this policy, caused directly or indirectly by* 
(a) hostile or warl ike action in time of peace or war , including action 
in hindering, combating or defending against an actua l , im-
pending or expected attack, 
(i) by any government or sovereign power (de jure or de 
facto), or by any authority maintaining or using military 
naval or air forces; or 
(ii) by military, naval or oir forces; or 
(iii) by an agent of any such government, power, authority or 
forces, if being understood that any discharge, explosion 
or use of ony weapon of war employing nuclear fission or 
fusion shall be conclusively presumed to be such o hostile 
or warl ike action by such a government, power, authority 
or forces; 
(bj insurrection, rebell ion, revolution, civil w a r , usurped power , or 
action taken by governmental authority in hindering, combo tiny 
or defending ogoinst such a n occurrence; 
(c) seizure or destruction under quarant ine or custom's regulations, 
confiscation by order of ony government or public authority, or 
risks of contraband or i l legal transportation or trade; 
5. resulting from ony electrical injury or disturbance to electrical a p -
pliances, devices or wir ing caused by electrical currents artificolly 
generated unless fire or explosion as covered hereunder ensues, and 
this Company shall then be liable only for such ensuing Joss (except 
os may be provided in any endorsement made a part of this policy). 
DEDUCTIBLE 
The following deductible applies only when specified in the Declarations: 
With respect to loss by a peril to which this deductible is made appl i -
cable in the Declarations, this Company shall be l iable only when such 
loss in each occurrence exceeds the deductible amount shown in the 
Declarations, for such peril , and then only for loss in excess thereof. If 
a franchise amount is shown in the Declarations for such per i l , this 
deductible shall not apply when loss is equal to or more than such 
franchise amount. 
OTHER PROVISIONS AND CONDITIONS 
1 . Territorial Limits: This policy covers whi le the property is located 
within the United States of America and in transit wi th in , and be-
tween the 4 8 contiguous states of the United States of America, 
Alaska, the District of Columbia, and between such places and 
Canada. 
2 . Coinsuronc* Clause: (Applicable to those coverages or items there-
under for which a percent is shown in the Declarations except such 
coverages or endorsements mode a port of this policy which contain 
separate coinsurance provisions.) 
This Company shell not be lioble for o greater proportion of ony 
loss or d a m a g e to the property described herein than the sum hereby 
insured bears to the percent specified in the Declarations of the 
actual cash value of said property at the time such loss shall hoppen. 
As respects property ot any locations not owned , leased, operated 
or regularly used by the Insured, os specified in the Declarations, 
this Company shall not be l iable for a greater proportion of ony 
loss ot the location where the loss occurs than the aggregate amount 
of insurance at al l such locotions bears to the coinsurance percentage 
specified in the Declarations of the actual cash value of al l property 
covered at a i l such locations at the time of loss. 
In the event that the aggregate claim for ony loss is both tess than 
$ 1 0 , 0 0 0 and less than 5 % of the total cmour.f of insurance upon 
the property described herein at the time such loss occurs, no special 
invenrory or appraisement of the undamaged property shall be re-
quired, provided, however, that nothing herein sholl be construed 
to waive application of the first paragraph of this douse. 
If the insurance under this policy be div ided into two or more items, 
the foregoing shall opply to eoch item separately. 
3. Impairment of Recovery: Except as noted be low, this Compony shall 
not be bound to pay any loss if the Insured shall have impaired ony 
right of recovery for loss to the property insured; however it is 
ogreed that: 
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(o) as respects property ot the location(s) described in the Declara-
tions, permission is given the Insured to release others in writing 
from liability for loss prior to loss, and such release shall not 
affect the right of the Insured to recover hereunder, ond 
(b) as respects property in transit, the Insured may, without preju-
dice to this insurance, except such bills of lading, receipts or 
contracts of transportation as ore ordinarily issued by carriers 
containing a limitation as to- the value of such property. 
4. Replacement Costs Unless otherwise provided in the Declarations, this 
provision applies only to building structures, meaning building struc-
tures covered under Coverage A or Improvements and Betterments 
comprising o port of o building structure and covered under Cover-
age 8(2). This provision does not apply under Coverages A, B(1) and 
B(2) to carpeting, cloth awnings and domestic appliances whether or 
not such property is included under Coverages A, B(l | and B(2). 
(o) The Insured may elect to disregard this replacement cost provi-
sion in making claim hereunder but such election shall not 
prejudice the Insured's right to make further claim within a 
reasonable time after loss for any additional liability brought 
about by this replacement cost provision. 
(b) This Company shall not be lioble under this provision unless 
and until the damoged or destroyed property is actually repaired 
or replaced with dum diligence and dispatch, and, in no ewent 
unless repoir or replacement is completed within a reasonable 
time ofter such loss. 
(ct Limit of the Company's Liability: This Company's liability for 
loss under this policy including this replacement cost provision 
shall not exceed the smallest of the following amounts: 
(1) The Umit of liability of this policy applicable to the damaged 
or destroyed property; 
12) The replacement cost of the property covered hereunder or 
ony part thereof identical with such property on the same 
premises and intended for the same occupancy and use; 
(3) The amount actually ond necessarily expended in repairing 
or replacing said property or ony part thereof intended for 
the same occupancy ond use. 
(d) In oddition to the foregoing the following item {I) or item (2) 
shall apply: 
(1) Replacement Cost stated in the Declarations: With respect to 
property covered under any coverage or item for which the 
term "replacement cost" is specifically stated in the Declara-
tions, the term "replacement cost" is substituted for "actual 
cosh value" wherever if appears in this policy, thereby 
eliminating any deduction for depreciation. 
(2) Replacement Cost not stated in the Declarations: With respect 
to property covered under ony coveroge or item for which 
the term "replacement cost" is not specifically stated in the 
Declarations, this replacement cost provision shall not apply 
unless at the time of toss the amount of insurance applicable 
to said property for the peril causing the loss is equal to or 
greater than 
(•) the coinsurance percent specified in the Declarations. 
when the coinsurance clause is applicable, or 
(ii) 90 %. when the coinsurance clause is not applicable, 
of the actual cash value of such property, in which case (aj 
or lb) below shall appiyt 
(a) If at the time of loss the amount of insurance applicable 
to said property for the peril causing the loss is not less 
than 
(i) the coinsurance percent specified in the Declarations, 
when the coinsurance clause is applicable, or 
(ii) 90 %, when the coinsurance clause is not applicable, 
of the full replacement cost of such property, the coverage 
of this policy is extended to include the full cost of repair 
or replacement (wirhour deduction for depreciation); 
(b) If at the time of loss the amount of insurance applicable 
to said property for the peril causing the loss is less than 
(i) the coinsurance percent specified in the Declarations. 
when the coinsurance clause is applicable, or 
(ii) 90 %, when the coinsuronce clause is not applicable, 
of the full replacement cost of such property, this Com-
pany's liability for loss under this policy shall not exceed 
the larger of the following amounts: 
1. The actual cosh value of that part of the property 
damaged or destroyed; 
2. That proportion of the full cost of repair or replace 
ment (without deduction for depreciation! of fhat par 
of the property damaged or destroyed, which mi 
amount of insurance applicable to said property fox 
the peril causing the loss bears to the appiicobk 
percent as indicated in (i) and (ii) of this item (b| o4 
the full replacement cost of such property, 
5. Requirements m Cose of Time Element loss* With respect to any 
insurance afforded under this policy for interruption of operations, 
the Requirements in Case loss Occurs provision on page 2 of this 
polky U supplemented by the/ following* 
The Insured shall give immediate written notice to this Company 
of any loss covered by this policy involving interruption of opera* 
lions ond protect the property from further damage that mighl 
result in extension of the period of time for which this Company 
may be liable; and within 60 days following the date of damage 
to or destruction of the real or personal property described, unless 
such time is entended in writing by this Company, the Insured shall 
render to this Company a proof of loss, signed ond swom to by 
the Insured, stating the knowledge ond belief of the Insured as to 
the following: 
(a) the time and origin of the property damage or destruction 
causing the loss, 
(b) the interest of the Insured and of all others In the enterprise, 
(c) all other contracts of insurance, whether valid or not, covering 
in ony manner the loss insured against by this policy. 
Id) ony changes in the title, nature, location, encumbrance or pos-
session of said enterprise since the issuing of this policy, and 
(e) by whom and for what purpose any building herein described 
ond the several ports thereof were occupied ot the time of 
damage or destruction, 
ond shall furnish a copy of all the descriptions and schedules in 
all policies, and the ocfual amount of value and loss claimed, ac-
companied by detailed exhibits of all values, costs and estimates 
upon which such amounts ore based. The Insured, at often as may 
be reasonably required, shall exhibit to ony person designated by 
this Company ail that remains of any property herein described, 
and submit to examinations under oath by ony person named by 
this Company, and subscribe the some; and, os often as may be 
reasonably required, sholl produce for examination all books of 
account, bills, invoices and other vouchers, or certified copies thereof 
if originals be lost, at such reasonable time and place as may be 
designated by this Company or its representative, and shall permit 
extracts ond copies thereof to.be made* 
6. Payment to Others: loss, if any, shall be adjusted with the Insured 
ond shall be payable to him unless other payee is specifically 
named hereunder. 
7. Benefit to Bailee: This insurance shall not inure, directly or indi-
rectly, to the benefit of any carrier or other bailee. 
8. Losses: Any loss" hereunder shall not reduce the amount of this 
policy. 
9. liberalization Clause: Jf during the period that insurance is in force 
under this policy, or wirhin 45 days prior to the inception dote 
thereof, on behalf of this Company there be filed with and ap-
proved or accepted by the insurance supervisory authorities, in con-
formity with law, ony forms, endorsements, rules or regulations by 
which this insurance coufd be extended or broadened, without ad-
ditional premium charge, by endorsement or substitution of form, 
then such extended or broadened insurance shall inure to the bene-
fit of the Insured hereunder os though such endorsement or sub-
stitution of form had been made. 
)0. Controi of Property: This insurance shall not be prejud:r-d: 
(1) by any act or neglect of any person (other than the Insured) 
when such act or neglect is not within the control of the Insured; 
(2) by failure of the Insured to comply with ony warranty or con-
dition contained in any form or endorsement attached to this 
policy v/irh regard to ony portion of the premises over which 
the Insured has no control. 
11 . Work ond Materials: Permission is granted for such use of the prem-
ises as is usual and incidental to the occupancy as herein described 
and to keep and use all such appliances, devices and materials in 
such quantities as ore usual and incidental to such occupancy. 
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12. Alterations, Repoirs and New Construction: Permission Is granted 
to moke alterations and repairs and to construct additions to 
building(s) ond structure!s) described in the Declarations, ond to 
erect new building(s) and structure! s) at the location! si described 
in the Declarations. 
Subject to ail its provisions and stipulations this policy is extended 
to cover such alterations, repoirs and new construction during the 
period of construction and after completion, including building 
materials ond supplies therefor white of the- described location or 
within 100 feet thereof, if this policy covers other property, it shall 
be extended to cover such property In such additions, building(s) 
ond structure^). 
Except as otherwise provided in the Extensions of Coverage, the 
inclusion of the obove property shall not operate to increase the 
amount of insurance applicable under this policy. 
13. Repair of Damaged Property: Permission is granted m the event of 
loss hereunder, to moke reasonable repairs, temporary or perma-
nent, provided such repairs are confined solely to the protection of 
the property from further damage, and provided further that the 
Insured shall keep an accurate record of such repair expenditures. 
The cost of any such repairs directly attributable to damage by any 
peril Insured hereunder shall be included in determining the 
amount of loss hereunder. Nothing herein contained is intended to 
modify the policy requirements applicable in case loss occurs, and 
in particular the requirement that. In case loss occurs, the Insured 
shall protect the property from further damage. 
14. Vacancy ond Unoccoponcy: Permission is granted to be vacant or 
unoccupied without limit of time, except as otherwise provided in 
any endorsement attached to this policy. A building in process of 
construction shall not be deemed vacant. 
15. Nuclear Oause: The word "fire" in this policy or endorsements at-
tached hereto is not intended to ond does not embrace nuclear 
reaction or nuclear radiation or radioactive contamination, all 
whether controlled or uncontrolled, ond loss by nucleor reaction or 
nuclear radiation or radioactive contamination is not intended 
to be ond Is not insured against by this policy or said en-
dorsements, whether such loss be direct or indirect, proximate 
or remote, or be in whole or in part caused by, contributed to, or 
aggravated by "fire" or any other perils insured against by this 
policy or soid endorsements; however, subject to the foregoing ond 
all provisions of this policy, direct loss by "fire" resulting from 
nuclear reaction or nuclear radiation or radioactive contamination 
is insured against by this policy. 
16. Other Insurance: Unless otherwise endorsed, this policy shall apply 
only os excess insurance over any other valid and collectible insur-
ance which would apply in the absence of this policy. 
17. Conformity with Statute: The terms of this policy and forms attached 
hereto which are in conflict with the statutes of the State wherein 
this policy is issued ore hereby omended to conform to such statutes. 
18. Cancellation: The words "five days" in the cancellation provision 
on page 2 of this policy are deleted ond the words %%t^n days" 
are substituted therefor. 
19. Inspection and Audit: This Company shall be permitted but not 
obligated to inspect the Named insured's property and operations 
ot any time. Neither this Compcny's right to make inspections nor 
the making thereof nor ony report thereon shall constitute on 
undertaking, on behalf of or for the benefit of the Named Insured 
or others, to determine or warrant that such proper*/ or operations 
are safe or healthful, or are in compliance with ony low, rule, or 
regulation. 
This Company may examine and audit the Named Insured's books 
and-records ot. ony time during the policy period and extensions 
thereof ond within three years offer the final termination of this 
policy, os for os they relate to the subject matter of this insurance. 
20. Mortgagee Cause: (Applies to buddings only and if effective only 
when policy is made payable to a named mortgagee or trustee.! 
Loss, if any, under this policy, shall be payable to the aforesaid 
os mortgagee (or trustee) as interest may appear under all present 
or future mortgages upon the property herein described in which 
the aforesaid may hove an interest as mortgagee (or trustee), in 
order of precedence of soid mortgages, and this insurance, os to 
the interest of the mortgagee (or trustee) therein, shall not be 
Invalidated by any act or neglect of the mortgagor or owner of the 
within described property, nor by ony foreclosure or other proceed* 
Ings or notice of sale relating to the property, nor by any change 
In the title or ownership of the property, nor by the occupation of 
the premises for purposes more hazardous than are permitted by 
this policy; provided, that in case the mortgagor or owner shall 
neglect to pay any premium due under this policy, the mortgagee 
(or trustee) shall, on demand, o-y :ha same. 
Provided, also, that the mortgagee (or trustee) shall notify this 
Company of ony change of ownership or occupancy or increase of 
hazard which shall come to the knowledge of said mortgagee (or 
trustee) and, unless permitted by this policy. It shall be noted 
thereon ond the mortgogee {or trusree) shall, on demand, pay the 
premium for such increased hazard for \he term of the use thereof; 
otherwise this policy shall be null ond void. 
This Company reserves the right to cancel this policy ot any time 
as provided by its terms, but in such case this policy shall continue-
in fores- for the benefit only of the mortgagee (or trustee) for 10 
days after notice to the mortgagee (or trustee) of such cancel la Hon 
ond shall then cease, and this Company shall hove the rigflt, on 
tike notice, to coned this agreement. 
Whenever this Company shall pay the mortgagee (or trustee) any 
sum for loss under this policy and shall claim that, as to the 
mortgagor or owner, no liability therefor existed, this Company 
shall, to the extent of such payment, be thereupon legally subro-
gated to all the rights of the party to whom such payment shall 
be made, under ell securities held as collateral to the mortgage 
debt, or moy, or its option, pay to the mortgagee (or trusree) the 
whole principal due or to grow due on the mortgage with interest, 
and shall thereupon receive a full assignment ond transfer of the 
mortgage ond of all such other securities; but no subrogation shall 
impair the right of the mortgages (or trustee) to recover the full 
amount of said mortgagee's (or trustee's) claim. 
21 . Report to Police: When either a loss or occurrence takes place, the 
Insured shall give notice thereof to the proper police authority if 
such lass or occurrence is due to a violation of a law. 
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PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO SECTION ll-BUSINESS LIABILITY 
This Company further agrees with the Insured named in the Declarations, subject to the limits of liability, exc/u-
sions, provisions and other terms of this policy: 
INSURING AGREEMENTS 
L Coveroge E—-Uobiltty: Thts Compony wilt pay on behoJf of the In -
sured oil sums which the Insured shall become legally obl igated to 
p a y as damoges because of bodily injury or property d a m a g e to 
which this insurance appl ies, due to a n occurrence, a n d this Com-
pony shall have the nghf and du ty to defend any suit against the 
Insured seeking d am ag es on* account of such bodily injury or prop* 
erty d a m a g e , even if a n y of the al legations of the smf ore ground-
less, false or f raudulent , ond m a y make such investigation and set-
t lement of any cla im or suit as it deems expedient; but this Company 
sholt not b e obl igated to poy any claim or ludgmenr or to defend 
a n y suit af ter the appl icable limit of this Company's l iabil i ty has 
been exhausted by payment of judgments or settlements. 
Coverage F — M e d i c a l Expenset This Company wi l l pay a l l reason-
ab le expenses for medical services performed wi th in one year from 
the date of ocadent to or for each person who sustains bodily injury, 
caused by Occident and on sing out of the ownership, maintenance 
or use o f premises by the Named Insured and the ways immediately 
ad jo in ing , a n d a l l operations of the Named Insured, provided that 
no such payment shall be mode unless the person to or for w h o m 
such payment is made sholt have executed, m a form required by 
this Company, a covenant not to sue any person under Coverage E. 
or this Company, for such expense, ond a written agreement that 
the amount of such payment shall be appl ied toward the settlement 
of any d a - m against any insured because of bodily injury arising 
out of o n / accident to which Coverage E applies, 
I I . Supplementary Payments: With respect to such insurance os is af-
forded under Coverage E, this Company wil l pay , in addit ion to the 
appl icable limit of liobilify 
[a) a l l expenses incurred by this Company, all costs taxed against 
the Insured in any suit defended by this Company ond all m 
terest on the entire amount of any judgment therein which oc 
crues after the entry of the judgment and before this Company 
has pa id or tendered or deposited in court that port of the 
judgment which does not exceed the limit of th»s Company's 
l iabil i ty thereon, 
(b) premiums on appea l bonds required in any such suit, premiums 
on bonds to release attachments in ony such suit for an amount 
not m excess of the applicable limit of l iability of this policy, 
and the cost of bai l bonds required of the Insured because of 
Occident or traffic l o w violation arising out of the use of any 
vehicle to which this policy applies, not to exceed $ 5 0 0 per bail 
bond , but this Company shall hove no obligation to apply for 
or furnish any such bonds; 
|c) expenses incurred by the Insured for first a id to others a t the 
t ime of on accident for bodily injury to which this insurance 
appl ies. 
|d) expenses incurred by the Insured at this Company's request in 
assisting this Compony in the investigation or defense of any 
claim or suit, including actual loss of earnings not to exceed S50 
per day 
I I I . Definition of " I n s u r e d " ' With respect to the insuronce under Cover-
age E, the unqualif ied word "Insured ' includes the Named In -
sured, provided that (1) if the Named Insured is designated as an 
indiv idual , the insuronce applies only to the conduct of a business 
of which he is the sole proprietor ond the spouse of the Named 
Insured with respect to the conduct ot such business ond (2) the 
unqualif ied word " Insured" olso includes the fol lowing 
(a) if the N a m e d Insured is or includes a partnership or joint ven-
ture, ony partner or member thereof but only with respect to his 
l iabil i ty as such, 
|b) ony executive officer, director or stockholder of the N a m e d In 
sured v*hi l * act»ng witmn the scope of his duties as such 
IcJ if the premises are not owned by the N a m e d Insured, any 
person or organization hovmg legal title to the premises, but 
only wi th respect to his liability arising out of the maintenance 
or use of the premises by the Named Insured. 
(d) ony person (other than an employee of the N a m e d Insured) or 
organization whi le acting as real estate manager for the Named 
Insured. 
(e) w i th respect to the operation, for the purpose of locomotion 
upon a public h ighway , of mobi le equipment registered under 
ony motor vehicle registration lawt 
| t ) an employee of the N a m e d Insured while- operating any 
such equipment in ttw course of his employment, a n d 
(2) ony other person whi te operating wtUt- the> permission of 
the N a m e d Insured ony such equipment registered in the 
name of m e N a m e d Insured a n d any other person or organ-
ization legally responsible for such operation; 
provided that no person or organization shall be a n Insured 
under paragraph (e) w i tn respect tot 
(i) bodily injury to any fel low employee- of such person in -
jured in the course of his employment, or 
(ii) property damage to property owned by , rented to. In 
charge of or occupied by the Named Insured or the em-
ployer of any person described in subparagraph (2) . 
The insurance afforded under Coverage E applies separately to each 
Insured against w h o m claim is m a d e or suit is brought but the 
inclusion herein of more than one Insured shall not operate to i n -
crease the applicable limit of this Company's l iabil i ty. 
IV Definitions The following definitions apply-
"automobi le" means ( I ) a land motor vehicle, trailer or semi-
trailer designed for travel on public roads {including any rrachmery 
or apparatus attached thereto), (2) a snowmobile or trailer designed 
for use therewith, but does not include mobile equipment-
"bodily injury" means bodily injury, sickness or disease sustained 
by ony person which occurs during the policy period, including 
death at ony time resulting therefrom, 
"completed operations ' means operations which hove besn com-
pleted or abandoned and includes reliance upon a representation 
or warranty made ot ony time with respect thereto* provided that 
the bodily injury or property d a m a g e arising out of such opera-
tions occurs a w a y from premises owned by or rented to the Named 
Insured "Operations includes materials, parts or equipment fur-
nished m connection therewith Operations shall be deemed com-
pletea at the eoriiest of the fol lowing times: 
(a| when all operations to be performed by or on behalf of the 
Named Insured under the contract have been completed, 
(b) when oil operations to be performed by or on behalf of the 
Named Insured at the site of the operations have been com-
pleted, or 
|c) when the portion of the work out of which the injury or damage 
arises has been put to its intended use by any person or or-
ganization other than another contractor or subcontractor en-
gaged in performir g operations for a principal os a par t of the 
some protect 
Operations which may require further service or maintenance work, 
or correction, repair or replacement because of any defect or de-
ficiency, but which ore otherwise complete, shall be deemed 
completed 
" • levator" means elevators, escalators or ony other hoisting or 
lowering device used to connect floors or landings, whether or not 
in service ond oil appliances thereof including any cor, platform, 
shaft, hoistway, power equipment and machinery, or ony hydraulic 
or mechonicol hoist used for raising or towering automobiles or for ^ 
dumping material from trucks; \fi^ 
"insured contract" means ony writ ten foj lease of premises, 
eosemenr ogreement, except in connection w i th construction or^r 
demolition operations on or adjacent to o ra i l road. (c| undertaking y 
to indemnify a municipality required by municipal ordinance, except 
m conne^r.on with wor< for the municipality, (d) sidetract c~-ee 
ment or (e) elevator maintenance agreement, ^ ^ 
"medical services" means necessary medical, surgical. X - ray and 
dental services, including prosthetic devices, and necessary ambu-
lance, hospital, professional nursing ond funeral services} 
"mobile equipment" means o land vehicle (including any machinery 
or apporarus attached thereto), whether or not self-propelled, (a) 
not subject to motor vehicle registration, or tb| mainta ined for use 
exclusively on premises owned by or rented to the Named Insured, 
including the ways immediately adjoining, or (c) designed for use 
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principally off public roads, or (d) designed or maintained for the 
sole purpose of affording mobil i ty to equipment of the following 
types forming an integral port of or permanently attached to such 
vehicle: power cranes, shovels, loaders, diggers and drills; concrete 
mixer* (other than the mix- in transit type); graders, scrapers, rollers 
a n d other road construction or repair equipment; air-compressors, 
pumps a n d generators, i ndud ing spraying, welding ond building 
dean ing equipment; a n d geophysical exploration ami wel l servicing 
equipment; 
" N a m e d Insored" means a person or organization named in the 
Declarations? 
" N a m e d Insured's products'* means goods o r products manufactured, 
sold, handled or distributed b y any N a m e d Insured or by others 
trading under his n a m e , i f the bodily Injury or property damage 
arising out of such goods or produete occurs after physical posses-
sion thereof has been relinquished to others; provided the Named 
Insured's products shall indudet 
Thh policy does not apply; (fl 
(a) to bodily in jury or property d a m a g e arising out of the ownership, 
maintenance, operat ion, use, loading or unloading oft 
(1) any automobile or aircraf t o w n e d or operated by or rented or 
loaned to any Insured, or IA 
(2) ony other automobile or aircraft operated by any person in the 
course of his employment by ony Insured; 
but this exclusion does not app ly to the parking of on automobile 
on premises owned by , rented to or controlled by the N a m e d In -
sured or the ways immediately adjoining, if such automobile is 
not owned by or rented or loaned to any Insured; 
(b) to bodily injury or property damage arising out of and in the course 
of the transportation of mobile equipmenf by an automobile owned 
or operated by or rented or loaned to ony Insured; 
(c) to bodily injury or property d a m a g e arising out of the ownership, 
maintenance, operat ion, use, loading or unloading of any mobile JJJ 
equipment whi le being used in a n y prearranged or organized rac-
ing, speed or demolit ion contest or in ony stunting activity or in 
proctice or preparation for ony such contest or activity; 
(d) to bodily injury or property d a m a g e arising out of the ownership, 
maintenance, operation, use, loading or unloading of (11 any water -
craft owned or operated by or rented or loaned to any Insured, or 
(2J ony other wotercraft operated by ony person in the course of 
his employment J>y ony Insured; but this exdusion does not opply (n| 
to wotercraft while ashore on premises owned by, rented to or con-
trolled by the Named insured or to the Named Insured's products 
or completed operations performed by or on behalf of the Named 
Insured; 
(e| under Coveroge E, to liobility assumed by the Insured under any 
contract or ogreemeot except an insured contract; but this exclusion 
does not apply to relionce upon a representation or warranty made 
with respect to the N a m e d Insured's products or work performed 
by or on behalf of the N a m e d Insured; (o) 
(fj under Coverage E, to any obligation for which the Insured may be 
held l iable arising our of the conduct of ony joint venfure or part-
nership of which he is a member or partner and which is not desig-
nated in this policy as a N a m e d Insured; 
(g) to bodily injury or property damage due to war , whether or not 
dedored, civil war , insurrection, rebellion or revolution, or to any ipj 
act or condition incident to any of the foregoing; 
(h| under Coverage E, to bodily injury or property damage for which 
the Insured or his indemnitee may be held l iable: 
(1) as a person or organization engaged in the business of manu-
facturing, distributing, selling or serving alcoholic beverages, or 
(2J if not so engaged, as on owner or lessor of premises used for 
such purposes, 
if such l iabil i ty is imposed (i) by , or because of the violation of, 
any statute, ordinance or regulation pertaining to the sole, gift, dis-
tribution or use of ony alcoholic beverage, or (ii) by reason of the 
selling, serving or giving of any alcoholic beverage to a minor or 
to a person under the influence of alcohol or which causes or con-
tributes to the intoxication of ony person; a n d under Coverage F to 
ony expense resulting therefrom; but part (ii) of this exdusion does (q) 
not opply wi th respect to l iabil i ty of the Insured or his indemnitee 
as on owner or lessor described in (2) above; 
(o) relionce upon a representation or warranty etode a t ony time 
wi th respect to such products: 
(b| ony container thereof (other than a vehidej; 
**Named Insured's products'* shall nor include a vending machine 
or any property other than such container, rented to o r located for 
use of others but not sold; 
"eccurrence" means exposure of persons or property to conditions 
which results in bodily injury or property damage; provided such 
bodi ly injury or property d a m a g e is neither expected- nor Intended 
b y the Insured? 
"property d a m a g e " means (1J physical injury to o r destruction o f 
tangible property which occurs during the policy per iod, including 
the loss of use thereof a t any time resulting therefrom, or (2) loss o f 
use of tangible property which has not been physically injured or 
destroyed provided such loss of use is caused by on occurrence dur-
ing the policy period. 
(IJ to bodily injury or property damoge due to the rendering of or 
fai lure to render any professional service induding but not l imited 
tot l ega l , medical , denta l , pharmacological, der icol , accounting, a d -
vertising, engineering, draf t ing, architectural, cosmetic or tonsoriol 
services; 
(j) to bodily injury or property damage arising out of the discharge, 
dispersal, release or escape of smoke, vapors, soot, fumes, acids, 
alkal is, toxic chemicals, liquids or gases, waste materials or other 
irriran's, contaminants or poMuran.'s 'ir.to o' upon l and , the atmo-
sphere or any watercourse or body of wor*r ; buf this exclusion does 
not apply if such discharge, dispersal, r-?»ase or escape is neither 
expected nor intended by the Insured: 
(V) under Coveroge E. except with respect to liability assumed by the 
Insured under on insured contract, fo bod.Iy injury to ony employee 
of the Insured arising out of and in the course of his employment 
by the Insured or to ony obligation of the Insured to indemnify 
onother because of damages arising out of such injury; 
(I) under Coverage E, to bodily injury to the N a m e d Insured or. If the 
N a m e d Insured is a partnership or joint venture, a n y partner or 
member thereof; 
(mj under Coveroge E, to ony obligation for which the Insured or any 
carrier as his insurer may be held liable under any workmen's com-
pensation, unemployment compensation or disability benefits l o w , 
or under any similar law; 
(n| under Coverage E, to property domage to (1) property owned or 
occupied by or rented to the Insured, (2! property used- by the I n -
sured, or (3} property in the core, custody or control of the Insured, 
or as to which the Insured for ony purpose is exercising physical 
control; but ports (2) and (3) of this exclusion do not apply w i t h 
respect to liability under a written sidetrack agreement a n d parr (31 
of this exclusion does not apply with respect to property d a m a g e 
(other than to elevators) arising out of the use of elevators at 
premises owned by, rented to, or controlled by the N a m e d Insured; 
(o| under Coverage E, to property d a m a g e to (1) the N a m e d Insured's 
products arising out of such products or cny port of such products, 
(2) premises al ienated by the Insured arising out of such premises 
or ony port thereof, or (3J work performed by or on behal f of the 
N a m e d Insured orising out of such work or ony portion thereof, or 
out of materials, ports or equipment furnished in connection there-
wi th ; 
(pj to loss of use of tangible property which has not been physically 
injured or destroyed resulting from 
( 1 | a delay in or lack of performance by or on behalf of the N a m e d 
Insured of any controct or agreement, or 
(21 the failure of the Named Insured's products or work performed 
by or on behoif of the Named »nsu*»H TO m>tt the level of 
performance, quality, fitness or durability warranted or repre-
sented by the Named Insured; 
but this exclusion does not apply to loss of use of other tangib le 
property resulting from the sudden and occidental physical injury 
to or destruction of the Named Insured s products or work performed 
by or on behcif of the N a m e d Insured after such product? or work 
hove been pu« to use by ony person or orgoniiot ion other than a n 
Insured; 
(ql to damages claimed for the wi thdrawa l , inspection, repair, replace-
ment, or loss of use of the Named Insured's products or work, com-
pleted by or for fhe Named Insured cr of arw 
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such products or work form a port, if such products, work or property 
ore w i t h d r a w n from the market or from use because of any known 
or suspected defect or deficiency therein; 
(r) under Coverage F, to bodily tntury to (1) the N a m e d Insured or, (s) 
i f the N a m e d Insured ts a partnership or ioint ventm, ony partner 
o r member thereof, (2) a n y tenant or other person regularly residing 
on premises owned by or rented to a N a m e d Insured, or ony em- ,f» 
p loyee of such Insured, tenant or other person arising out of and 
in the course of his employment therewith, or (3) ony other tenant 
o f such premises, or o n y employee of such other tenant ansmg out 
o f a n d In the course of his employment therewi th , on that part of 
such premises- rented to such other tenant, o r (4) ony person onsing 
our of and in the course of his employment i f benefits therefor are 
in w h o l e o r in part either payable or required to be provided under 
ony workmen's compensation low, or (5) a n y person w h i l e engaged 
in demoli t ion, al terat ion, maintenance, repoir or n e w construction (u) 
operations by or on behalf of the N a m e d Insured, or any person 
injured as a result of such operations which ore performed on behalf 
of the N a m e d Insured by independent contractors, or for any lessee 
This polity does not apply under Section II: 
I . Under any Liability Coverage, to injury, sickness, disease, death or 
destruction 
(a) w i th respect to which on Insured under this policy is also an 
Insured under a nuclear energy Nobility policy issued by N u -
dear Energy Liability insurance Association, Mutua l Atomic ' 
Energy l iobtl i ty Underwriters or Nuclear Insurance Association 
of Canodo, or wou ld be on Insured under any such policy but 
for its termination upon exhaustion of its l imit of l iabil ity; or 
(b) resulting from the hazardous properties of nuclear material and 
wi th respett to which (1) any person or organizat ion is re-
quired to maintain financial protection pursuant to the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1 9 5 4 , or ony l a w amendatory thereof, or (2) the 
Insured is, or had this policy not been issued wou ld be, entitled 
to indemnity from the United States of America, or any agency 
thereof, under any agreement entered into by the United States 
of America, or any agency thereof, w i th any person or organi-
zat ion. 
I I . Under any Medical Expense or Medical Payments Coverage, or under 
ony Supplementary Payments provision relating to first a id , to ex-
penses incurred with respect to bodily injury, sickness, disease or 
death resulting from the hazardous properties of nuclear material 
a n d arising out of the operation of a nuclear facility by any person 
or organization 
H I . Under any Liability Coverage, to injury, sickness, disease, death or 
destruction resulting from the hazardous properties of nuclear ma-
ter ia l , if 
(a) the nuclear material (i) is at ony nuclear facility owned by. or 
operated by or on behalf of on Insured, or (u) has been dis-
charged or dispersed therefrom; 
(b | the nuclear material is contained In spent fuel or waste a t any 
t ime possessed, hondled, used, processed, stored, transported or 
disposed of by or on behalf of an Insured; or 
(c| the injury, sickness, disease, death or destruction arises out of 
the furnishing by an Insured of servtces, materials, parts or 
equipment in connection with the p lanning, construction, main-
tenance, operation or use of any nuclear facility, but if such 
facility is located within the United Stat** of America, its tern 
tones or possessions or Canada , this exclusion (c) applies oniy 
to miury to or destruction of property a t such nuclear facility. 
As used in this exdusion: 
"hazardous properties" include radioactive, toxic or explosive prop 
ernes* 
of a Named Insured or any lessor of premises rented to a Named 
Insured, or (6 | any person practicing, instructing or participating in 
any physical training, sports, athletic activity or contest; 
i under Coverage F. to ony expense for servtces by o N a m e d Insured, 
ony employee thereof, or any person or organization under contract 
to a Named Insured to provide such services; 
(t) under Coveroge F, to that amount of ony expense for medical ser-
vices which is pa id or payab le to or on behalf of the injured person 
under the provisions of any (1) automobile or other insurance af-
fording benefits for medico I expenses, (2) indrvtduof, b lanket or 
group acodent , disability or hospitalization insurance, (3) medical , 
surgical or hospital benefit, service or reimbursement plan, (4) 
workmen's compensation or disability benefits f aw or ony similar 
low, or (5) orgontzation's benefit program or from ony other person; 
j under Coverage F, to bodily injury occurring a w a y from premises 
owned by or rented to the N a m e d Insured and arising out of (1) t**e 
Named Insured's products ar (2) completed operations performed 
by o* on behalf of trie N a m e d Insured. 
"nucleor mater ia l " means source mater ia l , special nuclear mater oi 
or byproduct mater ia l 
"source mater ia l " , "special nuclear material**, and "byproduct 
mater ia l" have the meanings given them in the Atomic Energy Act 
of 1954 or m ony low amendatory rhereof 
" tpent fue l" means ony fuel element or fuel component, solid or 
liquid which has been used or exposed to radiation in a nuclear 
reactor, 
"woste" means any waste mater ial [\] containing byproduct ma-
terial and (2) resulting from the operotion by ony person or organ 
zation of any nuclear facility included within the definition of nuclear 
facility under paragraph (a) or [b\ thereof, 
"nuclear faci l i ty" means 
(a) any nuclear reactor, 
(b) any equipment or device designed or used for (?) separating 
the isotopes of uranium or p lutomum, |2J processing or utilizing 
spent fuel, or (3) handl ing, processing or packaging waste . 
(c| ony equipment or device used for the processing, fcbncating or 
alloying of special nuclear mater ial if a t ony time the to'sl 
amount of such m a > lal in the custody of the Insured a t T-e 
premises where such equipment or device is located consists 
of or contains more than 25 grams of piutonium or uranium 233 
or ony combination thereof, or more than 2 5 0 grams of uraniu-n 
2 3 5 , 
Id) any structure, basin excavation premises or place prepared 
or used for the storage or disposal of waste . 
and includes me site on which ony of the foregoing Is located, a l l 
operations conducted on such site a n d al l premises used for such 
operations, 
"nuclear reactor" means ony apparatus designed or used to sus-
tain nuclear fission m a self supporting chain reaction or to contain 
o criticol mass of fissionable mater ia l , 
wi th respect to injury to or destruction of property, the word " In ju ry" 
or "destruction" includes all forms of radioactive contamination of 
property 
This policy does not apply under Section lit: 
Under any coverage, to loss due to nuclear reaction, nuclear rao i -
otion or radioactive contamination or to any act or condition inaden* 
to any of the foregoing. 
GENERAL NUCLEAR ENERGY EXCLUSIONS-SECTIONS II AND III 
H 2 6 2 2 8 F 
»1.' OVISIONS APPLICABLE TO SECTION Hi 
:/$ Company further agrees with the Insuivd i 
pay for loss in accordance with the form vln 
mimed in the Declarations, subject to all • :»f: the terms of this policy, 
h ii issued to complete this policy. 
PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO SECTIONS II AND HI 
CONDITIONS 
editions apply to ail coverages under Sections II and ill unless otherwise noted. 
Application- of Policy. This policy applies under Section I I , only to 
bodily injury and property d a m a g e which occurs during the policy 
period wi th in the policy territory and ond*r Section I I I , only to 
losses which occur during the policy period within the policy terri-
tory. Policy territory means: 
|o| The United States of America, its territories or possessions or 
C a n a d a , o r 
(b) international waters or airspace, provided the bodily injury or 
property damage does not occur in the course of travel or 
transportation to or from any other country, state or nation, or 
(cj anywhere In the wor ld wi th respect to damages because of 
bodily injury or property damage orising out of a product which 
w a s sold for use or consumption within the territory described 
in (a) above; provided the original suit for damages is brought 
within such t e r n a r y . 
Premiums. 
(o| The premium stared in the Declarations is an estimated premium 
only, based on hazards described in the Schedule on file with 
this Company. 
(b| Upon the annual anniversary, termination or stipulated premium 
adjustment date of this policy, the earned premium shall be 
computed in accordance wi th this Company's rules, rates, rating 
plans, premiums and minimum premiums. If the earned pre-
mium thus computed exceeds the estimoted advance premium 
poid , the N a m e d Insured shall pay the excess to this Company; 
if less, this Company shall return to the Named Insured the 
unearned portion paid by such Insured. 
Inspection and Audit. This Company shall be permitted but not 
obligated to inspect the N a m e d Insured's property and operations 
at any time. Neither this Company's right to make inspections nor 
the malt ing thereof nor any report thereon shall constitute on un-
dertaking, on behalf of or for the benefit of the Named Insured 
or others, to determine or warrant that such property or operations 
ore safe or healthful , or are tn compliance with any law, rule, or 
regulation. 
This Company may examine ond audit the Named Insured's books 
and record* at any time during the policy period ond extensions 
thereof ond within three years after the final termination of this 
policy, c* far as they relate to the subject matter of this insurance. 
Limits of l iabi l i ty . Regardless of the number of fi'J persons or 
organizations who are Insureds under this policy, f2) persons or 
organizations who sustain bodily injury or property damage, or 
(3J claims made or suits brought on account of bodily injury or 
proper?'/ damage , 
(a) under Coverage E, the limit of liability stofed in the Declara 
tions as applicable to "each occurrence" is the total limit of 
this Company's liability for all damages, including damages 
for care and loss of services, as the result of any one occur-
rence. Subject to the above provision respecting "each occur-
rence", the total limit of this Company's liability for all such 
domages in any one of the consecutive annual periods of the 
policy period 
(1) arising out of the N a m e d Insured's products, 
(2) arising out of completed operations, 
(3) for property damage arising out of operations by the 
Named Insured or performed for the N a m e d Insured by 
independent contractors and general supervision thereof 
by the Named Insured, a w a y from premises owned by or 
rented to the Named Insured, 
shall not exceed the limit of liability stated in the Declarations 
as "aggrega te" . Such aggregate limit shall apply separately 
with respect to subparagraphs (1) , 12} ond (3) obove and 
separately under (31 w»th respect to each project a w a y from 
premises owr.tsd or rented by the N a m e d Insured. For purposes 
of determining the limit of this Company's l iabil ity, al l bodily . 
injury or property damage, during the policy period (i) arising 
out of cont.nuous or repeated exposure to substantially the same 
generol conditions shall be considered os arising out of one 
occurrence, ond (ii) arising our of ony related series or combin-
ation of exposures shall be considered as arising out of one 
occurrence; 
(b| under Coverage F, the limit of l iability stated in the Declarations 
as applicable to "each person" is the limit of this Company's 
liobility for all medical expenses incurred by or on behal f of 
each person who sustains bodily injury as the result of a n y one 
ocadent . Subject to the above provision respecting "each per-
son", the limit of liability stated in the Declarations as a p p l i -
cable to "each accident" is the total limit of this Company's 
liability for all medicol expenses incurred by or on behal f of 
two or more persons who sustain bodily injury as the result of 
any one accident. 
5. Conformity with Statute. The terms of this policy and forms at-
tached hereto which are in conflict with 4he statutes o/ the State 
wherein this policy is issued ore hereby amended to conform to 
such statutes. 
6. Other Insurance. This insurance shall not apply to the extent thai" 
ony val id ond collectible insurance, whether on a primary, excess 
or contingent basis is avai lable Jo the Insured under ony other 
insurance policy. 
7. Subrogation. In the event of a n / payment under Coverage E of 
this policy, this Company shall be subrogated to al l the Insured's 
rights of recovery therefor cgamst any person or organization ond 
the Insured shall execute ond de lver instruments and papers and 
do whotever else is necessary to secure such rights. The Insured 
sholl do nothing ofter the loss to prejudice such rights. 
In the eyent of ony payment under Coverage F of this policy, this 
Company shall be subrogated to all the rights of recovery therefor 
which the injured person or anyone receiving such payment may 
have agamst any person or organization and such person shall 
execute and deliver instruments and papers and do whatever else 
is necessary to secure such rights. Such person shall da nothing 
offer loss to prejudice such rights. 
8. Insured's Duties in the Event of Occurrence, - i . • i- .n 
II, 
(a) In the e^ent of an occurrence, written not--- wtn. . - •_, par-
ticulars sufficient to identify the Insured and alto reasonably 
obtainable information with respect to the time, place a n d 
circumstances thereof, and the names a n d addresses of the 
injured and of avai lable witnesses, sholl be given by or for 
the Insured to this Company or any of its authorized agents as 
soon os practicable 
{b| If claim is mad-2 or .suit is brought against the Insure i, the 
Insured shall immediately forwnrri t« *w:- r 
mond, notice, summons or orher process received by him or 
his represenfotive. 
fcl The Insured shall cooperate wirh m i * Company arid, upon this 
Company's request, assist in making settlements, in the conduct 
of suits and in enforcing ony right of contribution or indemnity 
against any person or organization w h o may be l iable to The 
Insured becouse of bodily injury or properry damage with 
respect to which insurance is afforded under this policy; and the 
Insured shall attend hearings and trials and assist in securing 
and giving evidence and obtaining the attendance of witnesses. 
The Insured shall nor, except a t his o w n cost, voluntarily make 
any poyment, assume ony obligation or incur any expense 
other thon foe fn %t aid to others at the fiiTie of accident. 
9 . Insured's Dulles When Loss Occurs*—Section I I I . Except with re 
spect 10 ony Gloss Coverage, upon knowledge or discovery of loss 
or of on extent which moy give rise to o claim for loss, the Insured 
sholl; (o) give notice thereof as soon as practicable to this Com-
pany or ony of its authorized agents and also to the police if the 
loss is d\ie to a violation of the l aw; (b) file detailed proof of loss, 
duly sworn to, wi th this Compony within four months offer the 
discovery of loss. 
Except wi th respect to ony Gloss Coverage, upon this Company's 
request, the Insured a n d every claimant hereunder shall submit- to 
examination by this Compony, subscribe the some, under oath if 
required, and produce for this Company's examination all pertinent 
records, oi l a t such reasonable times and places as this Compony 
shall designate, and shall cooperate with this Company in all mat-
ters pertaining to loss or claim with respect thereto. Under ony 
Glass Coverage, upon knowledge of loss, the Insured shall: 
[a) give notice thereof as soon as practicable to this Company or 
ony of its authorized agents; 
|b | upon this Company's request, file proof of ioss, under ooth if 
required, on forms provided by this Company. 
10 . Medicol Rtport i . froof and Poyment of Claim—-Section I I . Under 
ony Medico! Expense or Medical Payments Coverage as soon as 
practicable the injured person or someone on his behalf shall give 
to this Company written proof of cloim, under oath if required, and 
shall, after each request from this Company, execute authorization 
to enable this Compony to obtain medical reports and copies of 
records. The injured person shall submit to physical examination by 
physicians selected by this Company when and as often as this 
Compony moy reasonably require. 
This Compony moy pay the injured person or any person or organi-
zation rendering the services and such poyment shall reduce the 
amount payable hereunder for such injury. Payment hereunder 
sholl not constitute admission of liability of the Insured or, except 
hereunder, of this Company. 
1 1 . Approisok If the Insured and this Company fail to agree as to 
the amount of loss, each shall, on the written demand of either, 
mode within sixty days after receipt of proof of loss by this Com-
pany, select o competent and disinterested appraiser, and the 
appraisol sholl be made at o reasonable time and place. The 
appraisers sholl first select a competent and disinterested umpire. 
and foiling for fifteen doys to agree upon such umpire, then on 
the request of the Insured or this Company, such umpire shall' be 
selected by o judge of a court of record in the county and state in 
which such appraisal is pending. The appraisers shall then ap-
praise the loss, stating separately the actual cash value at time of 
loss and the amount of the loss, and fail ing to agree shall submit 
their differences to the umpire. An award in writ ing of any two 
sholl determine the amount of loss. The Insured and this Company 
sholl each poy its chosen appraiser and shall bear equally the 
expenses of the umpire and the other expenses of appraisal . 
This Company shall not be held to have waived any of its rights 
by any act relating to appraisol . 
12. Action Against Compony. Under any l iabi l i ty Coverage, no action 
shall lie against this Company unless, as a condition precedent 
thereto, the Insured shall have fully complied with al l of the terms 
of this policy, nor until the amount of the Insured's obligation to 
pay sholl hove been finally determined either by judgment against 
the Insured ofter actual trial or by written agreement of the Insured., 
the claimant and this Compony, 
Any person or organization or the legal representative thereof who 
has secured such judgment or written agreement sholl thereafter 
be entitled to recover under this policy to the extent of the insur-
ance afforded by :his policy. No person or organization shall have 
ony right under this policy to join this Compony a% a party to any 
action against the Insured to determine the Insured's l iabi l i ty, nor 
shall thi* Company be impleaded by the Insured or his legal repre-
sentative. 
Bankruptcy or insolvency of the Insured or of the Insured1"! estate 
shall not relieve this Compony of any of its obligations hereunder. 
Under any Medical Expense Coverage, Medico! Payments Coverage 
or Glass'Coverage, no action shall lie against this Company unless, 
as a condition precedent thereto, there sholl have been futt com-
pliance with a l l the terms of this policy, nor until thirty- days af ter 
the required proofs of loss have been filed w i th this Company. 
Under Section I I I , except Glass Coverage, no action shall l ie against 
this Compony unless, as a condition precedent thereto, there sholl 
have been full compliance with al l the terms of this policy, nor until 
thirty days ofter the required proof* of loss hove been filed wi th 
this Company, nor at a l l , unless commenced within two years from 
the dote when the Insured discovers the loss. If any limitation of 
time for notice of loss or ony legal proceeding herein contained is 
shorter than that permitted to be fixed by agreement under any 
statute controlling the construction of this policy, the shortest per-
missible statutory limitation of time shall govern and shall super-
sede the rime limitation herein stated. 
"13, Changes. Notice to any agent or knowledge possessed by any 
ogent or by ony other person shall not effect a waiver or a change 
in any part of this policy or estop this Company from asserting 
any right under the terms of this policy; nor shall the terms of this 
policy be waived or changed, except by endorsement issued to form 
a parr of this policy, 
14 Assignment. Assignment of interest under this policy shall not 
bind this Company until its consent is endorsed hereon-, if, how-
ever, the Named Insured shall die, « ich insurai ice as is afforded by 
this policy shall apply: 
111 '" o t h e f J a m e d I n s u r e d" s I e g a I r e p r e s e n f a"!" i v e a s No m e d i1 if i s i r r ed, 
but only while acting within the scope of his duties as such ai id 
(2J wnth respect to the property of the Named Insured, to the 
person having proper temporary custody thereof, as Insured, 
but only until the appointment and qualification of the legal 
re pre sent a five. 
15. Financial Responsibility Laws—Coverage E. When this policy is 
certified as proof of financial responsibility for the future under the 
provisions of any motor vehicle financial responsibility l a w , such 
insurance as is afforded by this policy for bodily iniury liability or 
for property damage liability shall comply with the provisions of 
such law ro the extent of the coverage and limits of l iability re-
quired by such law. The Insured agrees to reimburse this Company 
for any payment made by this Company which it would not hove 
been obligated to make under the terms of this policy except for 
the agreement contained in this paragraph. 
16. Liberalization Clause. If" during the period that insurance is in 
force under this policy, or within 45 days prior to the inception 
dote thereof, on behalf of this Company there be fifed wi th and 
approved or accepted by the insurance supervisory authorities, in 
conformity with law, ony forms, endorsements, rules or regulations 
by which this insurance could be extended or broadened, without 
additional premium charge, by endorsement or substitution of form, 
then such extended or broadened insurance shall inure to the 
benefit of the Insured hereunder as though such endorsement or 
substitution of form had been made, 
I / Cancellation. This policy may be cancelled by the N a m e d Insured 
by surrender thereof to this Compony or ony of its authorized 
agents or by moiling to this Company wrift?n notice stating v /htu 
thereafter the cancellation shall be effective. This policy moy be can-
celled bv this Company by mail ing to the Named Insured at the 
address shown in this policy written notice stoting when not less 
than ten doys thereafter such cancellation shall be effective. Th* 
mailing of notice os aforesaid sholl be sufficient proof of notice. 
The time of the surrender or the effective date and hour of can-
cellation stated in the notice shall become the end of the policy 
period. Delivery of such written notice either by the N a m e d Insured 
or by this Company sholl be equivalent to moil ing. 
If the Named Insured cancels, earned premium shall b? computed 
H 26228? 
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in accordance with the customary short rate table and pracedi ire. 
If this Company cancels, earned premium shall be computed pro 
rota. Premium adjustment may be made either at the time can-
cellation is effected or as soon as practicable ofter cancellation 
becomes effective, but payment or tender of unowned premium is 
not a condition of cancellation. 
"1 8. Declarationi. By acceptance a!" this poiic / the Mai ned Insured 
agrees that rhe statements in the Declarations are his agreements 
and representations, that this policy is issued in reliance upon fhe 
truth of such representations and that this policy embodies all 
agreements existing between himself and mis Company or any of 
its agents relating to this insurance. 
CONTINUOUS POLICY ENDORSEMENT 
I t is agreed that this policy is amended as follows: 
A. The reference in the Declarations to "(Mo. Day Yr . )" and "Years1"" fol lowing "'  Expiration*"" is hereby 
deleted. 
B. Premiums shown in this policy are subject to adjustment on each anniversary of the policy inception 
date in accordance wi th t! le then current rates, rules,, rating plans, premiums and min imum premiums 
in use by this Company foi t:f us policy. 
C. Policy Declarations, forms, supplemental contracts and endorsements attached to this policy are si re-
ject to substitution on each anniversary of the policy Inception Date in accordance w i th the then 
current Declarations, forms, supplemental contracts and endorsements in use by this Company for this 
policy 
D. Should any lapse or cancellation occur prior to three years from policy lne?p:ion, th-2 premium 
charged for the expired time shall be determined in accordance w i th the cancellation provision on page 
2 of this pol icy. Should any lapse or cancellation occur subsequent to the fu l f i l lment of a three year 
period, the premium charged for the" expired time shall be determined on a pro rata basts. 
iMUN-PHEMIUM E N D O R S E M E N T Endorsement No. 
Issued by ••» |T> ^ m in full name of insuring Company} 
THE HOME INSURANCE COMPANY 
POLICY N U M B E R 
BOP8635346 
EFFECTIVE DATE AND TIME OF ENDORSEMENT 
10-19-79 
N A M E D I N S U R E D 
AIRPORT SHUTTLE PARKING 
OATE P R E P A R E D 
12-28-79 
P R O D U C E R 
Fred A. Mpreton & Company 
POLICY E X P I R A T I O N 
Unt i l Cancelled 
P R O D U C E R NO.—OPC 
87570-761 
It is agreed that this policy is hereby amended as indicated. AH other terms and conditions of this policy remain t inchangedi 
additional named insured: 
Harold Hjbnkley, Individually and Rex Howell, Individually 





AIEFOSX SHUTTLE P^JSKEIG 
POLICY NUMBER 
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Number Show location, construction, type of roof, occupancy and type of operations 
all : Blanket as per Statenwit of Values oa f i l e with the 8aujany. 
SCHEDULE 
The insurance afforded is only with i espect to each coverage for which an Amount of Insurance is shown, sub.ect to all the terms cf this poiii 
having reference thereto. 
— — — C O V E R A G E S " " ~~~~^~ ~ " ~~ " ~ ' 
Location 
a l l 
Suiiding 
Number 













_______ _ ._ . . 
C—Business E*rninz$ 
Amount 
Each 30 Days 
Aggregate 
Ainounf 
_ _ ., _____ 




APPLIES TO COVERAGES) 
A & B - Tns ccHiasurance clause i s waived for the f i r s t policy taxm 
of 10-19-79 to 10-1-80. Coverage A-Buildir^ i s en a "Ejsplacerant Cost 
"^K~*r.-V-« • — — _ . . _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
 ; . . . _ — _ — _ _ .__ _,_ _ . — , _ _ _ _ _ „ _ _ _ — „, _ _ _ _ _ _ 
. I t 
EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS PAGE 
10-19-79 
Wherever a policy provision refers to the Declarations, such reference shad also apply to 
this Declarations Paje. 
AGfNT 
SPECIAL COVERAGE ENDORSEMENT 
This endorsement appl ies only w i t h respect to such coverages for wh ich it is made app l i cab le in the Declarat ions 
Subject to the prov is ions he rem a n d of this pol icy, such insurance as is a f forded under Section I is extended to insure ogo ins t ALt RISKS OF 
DIRECT PHYSICAL LOSS TO TH6 PROPERTY COVERED BY ANY PERIL, EXCEPT AS EXCLUDED HEREIN. 
EXCLUSIONS 
III This Company shall noil" be l iab le « tnder this endorsement, for loss wh ich is insured aga ins t by the peri ls of Section I of this, po l icy . 
HI. T1i« **EXCLUSIONS" of Section I ore app l i cab le to this endorsement w i t h rhe f o l l o w i n g amendments : 
A Exclusion 2 does nor app l y to loss arising from theft ; 
IB. Exclusion 5 does not app l y to loss result ing f rom any electrical inju» V" or d is turbance to electrical appl iances, devices or wi r rng ' (o i 'he i than 
da ta processing systems inc lud ing equ ipment a n d components thereof, scientif ic inst ruments, testing equ ipment , te levis ion cameras and 
picture tubes or ony proper ty invo lved in ony test, exper iment or research project) caused by abno rma l electr ical current chonges o r i g i n -
a t ing off premises,, or o r ig ina t ing on premises from publ ic u t i l i t y . owned equ ipment wh ich is not under the control of the Insured 
111. I h e f o How i n g a d d i t i o n a I e x c I u s i o n s a p p I y • 
A This endorsement does not insure against loss by: 
1. Inherent v ice; la tent defect; rust or corrosion; wear and rear; de ter io ra t ion , fou l fy mater .a 's or wor ' *Tans" ! p ; mechanical break-
d o w n ; marring or scratching; an ima ls , pets ; moths, ve rm in , termites or ofrher insects; smog; smoke, vooor or gas f rom agr i cu l tu ra l 
or indust r ia l operations.- w e t or dry rot; mou ld ; change in f lavor, color, texture or f in ish; changes in temperature; dampness or 
dryness of a tmosphere ; con tamina t ion ; set t l ing, cracking, shr inkage, bu lg i ng or expansion of pavements, foundat ions, wa i l s , f loors, 
roofs or cei l ings; 
2. Vanda l i sm , mal ic ious mischief, the ft or a t tempted rhe ft", if the described bui ld ing(s] had been i vacant beyond a per iod of 30 
consecutive days immed ia te ly preceding the loss; 
3. Unexp la ined or myster ious d isappearance of property (except proper! ; if • fl te :\ stody of ecu ne s fo ,i -e|; or by sh j r t o g e of 
property disclosed on tak ing inventory,-
4 . Vo lun ta ry po r t i ng w i t h t i t le to or possession of any proper ty by the Insured or others to w h o m the property may be entrusted 
(except carr iers for hire} if induced to do so by any f raudu len t scheme, tr ick, device or false pretense; 
5. Any f raudu len t , d ishonest or c r imina l act done by or at rhe inst igat ion o f any Insured, par tner or joint adventurer n i or of any 
Insured, or an officer, director or trustee of any Insured; p i l fe rage, app rop r i a t i on or concealment of ony proper ty doe to ony 
f raudu len t , d ishonest or c r imina l act of any employee w h i l e wo rk i ng or o therw ise , or agent of any Insured, or any person to w h o m 
the property may be entrusted, other than ony carrier for h i re ; 
6. Theft, i nc lud ing a t tempt thereat, f rom any pr ivate passenger type au tomob i l e , stat ion w a g o n , motorcyefe, or ; no for scooter, occurr ing 
w h i l e such vehicle is unat tended (unless the property is conta ined in a fu l l y enclosed and securely locked body or compar tment 
a n d loss results f rom forcible entry, evidenced by v is ib le marks) . This exclusion shall not a p p l y to proper ty in the custody of 
carriers for h i re; 
7 Breakage of g lass, g lassware , statuary, marbles, br ic-a-brac, porcelains a n d s imi lar art icles of a f rag i le or br i t t le nature unless 
caused by sonic boom, leakage or occidental d ischarge f rom automat ic spr inkler systems, burg la ry or a t tempt thereat, vanda l i sm 
or mal ic ious mischief, or col l is ion, dera i lment or over turn ing of a t ranspor t ing conveyance. This exclusion shal l not aop ly to (a| 
bott les or s imi lar containers of property for sale, or sold bu t not de l i ve red , glass bu i l d i ng blocks, nor (b) lenses of pho tograph ic 
or scientific instruments; 
8. Any legal proceeding., 
B. This endorsement does i lot ins ore aga ins t loss to: 
J. P lumb ing , heat ing or a i r cond i t ion ing systems or other equip ! nent or appl iances (except ft re protective v stems), or for loss by 
leakage or over f low f rom such systems, cau ted by or resul t ing f rom freezing w h i l e the descr ibed bui lding(s) is vaccn t or unoccup»ed, 
unl~>s fnp Insured shall have exercised due d i l igence w i t h respect to m a i n t a i n i n g hoot in bu i ld ing, ' * , or unless such systems und 
appl iances h o d been d ra ined and the water supply shut off du r ing such vacancy or unoccuponcy; 
2 . Live on imo ls and pets, except when held for sale or sold bu t no t de l i ve red , and then on ly aga ins t death or destruct ion resul t ing 
f rom or m a d e necessary by ieokoge or accidental d ischarge f rom au tomat i c spr ink ler systems or vanda l i sm or mal ic ious mischief ; 
3. Trees,, shrubs and plants w i t h i n bu i ld ings , \ inless caused by leakage or acc identa l d ischarge from automat ic spr inkler systems or 
v a n d a 11 s m o r m a I i c i o u s m i s c h i e f; 
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4 . Business or other personal p roper ty i nvo l ved in any test, exper imen t or research protect, unless caused by occ identa l discharge f rom 
au tomat i c spr inkler systems or vanda l i sm or ma l i c ious mischief ; 
j . * , Oi other personal propei ty in the open , (other' than proper ty in the custody of carriers for hire} caused by ;ai i »,. snow, or 
6 . Bu i ld ings or structures in process o f const ruc t ion , i nc lud ing mater ia ls a n d supplies therefor, unless caused by vanda l i sm in ma l i dou t 
misch ief ; 
j% Any proper ty unde rgo ing a l te ra t ions, repoi i $, ins ta l la t ions, 'servicing or other "work, inc luding mater ia ls and suppl ies therefor; i f 
d i rec t ly a t t r i bu tab le ' to the opera t ions or w o r k be ing pe r fo rmed thereon, unless loss not otherwise exc luded it i rhis endorsemei it 
ensues, a n d then this Company shal l be l i ab le for on ly such ensuing loss; 
8. S t e o m bo i ' e ' s , steom pipes, steam turbines a n d steam engines caused by burs t ing , rupture, b u l g i n g , crocking or explosion or igi i i-
ahnq there in ; 
9 Hot .varer boi lers or m other equ ipment for hea t i ng wa te r , caused by any condi t ion or occurrence w i t h i n such bo i lers or equ ipment ; 
10. Mach ines a n d mach inery caused by i upti »"•, bun st ing or d is in tegra t ion of their ro tat ing or mov ing parts .resulting f rom cent r i fuga l 
or rec iprocat ing force; 
1 "I . A w n i n g s , gut ters, d o w n spoofs outdoor rad io a n d Television an ten nets and aerials inc luding their lead- in wir ing,, masts and towers , 
ou tdoor signs, fences, sw imming pools, w a l k s , r o a d w a y s or other paved surfaces, curbs, piers, bu lkheads , wharves or docks, beach 
or d i v i n g p la t fo rms or appur tenances, re ta in ing w a l l s not const i tu t ing a par t of the bu i ld ing(s) , whether such proper ty is specif ical ly 
descr.bed in the Declarat ions or no t (except products i f *h« Insured's manufacture or stock b?ing hefd for scsl* or de l ivery after sale), 
caused by f reez ing , thaw»ng, ice, snow, or sleet; 
C. Under rhis endorsement , loss to the f o l l o w i n g p roper ty (except loss caused by leakage or accidental dischorge from au tomat i c sprinkler 
systems or vanda l i sm or mal ic ious mischief) is subject to these add i t i ona l l imi ta t ions: 
I , f u r and fur garments are covered, for not exceeding loss in the aggregate of S I , 0 0 0 in any one occurrei ice; 
2 . Jewe l t y a n d w a tc h e s, v a t ch m o v e m e n 1" s, j e w e I s, pe a i I s, p r ec i o u s a n d s e m i • p r ec i a u s s t o n e $, g o I d „ s i I v e r, p I a ri n u mi a n d o I" h e r 
prec ious a l loys or metals are covered, for no t exceeding Joss in the aggregate of $1 ,000 in ony one occurrence. This l im i ta t ion 
shal l not app l y to jewe l ry a n d watches va l ued a t $25 or less per i tem; 
3 . Pat terns, dies, molds , n node is a n d forms are covered, for not exceeding loss in the aggregate of $ 1 , 0 0 0 in any one occurrence 
THEFT DAMAGE 
Business Personal Prooerry is covered hereunder, but bu i ldmg(s) are not covered loss directly result ing f rom theft ( inc lud ing a t tempt thereat) to 
a t par t of the b u i l d i n g occupied by the Insured is also covered hereunder, s u b l e t to rhe terms of this endorsement, but only if the li isured is the 
»¥ner of such b u i l d i n g or is l i ab le for such d a m a g e . 
ISSUES ST 
DECLARATIONS (continued) - SECTION 1 - OFFICE PERSONAL PROPERTY COVERAGE 
ATRPORT SHTTTTTF PAWTTNR 
POLICY MUM8ER 
EOE8635346-
Whenever a policy prevision refers to the Declarations, such reference shall also apply to this Declarations page. 
Insurance is afforded only with respect to each location for which an Amount of Insurance is shown herein, subject to ail the terms of Section ', 
having reference thereto. 




% DESCRIPTION ANO LOCATION OF PROPERTY COVERED 
Included 100% Office Personal Property "Located 2035 West North 
Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah 
s 1.0..Q Deductible. 
(The provisions printed on the reverse side and on Page 2ad 1-4 are hereby refened to and made a part hereof..) 
Effective date of this p*gg 10-19-79 
-A£eni 
i is agreed that Section I of this policy is amended by the addit ion of the fol lowing: 
I. INSURING AGREEMENT 
PERILS INSURED AGAINST 
rhe "Peri ls Insured Against" of Section I are hereby deleted and the following substituted therefor: 
nils policy insures against ALL RISKS OF DIRECT PHYSICAL LOSS TO THE PROPERTY COVERED, EXCEPT AS EXCLUDED 
HEREIN. 
I!. PROPERTY COVERED 
This policy covers under: 
PERSONAL PROPERTY: Business personal property owned 
by the Insured and usual to the office occupancy of the 
Insured, including manuscripts, furniture, f ixtures, equip-
ment and supplies not otherwise covered under this policy, 
and shall also cover the insured's interest in personal 
property owned by others to the extent of the value of labor 
and materials expended thereon by the Insured; ail whi le in 
or on the described Building(s). or in the open (including 
w i th in vehicles) on the described premises or within 100 feet 
thereof. 
This coverace s.^all also indudeTenant 's Improvements and 
Betterments, meaning the Insured's use interest in f ixtures, 
alterations, installations or additions comprising a part of 
the Building(s) occupied but not owned by the Insured and 
made or acquired at the expense of the Insured exclusive of 
rent paid by the Insured, but which are not legally subject to 
removal by the fnsured. 
PERSONAL PROPERTY OF OTHERS: The Insured may apply 
at each location up to 2 % , but not exceeding $2,000, of the 
Amount of Insurance specified for Personal Property at such 
locat ion, as an additional Amount of Insurance, to cover for 
the account of the owners thereof (other than the Named 
Insured) direct loss by a peril not otherwise excluded to 
personal property, similar to that covered by this policy, 
belonging to others while in the care, custody or control of 
the Named Insured and only while on the described premises 
or within 100 feet thereof. 
Loss shall be adjusted with the Named insured for the 
account of the owners of the property, except that the right 
to adjust any loss with the owners is reserved to this 
Company and the receipts of the owners in satisfaction 
thereof shall be in full satisfaction of any claim by the 
Named Insured for which payments have been made. As 
respects personal property be l ong ing to o the rs , t h i s , 
provision shall replace any loss payable provision of this 
policy. 
The Coinsurance Clause of this form or any other form made 
a part of this policy shall not apply to this Coverage, and 
when applying said clause to insurance covering property 
owned by the Insured, the value of personal property of 
others shall not be considered in the determination of actual 
cash value. 
When there is contributing insurance, the Company shall 
not be liable for more than its pro rata share of the l imit 
applying to personal property of others. 
DEBRIS REMOVAL: This policy covers expense incurred in 
the removal of debris of the property covered hereunder 
which may be occasioned by loss by a peril not otherwise 
excluded. The total amount recoverable under this policy 
shall not exceed the Amount of Insurance stipulated for 
each i tem. Cost of removal of debris shall not be considered 
in the determination of actual cash value when applying the 
Coinsurance Clause. 
III. PROPERTY SUBJECTTO LIMITATIONS 
The fol lowing property Is subject to these additional 
l imi ta t ions: 
A. 1 . Glass, glassware, statuary, marbles, bric-a-brac, 
porcelains and other articles of a fragile or brittle 
nature are covered against loss by breakage only if 
directly caused by the "specified peri ls". This l imita-
t ion shall not apply to bottles or similar containers 
of property for sale, or sold but not delivered, nor to 
lenses of photographic or scientific instruments. 
2. Steam boilers, steam pipes, steam turbines and steam 
engines are not covered against loss caused by burst-
ing , rupture, cracking or explosion originating therein 
B. 
(other than explosion of accumulated gases or un-
consumed fuel within a fire box or combustion 
chamber). 
3. Machines and machinery are not covered against loss 
caused by rupture, bursting or disintegration of their 
rotating or moving parts result ing from centrifugal or 
reciprocating force. 
The term "specified perils" shall mean direct loss by fire, 
l ightning, aircraft, explosion, riot, civil commot ion, 
smoke, vehicles, windstorm or hail to property contained 
in any building, vandalism and malicious mischief, leak-
age or accidental discharge from automatic fire protective 
systems. 
IV. PROPERTY NOT COVERED 
tn addit ion to the kinds of property which are otherwise 
excluded or limited under this policy, the fol lowing are also 
excluded from coverage under this fo rm: 
A. Live animals, birds and f i sh ; aircraft; watercraft, includ-
ing motors equipment and accessories (except rowboats 
and canoes, while out of water and on the described 
premises); and automobiles, trailers, semi-trailers or any 
seif-nronoHed vehicles or machines, except motorized 
and operated principally on the premises of the Insured. 
B. Property for sale; samples or merchandise in the care, 
custody or control of salesmen away from the premises. 
C. Currency, money and stamps, except to t h - extent pro-
vided in the Extensions of Coverage; note3, securities, 
deeds, accounts, bi l ls, evidences of debt, letters of 
credit and tickets. 
D. Outdoor signs, whether or not attached to a Buiiding(s), 
E. Household and personal effects contained in living 
quarters occupied by the Insured, any officer, director, 
stockholder or partner of the Insured or relatives of any
 H 
of the foregoing, except as provided in the Extensions of 
Coverage or unless specifically covered by endorsement. 
I. 
F. -Growing crops and lawns. 
G. Fur, fur garments, jewelry and watches, watch move- J 
m e n t s , j e w e l s , pea r l s , precious and semi -p rec ious 
A. Newly Acquired Property:The Insured may apply up to 
10%, but not exceeding S10,000,of the Amount of Insur-
ance specified for Personal Property to cover direct loss 
in any one occurrence by a peri) not otherwise excluded to 
such property at any location (except fairs and exhibi-
tions) acquired by the Insured for mercantile or ware-
house purposes, elsewhere than at the described loca-
t ions within the territorial l imi ts of this policy. This 
Coverage shall cease 30 days from the date of such 
acquisit ion or on the date values at such locations are 
reported to this Company, or on the expiration date of 
the policy, whichever occurs f i rst. Addit ional premium 
shall be due and payable for values so reported from the 
date the property is acquired. 
8 . Personal Effects: The Insured may apply up to S500 of 
the Amount of Insurance applicable to Personal Property 
to cover direct loss in any one occurrence by the perils 
not otherwise excluded to personal effects while located 
on the described premises, belonging to the Insured, of-
ficers, partners or employees thereof and l imited to S100 
on personal effects owned by any one individual. This 
Extension of Coverage does not apply if the loss is 
covered by any other insurance, whether collectible or 
not, or which would have been covered by such other 
insurance in the absence of this policy. At the option of 
this Company, toss under this Extension of Coverage 
may be adjusted with and payable to the Insured. 
C. Valuable Papers and Records: The Insured may apply up 
to S500 of the Amount of Insurance applicable to Per-
sonal Property to cover direct loss in any one occur-
rence by a peril not otherwise excluded to valuable 
papers and records consist ing of books of account, 
manuscripts, abstracts, drawings, card index systems, 
f i lm, tape, disc, drum, cell and other magnetic recording 
or storage media for electronic data processing, and 
other records, all the property of the insured at de-
scribed locations. This Extension of Coverage covers 
only the cost of research and other expense necessarily 
incurred by the Insured to reproduce, replace or restore 
such valuable papers and records. The total amount 
payable in any one occurrence under this Extension of 
Coverage shall not exceed the l imit specified above 
regardless of the number of described locations. 
D. Extra Expense: The insured may apply up to $1,000 of 
the Amount cf Insurance applicable to Personal Property 
to cover the necessary extra expense incurred by the 
Insured in order to continue as nearly as practicable the 
normal operations of ihe Insured's business immediately 
fol lowing damage by a peril not otherwise excluded 
stones, goto, silver, platinum and other precious alloys 
or metals. 
H. Trees, shrubs and plants, except to the extent provided 
in the Extensions of Coverage. 
Property shipped by mail from the time it passes into 
the custody of the Post Office Department* 
. Property which is more specifically covered in whole or 
in part under this or any other contract of insurance. 
under this form to the Buildtng(s) or personal property 
situated at the described locations. 
"Extra expense" means the excess of the total "cost 
incurred during the period of restoration chargeable to 
the operation of the Insured's business over and above 
the total cost that would normally have been incurred to 
conduct the business during the same period had no 
loss occurred. Any salvage value of property obtained for 
temporary use during the period of restoration, which 
remains after the resumption of normal operations, shall 
be taken into consideration in the adjustment of any 
loss hereunder. 
"Period of restoration" means that period of t ime, 
commencing with the date of damage and not l imited 
by the date of expiration of this policy as would be re-
quired with the exercise of due diligence and dispatch to 
repair, rebuild or replace such part of said Building(s) or 
personal property as have been damaged. 
This Company shall not be liable under this Extension 
of Coverage for: 
1 . loss of income. 
2. the cost of repairing or replacing any of the described 
property, or the cost of research or other expense 
necessary to replace or restore books of account, 
manuscripts, abstracts, drawings, card index sys-
tems, f i lm, tape, disc, drum, cell and other mag-
netic recording or storage media for electronic data 
p rocess ing , and other records that have been 
damaged by a peril not otherwise excluded, except 
cost in excess of the normal cost of such repair, 
replacement or restoration necessarily incurred for 
the purpose of reducing the total amount of extra 
expense. In no event shall such excess cost exceed 
the amount by which the total extra expense other-
wise payable under this Extension of Coverage is 
reduced. 
3. any other consequential or remote loss. 
E. Theft Oamage to Buildings: This policy includes loss 
(except by fire or explosion) to that part of the Bui ld-
ing(s) occupied by the Insured and containing property 
covered, and to equipment therein pertaining to the 
service of the Building(s)(but not building property or 
equipment removed from premises), directly resulting 
from theft, burglary or robbery (including attempt there-
at), provided the Insured is the owner of such building 
or equipment or is liable for such damage, but in no 
event shall this Coverage apply to glass (other than glass 
building blocks) or to any lettering or ornamentation 
thereon. 
V, EXTENSIONS OF COVERAGE 
The liability of this Company for toss In any one occurrence, including loss under these Extensions of Coverage, shalf 
not exceed the Amount of Insurance applicable to Personal Property. The total amount recoverable under the Extensions of 
Coverage in this form and Extensions of Coverage in any other form made a part of this policy are not cumulative and shall 
not exceed the largest amount recoverable under any single form made a part of this policy. When there Is contr ibuting Insur-
ance, this Company shall not be liable for more than its pro rata share of the l imits set forth In the following Extensions of 
Coverage. 
F. Off Premises: The Insured may apply up to 10%, but 
not, exceeding $10,000 of the Amount of Insurance ap-
plicable to Personal Property, to cover direct loss in any 
one occurrence by a peril not otherwise excluded to such 
property whi le away from the premises (not exceeding 
30 consecutive days), but w i th in the 50 states of the 
United States of America, the District of Columbia and in 
transit wi th in and between such places, and in transit 
between such places and the Dominion of Canada. 
G. Currency, Money and Stamps: The Insured may appiy up 
to $250 of the Amount of Insurance applicable to Per* 
. sonal Property to cover direct toss in any one occurrence 
by a peril not otherwise excluded to currency, money 
and stamps, while on the premises or while being con-
veyed outside the premises by the Insured or by an em-
ployee of the Insured. 
Trees, Shrubs and Plants: The Insured may apply up to 
$1,000 of the Amount of Insurance applicable to 
Personal "Property to cover trees, shrubs and plants at 
the described location against direct loss in any one oc-
currence by the perils of fire, l ightning, explosion, r io t , 
civil commotion or aircraft, but only to the extent such 
perils are insured against herein. This Company shall 
not be liable for more than $250 on any one tree, shrub 
or plant, including expense incurred for removing debris 
thereof. 
VI . EXCLUSIONS 
The MEXCLUSlONSwof Section I are applicable to this 
Coverage wi th the fol lowing addi t ions: 
This policy does not insure against loss caused by: 
1 . Unexplained or mysterious disappearance of property 
(except property in the custody of carriers for hire): 
or shortage of property disclosed on taking inventory. 
2. Actual work upon or instal lat ion of property covered, 
)3tent defsct, failure, breakdown or derangement of 
machinery, faulty materials or workmanship; unless 
loss by fire or explosion not otherwise excluded 
ensues and then this Company shall be liable for only 
such ensuing loss. 
3. Leakage or overflow from p lumbing, heating, air con-
dit ioning or other equipment or appliances (except 
fire protective systems) caused by or resulting from 
freezing while the described bui lding is vacant or 
unoccupied, unless the Insured shall have exercised 
due dil igence with respect to maintaining heat in the 
buildings or unless such equipment and appliances 
had been drained and the water supply shut off dur-
ing such vacancy or unoccupancy. 
4. Delay, loss of market, interruption of business, nor 
consequential loss of any nature. 
5. Inherent vice, wear and tear, marring or scratching, 
gradual deterioration, insects, vermin, dampness or 
dryness of atmosphere, changes in temperature, 
rust or corrosion. 
6. Theft (including attempt thereat) from any vehicle, 
occurring while such vehicle is unattended, unless 
the property is contained in a fully enclosed and 
securely locked body or compartment of such vehicle 
and theft results from forcible entry, evidenced by 
visible marks upon such body or compartment. This 
exclusion shall not apply to property in the custody * 
of carriers for hire. 
7. Voluntary parting with t it le or possession of any 
property by the Insured or others to v/hom the proper-
ty may be entrusted (except by carriers for hire) if 
induced to do so by any fraudulent scheme, tr ick, 
device or false pretense. 
8. Any fraudulent, dishonest or criminal act done by or 
at the instigation of any Insured, partner or joint ad-
venturer in or of any Insured, an officer, director or 
trustee of any Insured; pilferage, appropriation or 
concealment of any property covered due to any 
fraudulent, dishonest or criminal act of any employee 
while working or otherwise, or agent of any Insured, 
or any person to whom the property covered may be 
entrusted, other than any carrier for hire. 
9. Rain, snow or sleet to property in the open (other 
than property in the custody of carriers for hire). 
10. Any legal proceeding. 
11 . This policy does not insure against loss caused by or 
resulting from power, heating or cooling fai lure, un -
less such failure results from physical damage to 
power, heating or cooling equipment situated on 
premises where the property covered is located, 
caused by perils not otherwise excluded. A lso , this 
Company shall not be liable under this clause for 
any loss resulting from riot, riot attending a str ike, 
c iv i l c o m m o t i o n , or vanda l ism and m a l i c i o u s 
mischief. 
VII. COINSURANCE CLAUSE 
The Coinsurance Clause under "OTHER PROVISIONS ANO 
CONDITIONS" of Section I applies wi th the following addit ion: 
The value of property covered under Extensions of 
Coverage, and the cost of the removal of debris, shall not be 
considered in the determination of actual cash value when 
applying the Coinsurance Clause. 
VIII. DEDUCTIBLE CLAUSE 
Unless otherwise specifically stated on the Declarations 
page for this coverage, the fol lowing replaces any other 
deductible provision applying to this coverage: 
Each loss shall be adjusted separately and from the amount 
of each such adjusted loss the sum of $100 shall be 
deducted or, if there is contributing insurance, this 
Company's pro rata share thereof. 
This deductible shall not apply to (a) loss by f i re, 
l ightning, aircraft, explosion, riot, civi l commot ion, smoke, 
vehicles, windstorm or hail to property contained in any 
bui ld ing; or (b) loss of or to property in transit while in the 
custody of carriers for hire. 
IX. VALUATON 
Subject to the provisions and stipulations of this policy, the 
following bases for valuation of property are established: 
A. Tenant's Improvements and Betterments: 
1 . If repaired or replaced at the expense of Ihe Insured 
within a reasonable time after loss, the actual cash 
value of the damaged or destroyed Improvements and 
Betterments. 
2. If not repaired or replaced within a reasonable time 
after loss, that proportion of the original cost at time 
of installation of the damaged or destroyed property 
which the unexpired term of the lease or rental 
agreement, whether written or oral, in effect at the 
time of loss bears to the periods from the dates such 
Improvements or Betterments were made to the ex-
piration date of the lease. 
3. If repaired or replaced at the expense of others for the 
use of the Insured* there shall be no liability 
thereunder. 
B. Books of account, manuscripts, abstracts, drawings, 
card index systems and other records (except film, tape, 
disc, drum, cell and other magnetic recording or storage 
media for electronic data processing) for not exceeding 
the cost of blank books, cards or other blank material. 
C. Film, tape, disc, drum, cell and other magnetic record-
ing or storage media for electronic data processing for 
not exceeding the cost of such media in unexposed or 
blank form. 
0. All other property at actual cash value. 
X. CONDITIONS 
The "OTHER PROVISIONS AND CONDITIONS" of Sec-
tion I are applicable to this Coverage with the following 
amendments: 
The Coinsurance Clause is amended as provided in 
VII above. 
1 . items 4, 5 and 20 are hereby deleted. 
Poga 2s 
STOCK COM*ANT 
DECLARATIONS (continued) SECTION 1—GARAGE KEEPERS' LEGAL LIABILITY COVERAGE 
, . AIKPOKT SHUTTLE PARKING
 PoKcy ^ BOP8635346 . 
Wherever o policy provision refers to the Declarations, such reference shall also apply to this Declarations page. 
Insurance is afforded hereunder, for nor exceeding the Limit of Liobility specified herein, subject to a l l the terms of Sectiorr I hovtng 
reference thereto. 
T h e following are the addresses of oil locations where the Insured conducts goroge operations: 
Maximum Number 
Described Locarton(s) of Customers' 
(Show Address of M a i n location, if any, as Location No. 1) Limit of Liability Automobiles Stored-
, 2085 West North Temple - Salt Lake City, Utah
 T 300,000 N/A 
2 $ . . 
3 $ 
4 $ _ 
Perils Insured Again**: Unless otherwise indicated befow, this policy insures against loss by Perils ] through 4 . 
Comprehensive Coverage; From any cause except the automobile's coll is ion 
with another object or i t s overturn. 
Deductibles: Applies to Each Loss Coused by Perils Shown 
I.' $ Deductible — Malicious Mischief or Vandalism 
2 . $ Deductible — Collision or Upset 
(The provisions printed on the reverse side are hereby referred to and made a port hereof.) 
Effective date of this pog* • 1 0 - 1 9 - 7 9 
JSgenr-
This Company agrees with the Insured as follows: 
PROPERTY COVERED 
This Company will poy on beholf of the Insured oil sums which the Insured shall become legally obligoted to poy os domoges becouse 
of loss, coused by a peril insured against, to an automobile or, with respect only to the peril of collision or upset, co other property 
of a kind customarily left m charge of o goroge occurring while such automobile or other property is in the custody of the Insured for 
safekeeping, storage, service or repair 
(1) ot a described location or while temporarily removed therefrom in the ordinary course of the Insured's business, or 
(2) oway from a described location if the Insured is attending such automobile or property. 
PERILS INSURED AGAINST 
The "Penis Insured Against" of Section I are hereby deleted and this policy shall only insure ogoinst loss to the property covered 
caused by such of the following perils as ore specified in the Declarations: 
1 . fire or explosion other than- explosion of tires; 
2 . theft of the entire automobile;-
3 . riot; civil commotion, malicious mischief or vandalism; 
4 . collision with another object or by upset. 
EXCLUSIONS 
1 . T h e "EXCLUSIONS" of Section I are applicable to this Coverage, except Exclusions 1 , 2 and 5 are hereby deleted. 
2 . The following additional exclusions apply. 
This Coverage does not apply: 
(a) to liability of the Insured under any agreement to be responsible for loss; 
(b) to a n automobile or other property 
(1) owned by or rented to 
(i) the Insured or o partner therein or a member thereof, or of the spouse of any one of them if a resident of the some 
household, 
(ii) on employee of the Insured or his spouse if o resident of the some household, unless the automobile or other property 
is in the custody of the Insured under on agreement for which a specific pecuniary charge has been mode, or 
(2) in the custody of the Insured for demonstration or sole; 
Poge 2s-l 
(c) to loss by theft due to any fraudulent, dishonest or criminal act by the Insured, a partner therein, a member thereof or 
employee, trustee or authorized representative thereof, whether working or otherwise ond whether acting alone or in 
collusion with others; 
(d) to loss arising out of the use of any elevator, or ony outomobile servicing hoist desiQned to raise on entire automobile; 
(e) to defective parts* accessories or materials furnished or to faulty work performed on an automobile, out of which toss arisen; 
(f) to a n automobile or other property while the outomobile is being operated in ony prearranged or organized racing or speed 
contest or in practice or preparation for ony such contest; 
(g) with respect to Peril* 1 and 3 , to damages for loss of use of on automobile. 
DEDUCTIBLES 
T h e ' 'DEDUCTIBLE" of Section I Is hereby deleted and the following substituted therefor: 
1 . W i th respect to loss caused by molicious mischief or vandalism, the deductible amount shown in the Declarations shall be 
deducted from each loss to each-outomobile. 
2 . Wi th respect to loss caused by collision or upset, the deductible amount shown in the Declorotions shall be deducted from the 
total omount of oil sums which the Insured shall become legally obligated to pay as damages because of each loss, ond the 
limit of this Company's liability sholl be the difference between such deductible amount and the limit of liability shown in the 
Declarations. 
OTHER PROVISIONS A N D CONDIT IONS 
The "OTHER PROVISIONS A N D C O N D I T I O N S " of Section I ore applicable to this Coverage with the following amendments 
I . Provisions or Conditions 2, 3 , 4 , 5, 6, 9 , 10 , I I , 12, 13 , 15, ond 2 0 are hereby deleted. 
I I . The following additional Provisions ond Conditions apply: 
1 . Defense of Claims or Suits. This Compony sholl hove the right and duty to deiend ony suit against the Insured seeking 
damages which are poyoble under the terms of this Coverage, even if any of the allegations of the suit are groundless, 
false or fraudulent; but this Company may make such investigation and settlement of any claim or suit as it deems expedient. 
This Compony will pay, in addition to the applicable limits of liability: 
(a) oIT expanses incurred by this Company, all costs taxed against tne Insured in ony suit defended by this Company ond oil 
interest on the entire amount of any judgment therein which accrues after the entry of the judgment and before this 
Company has paid or tendered or deposited in court that part of the judgment which does not exceed the limit of this 
Company's liability thereon; 
Cb) premiums on appeal bonds required in any such suit/ premiums on bonds to release attachments in any such suit for 
an amount not in excess of the applicable limit of liability of this policy, but this Company shall have no obligation to 
opply for or furnish any such bonds; 
(c) reasonable expenses incurred by the Insured at this Company's request including octuol loss of woges or salary (but not 
loss of other income) not to exceed $ 5 0 per day because of his attendance at hearings or trials at such request. 
2 . Definitions. As used in this Coverage: 
"outomobile" means a land motor vehicle or trailer, other land equipment capable of moving under its own power, 
equipment for use therewith and animal drawn equipment; 
"elovotor" meons ony hoisting or lowering device to connect floors or landings, whether or not in service, ond oil 
appliances thereof including any car, platform, shaft, hoistwoy, stairway, runway, power equipment ond machinery; 
but does not include on automobile servicing hoist, or a hoist without a platform outside a building if without 
mechanical power-oc if not attached to building walls, or o hod or motenal- hoist used in alteration, construction or 
demolition operations, or an inclined conveyor used exclusively for carrying property or a dumbwaiter used exclusively 
for carrying property and having a compartment height not exceeding four feet; 
"goroso" means an automobile sales agency, repair shop, service station, storage garage or public parking place; 
" Insured" means (a) the Insured, named in the Declarations (b) any employee, director or stockholder thereof while 
acting within the scope of his duties as such, ond (c) if the Insured named in the Declarations is a partnership, any 
partner therein but only with respect to his liability as such; 
"loss" means direct and accidental loss of or damage to property; 
"premijes" meons premises where the Insured conducts garage operations, and includes the ways immediately adjoin-
ing but does not include any portion of such premises upon which business operations ore conducted by ony other 
person or organization; 
"troi ler" includes semi-trailer. 
3 . Limit of Liability. Subject to the application of any deductible, the limit of this Company's liability for loss at each 
location shall be the limit of liability shown in the Declarations as applicoble thereto; if, however, at the time of loss there 
were at the location where the loss occurred automobiles of others in the custody of the Insured in excess of the maximum 
number of automobiles indicated in the Declarations for such location, this Compony shall not be liable for a greater propor-
tion of the omount for which it otherwise would be liable than the maximum number of such automobiles stated for such 
location bears to the number of automobiles at such location ot the time the loss occurred. 
Subject to the application of the deductible stated in the schedule, the limit of liability applicable to the Collision or Upset 
Peril for loss to property of a kind customarily left in charge of a garage, other than automobiles, is $ 5 , 0 0 0 , which sum 
is included in the applicable limit of liability for loss at the location. 
Al l of the terms of this Coverage apply irrespective of the application of ony deductible amount and this Company may pay 
any port or all of the deductible amount to effect settlement of any claim or suit ond, upon notification of the action taken, 
the insured shall promptly reimburse this Compony for such part of the deductible amount as has been paid by this Company 
Repairs by the Insured shall be adjusted at actual cost to him of labor and materials, 
4. Action Agoins* Compony. No action sholl lie against this Compony unless, as a condition precedent thereto, the Insured 
shall hove fully complied with all the terms hereof and of such Policy, nor until the omount of the Insured's obligation to 
pay shall have been finally determined either by judgment against the Insured after actual trial or by a written agreement 
of the Insured, the claimant, ond this Company. 
Any person or his legal representative who has secured such judgment or written agreement shall thereafter be entitled 
to recover under the terms hereof ond of such Policy in the some manner and to the same extent as the Insured. 
Nothing contoined herein or in such Policy shall give any person or organization ony right to join this Company as a 
co-defendant in any action against the Insured to determine the Insured's liability. Bankruptcy or insolvency of the Insured 
or of the Insured's estate shall not relieve this Company of any of its obligations hereunder. 
NON-PREMIUM ENDORSEMENT Endorsement No. 
Issued by — (Typ* in foH name of Insuring Company) 
THE HCME INSURANCE COMPANY 
POLICY N U M B E R 
BOP 8635346 
EFFECTIVE DATE AND TIME OF ENOORSEMEOT 
10-19-79 
N A M E D I N S U R E D 
AIRPORT SHUTTLE PARKING 
D A T E P R E P A R E O 
12-28-79 
P R O D U C E R 
Fred A. Moreton & Company 
POUICY ,EXPt RATION , 
Until Cancelled 
pnw^t^r0^ 
It is agreed that this polic/ is hereby amended as indicated. All other terms and conditions of this policy remain unchanged. 
Garage/Keepers Insurance is changed to apply without regard to your 
or anyother insured's legal liability for loss to a covered auto 
and is excess over any other collectible insurance regardless o f whether 
the other insurance covers your or any other insured's interest or 
the interest of the covered auto's owner. 
Garagekeepers Insurance deductible is amended to: 
$100.00 per vehicle, with a maximum of 
$500.00 per loss 
SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE 
I M S ' J R E D . AT^POPT sHTrma PAiyryn .POLICY WUtViScR. BOP8635346 
A D D I T I O N A L D E C L A R A T I O N S 







.Deductible An*ount ! 
Coverages 
V . Fire Legal Liability Coverage 
IX . Personal Injury Liability Coverage 
Additional Exclusion (61 does not apply. 
X . Air.cf c«smg Offeree Lhttfi\\ Coverage 
l l is agreed ttv*; Section It ot this policy is amended by the addition ot the following C o w r i e s : 
I . A D D I T I O N A L I N S U R E D 
With respect to Coverage E and the Coverages provided under 
this endorsement, trie Definition of "Insured", p3rl (b)% is 
delered and the following is substituted therefor: 
fbi any employee, executive officer, director or stockholder of 
the Earned Insured while acting wirhm the scope of his 
duties as such; provided that no employee shall be an 
Insured with respect to; 
f t ) bod»ly injury to any fcllo/y employee of such person 
mjuret* tn the course of his employment, or 
(21 to property damage to property o.vncd, occupied or 
used by . rent*d to. »n the care, custody or control of. or 
over which physical control is being exercised for any 
purpose bv any% fellow employee: 
This provision is not applicable to the Incidental Malpractice 
Liability Costings under this endorsement. 
I I . C O N T R A C T U A L L I A B I L I T Y COVERAGE 
Coverage E applies, subject to the following: 
A . Insuring Agreement I V . . Definition of "insured contract" is 
deleted-amtttre fottuvvnng substituted therefor: 
"insured contract" means any contract or agreement 
relating to the conduct of the Named Insured's operations. 
B. The fo!«ow«n£ Additional Exclusions apoly to liability 
assumed by the Insurea under any insured contract: 
(1) to bodi'y injury or property damage for which the 
Insured has assumed liability under any contract or 
agreement if such bcd»ly mjjry or p*operty d<<m» ge 
occurred pr%or tc the execution of the contract oi 
agreement; 
(2l if the indemnitee*of the Insured is <*n architect, enc-nerr 
or surveyor, to bodily injury or prop2rty damd(>' arising 
ou: of the rendering of or tatiure to render proiesaortji 
services by 5uch indemnitee. h»s agents or emp/oytes, 
including ^ 
(a) the preparation or app*ov«l of meps, pJans\ 
opinions, ri't&rxs, surveys, designs or specifications 
and 
(b) supervisory, inspection or engineering services. 
C. T h * following Additional Condition tpphes. 
Arbitrat»nn. This Company shulf t»e cnml:o to exercise aff 
of the Insured's riQhts m the choice oC arbitrators and m the 
conduct of any rrbitration proceeding. 
I I I . BROAD FOR.V! PROPERTY DAMAGE COVERAGE 
Coverage E applies subject to the folio.ving: 
A . Exclusion (n) is d-'leted. 
B. The following Additional Er.clusiors apply to this Coverage: 
(1} to liab.li;y assumed by the InsureJ under a«:y cr. 
or agreement; 
(2) to property damage to property owned by or i~t 
the Insured, property held by the Insured for 
property eniruildd to the ln$ur2d for UQ>: 
safekeeping; 
(31 to property damage to property while on pr 
owned by or rented to the Insured for the p j rp 
having operations performed on such proper:, *>v 
b.-haiJ oi th * Insured; 
(4) to property damage to tools or equipment v.»:*•.• 
used by the Insured in performing his operator.-,; 
(51 to property damage to property in the custr.n. 
Insured which is to be imtalltd, erected .*.* «u 
construction by the Insured; 
{5) to property damage to that particular p e r o 
property, not on premises owned by or rentes \ 
Insured. 
la) upon which operations are beina performed 
on behalf of the Insured at the time of the pre 
damage arising out of such operations or 
fb) out of which any property damage arises c.» 
(c) the restoration, repair or replacement of r fc c 
been made or is necessary by re?^cr *•* 1 
workmanship thereon oy or on bchc.it c 
Insured. 
Additions..' Exclusions (31. U\. (51 end (61 do «^t ;-JV 
fuib'ny undsr a var»tten sidetrack aqreems-nt or .-.rrr* r.. 
to proper** dum*32 (oif.er ihan to elc-.crors) «•»••; • , c 
the use cf elevators at premises owned by, r*» .i 
contru'icd b«, tne fv.'arp-d Insured. 
IV. KOtt 0'.7\*ED I V A T E R C R A F T COVERAGE 
C o . e r a ^ E app'ies suble t to the following; 
Exclusion (d) does not apply \vi;n respect to bodii*, r\:,.*« 
property d»iTane arising out of the maintenance, c, .«-! 
use. lojdinr, or unload ng of *n\ watere/aft unOc'r £.C f-
lengtn.provid.dsuch watercraft »s not owned b\ ;n* i \ -
Insured or is not being used to carry persons lor <i c::.r;j 
V, F IRE LEGAL U A S I U T Y COVERAGE 
A. Cov.r t ;p E rpphes to injury to or destruction of, t**dc 
loss of use of, st'ucturus or portions thereof rented : 
occupied by the Named Insured, m d u d i m Ux\ 
permanently attached thereto, if such injury or destruc 
is caused by an occurrence and avise& out of firc% 
B. Trv* Exclusions applicable to Cover o$~ E, property cU-rr 
do not apply. 
C. The foltow.no Exclusion applies to this Coverage: 
This msjmrcc dors not apply to Lability assume, 
the Insured under cny contract or u-jreeme-n. 
EXCLUSION OF PRODUCTS AND COMPLETED OPERATIONS 
It is agreed that such insurance as is afforded under Section II of this policy does not apply to bodily injury or property dcnage. 
(1) arising out of the "Named Insured's products" os defined, after physical possession thereof has been relinquished to others, a 
(2) occurring away from premises owned by or rented to the Nomed Insured ond onsmg out of "completed operations" as defined 
except bodily injury or property damogc onsmg out of the existence of tools, uninstoiled equipment or obondoned or unused 
moteriols. 
H 25497 F\ 11 72 
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INSURED N A M E ANO AOORESS 
Airport Shuttle Parking, A 
Partnership 
3812 Honeycut Road 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 
r 
PRODUCER NAME ANO AOORESS 
Fred A. Moreton & Conroaay 
P. 0 . Box 8139 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 
"1 
_J 
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"1 Airport Shuttle Parking, A 
Partnership 
5312 Honeycut Hoad 
Salt Lake City, Utah S4106 
PRODUCER NAME AND AOORESS 
Pred A* Horeton .& Company 
P. 0. Box 8139 
Salt Lake City, Utah 8410S 
L_ -J 
XM IS INDICATED. THERE WILL BE NO ADDITIONAL OR RETURN PREMIUM 0UE FOR THIS AUDIT PERIOD. 
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